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Since taking over the reigns of the San Diego baseball program in 1999, head coach Rich Hill has built the Toreros into one of the 
premier programs in the country. 
In 2007, the Toreros experienced one of the best seasons in program history, receiving a program-best No. 4 national ranking, receiv-
ing a No. 8 national seed in the NCAA Regionals, hosting a NCAA Regional for the first time in the city of San Diego and produced the 
program's first 40-win season. 
In 2008, the Toreros captured their second consecutive WCC championship, produced a program-record 44-17 overall mark, and 
reached the championship game of the Long Beach Regional. 
Hill has assembled one of the best coaching staffs in the country, with ace recruiter Jay Johnson, who helped assemble the No. 1 
recruiting class in the nation two years ago. 
""Jay has established himself as one of the top assistants in the country. We restructured out staffs responsibilities in the offs ea son 
with Jay's strengths in mind. He is one of the most outstanding recruiters in the country, as evidence of the class we have coming in the 
fall of 2010, "said Hill. 
"TK (Tyler Kincaid) is one of the leading experts in pitching mechanics on west coast, a true rising star who has proved himself in the 
Cape Cod Baseball League. His transition this offseason has been extremely positive and the pitchers have really taken to him in a posi-
tive way," stated Hill. 
"Ramon is that guy on your staff who you give a task to and it will be done immediately and with A+ work. He has been the rock of 
our staff over the past couple of years, and is an extremely gifted coach," said Hill. 
"Nik (Crouch) is extremely gifted in the area of summer camps, which laded him this spot on our staff. He is extremely talented in the 
organization, and has incredible people skills. He has been a huge asset in the day-to-day operation of our program," said Hill. 

West Coast Conference 
The West Coast Conference was formed in 1952 to provide a convenient venue for five San Francisco Bay Area , 
schools to compete in basketball. Since that modest beginning, the Conference has evolved and grown to become \ 
a nationally recognized and competitive force in intercollegiate athletics, with 13 league-sponsored sports: base- ~ 
ball; both men's and women's basketball, cross country, golf, soccer, and tennis; and women's volleyball and crew. 
The eight WCC members span the western coast of the United States from Canada to Mexico, from the pine 
forests of Eastern Washington, to the Columbia River Basin, to the dynamic San Francisco Bay Area, to the sunny 
beaches of Southern California, the Conference is characterized by the stability of its membership - only two 
conferences have been together longer - and its unique emphasis on combining excellence in athletics with excel-
lence in academics. 
The Conference recognizes championships in each of its sports, has hosted NCAA championship events, and 
produced 26 NCAA Division I individual or team champions. And, many outstanding WCC student-athletes have 
gone on to excel in professional sports. 
The long and rich history of the WCC demonstrates that success in intercollegiate athletics can be built on the 






Playe3!'. of the Year 
- James Meador - -. 
Cunningha Stadiu 
Cunningham Stadium, the home of 
University of San Diego baseball, is one of 
the nation's most beautiful collegiate ball-
parks. 
Situated in a natural amphitheater, 
Cunningham stadium is one of the coziest 
venues on the west coast. Just beyond the 
right field wall, the Douglas F. Manchester 
Residence Hall overlooks the picturesque 
home of the Toreros, creating an imposing 
view for left-handed hitters. Cunningham 
Stadium includes 4-lighted batting cages 
that allow players to hone their skills. 
For every bit of beauty that envelops 
Cunningham Stadium, there is an equal dose 
of tradition. The Toreros have won the 2002 
and 2003 wee Championships, moving on 
to the NCAA regionals both years as well. 
Dimensions at Cunningham are 309 feet 
down the left field line,375 feet at left-center 
field, 395 feet to straightaway c~nter, right-
centerfield 385 feet, and 329 feet to right 
field. The fence is 8 feet high. 
With a capacity of 1,200, all seats are 
backed for spectator comfort. Field-level 
box seats are also available behind home 
plate. Spectators are also comforted by a 
full-service concessions stand, and public 
facilities. 
Prior to the 2003 campaign,Cunningham 
received several significant additions.A"Turf 
Tech"synthetic grass surface was installed in 
the foul areas between first and third base. 
Secondly, a new press box was built at the 
top of Cunningham that keeps the central 
architectural theme of 16th century Spanish 
renaissance alive, creating a superb facility 
to house media and game operations staff. 
In addition,a new public address system 
has been added, replacing the sound system 
that had been in place since Cunningham 
Stadium opened in 1970. The stadium also 
has a concessions stand that services crowd 
needs as well as a brand new fully lighted 
scoreboard. The playing surface consists 
of "Bullseye" Bermuda grass and the dirt 
portion of the infield is crushed red brick, 
which can be found at many major league 
stadiums. 
The Stadium also features five batting 
cages that are roofed, fenced and all have 
lights. Three of the cages are 60 feet in 
length and the remaining two tunnels are 
each 40 feel long. 
In 1988 the stadium was named after 
John Cunningham, who led the Torero base-
ball team for 34 years. Coach Cunningham 
is still active within the athletic department 
and is currently the Director ofTransporta-
tion. 

\ ,Sports Medicine 
The department of sports medicine operates 
under the supervision of the University of San 
Diego's designated team physician, Paul C. Mur-
phy MD, the associate director of athletics for 
sports medicine, Carolyn Greer, associate ath-
letic trainers, and assistant athletic trainers. The 
sports medicine facility is located in the Jenny 
Craig Pavilion and is for the exclusive use of the 
University of San Diego student-athletes. This 
2,400 square foot facility has defined taping, 
rehabilitation, and hydrotherapy areas. In addi-
tion, there are a private treatment/exam room, 
offices and storage. The entire athletic training 
staff takes great pride in the services rendered 
to over 400 student athletes through this facility. 
The USO athletic training room is clearly the top 
sports medicine venue in the wee. 
Perfor an~ e ,mr.a~~J~g· 
University of San Diego student-athletes receive'elite ·- I;:-.:. ·1'"~1~ ■ · ; 
coaching from their strength and conditioning staff ii!. b? ef · · ; j t 
of the premier weight rooms on the West Coast. With 1sfooo .J ~. . 1 ~ I! >' 
square feet of floor space (plus an additional 1,6?0:s~u_~ ~ _: · J .:._ Li f r 
feet of turf), 16 all inclusive lifting stations and apP.roxi:- . . · ·. - ', . ~ I "' 
mately 20,000 pounds of free weights, multiple te~m:s c:a~ :I t __ I 1_ 
be simultaneously coached in a comprehensive ~tr! ·ngth·and · 1~ 1• _ 
conditioning development program. Medicine ballt'du~ b- · _ _ J 
,-
bells, gymnastics rings and various pullup stations areused · 
to enhance the training provided for all 16 of US D's varsi,y ...; iJ ._ 1 l 
sports. R ~ ,.! ' --
-j ·. - -- ~ ,j• 
- ~ The USD strength staff advocates the use of ground - ~ 
based, multi-joint, explosive free weight exercises in th~ a. · --· 
training of student-athletes. USD teams are taught the clean 
and jerk, snatch, squats, deadlift and the various barbell and 
dumbbell variations. By using the exercises, in combination 
with intense effort, we believe USD student-athletes will be 
well prepared to meet every physical challenge put to them 
in competition. 
I .. _ -·~.i-'"'h'S ... ·:·:·:.·j', •• :•, ..  •.·~J ! ·~'"}.: ! -j .,, ~ i 
" 
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The Ca 
The University of San Diego is an independent Catholic institution of higher education. Founded in 1949, USD is located on · _, ., ... · __ _ 
180 acres overlooking Mission Bay, San Diego Harbor and the Pacific Ocean. The campus is named Alcala Park and is located just 
10 minutes from downtown San Diego. The campus was named after a Spanish village near Madrid - Alcala de Henares. Founded 1.--... _·..:,a by the Greeks as Complutum, the village was later renamed Al Kala (the Castle) by the Moslems. Christians recaptured the village 
centuries later and founded a university whose buildings became the inspiration for USD's architectural style. . - · 
• I 
Under the leadership of Mother Rosalie Hill of the Society of the Sacred Heart and Bishop Charles Francis Buddy of the .,._ 
Diocese of San Diego, the University of San Diego began as separate colleges for men and women. The first classes met in 1952; ,. 
the School of Law opened its doors in 1954. By the late 1960's it became clear that both colleges would benefit from combining 
academic resources, and in 1972 the University of San Diego became a single coeducational Catholic university. 
Now governed by a board of trustees independent from the founding organizations, USD is a Roman Catholic institution that· 
welcomes students, faculty and staff of diverse religions, traditions and remains dedicated to the values originally articulated by 
Mother Hill and Bishop Buddy. Students choose from more than 60 undergraduate and graduate degrees programs in academic 
divisions including the College of Arts and Sciences and the schools of Business Administration, Leadership and Education Sci-
ences, Law and Nursing and Health Science. 
The USD campus is regarded as one of the most architecturally unique institutions in the country, featuring major buildings 
designed in an ornamental 16th century Spanish Renaissance style. Since 2000, USD has completed numerous major construc-
tion and expansion projects. 
In 2000 the Jenny Craig Pavilion, a 5, 100-seat athletic center, opened its doors as home to USD basketball and volleyball. The 
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice opened on the west end of campus, and in 2003 the Donald P. Shiley Center for Science 
and Technology opened. The Degheri Alumni Center, a three-story 28,000 square foot building located near the main entrance to 
USD, opened in 2004. A gathering place for the alumni family, it was made possible with a generous gift from alumnus Bert Degh-
eri '61. The Student Life Pavilion, a four-story, 50,000-square-foot building, opened its doors this past fall. 

San Diego, California 
San Diego is truly "America's Finest 
City." A modern metropolis (second larg-
est in California) and a popular year-round 
resort, San Diego spreads from the coast 
to the desert, including cliffs, mesas, hills, 
canyons and valleys. San Diego also sur-
rounds one of California's greatest natural 
harbors which has been a dominant factor 
in determining the city's history,economy 
and development. 
Meteorologists claim San Diego as the 
country's only area with perfect climate. 
This ideal year-round environment posts 
an average daytime temperature of 70 
degrees, with an annual rainfall average of 
less than 10 inches. Most days are sunny, 
with humidity generally low, even in the 
summer. The climate, attractive setting 
and recreational facilities make San Diego 
"America's Finest City." 
The city has mostly avoided the evils 
of urban sprawl, which has allowed its 
downtown to remain vibrant, especially 
the Gaslamp Quarter. San Diego is also home 
to the world-famous San Diego Zoo as well 
as Sea World. The city is greatforfamilies,but 
for those without kids, there is a lot to do as 
well. 
San Diego is home to a number of military 
bases, primarily due to its location. In 1941, 
after the Pearl Harbor attacks, the U.S.estab-
lished the headquarters of the Pacific Fleet in 
San Diego, and the city is now home to the 
largest air naval station on the west coast. 
Unlike many cities, San Diego's airport is 
right next to downtown, increasing its con-
venience even more. It is hard to believe that 
San Diego is the nation's sixth-largest city, it 
just retains a small town feel. 
According to Sports lllustrated,"For sheer 
numbers of participants,diversity of pursuits 
of involvement, San Diego must rank as the 
sports fitness capital of the U.S." Sports are 
a major feature of the San Diego lifestyle. 
One can sail, swim, surf, scuba dive, snorkel, 
wind-surf on 70 miles of public beach or golf 
at any of the over 80 golf courses throughout 
the county. Balboa Park, a 1, 158-acre recre-
ation and cultural center, offers 25 tennis 
courts, two gymnasiums, two municipal golf 
courses, and one of the nation's finest zoos. 
Mission Bay Park is a 4,600-acre playground 
for jogging, fishing, bicycling, tennis, golf,jet 
skiing and kite flying. 
As well as participating in recreational ac-
tivities, San Diego supports their professional 
teams --the NFL Chargers play at Qualcomm 
Stadium, and the San Diego Padres play at 
Petco Park. During college football bowl 
week, San Diego annually hosts the Pacific 
Life Holiday Bowl in late December. During 
1998, Qualcomm Stadium hosted the Super 
Bowl game between Denver and Green Bay; 
followed by the World Series between the 
San Diego Padres and the New York Yankees. 
The Super Bowl returned to San Diego in 
2003. Whatever sporting activity there is, it's 




Location ............................... ..... ...... .. ... ...... ... .... ......... .. ........................... San Diego, CA 
Founded .. ........ ... ...... .. ............................................................................................... 1949 
Enrol lment ............................................................................................................ ... 7,800 
President ... ..................................................................................... Mary E. Lyons, Ph.D. 
Executive Director of Athletics .. ............ .. .......................... ..................... Ky Snyder 
Sen ior Associate Ath letics Director .................................................. Mike Matoso 
Assoc. AD/Bus iness Affairs/Baseba ll Supervisor ............................... Dan Yourg 
Assoc. AD/Ath letic Development .................................... ........ .. ...... Brian Fogarty 
Assoc. AD for Facilities & Operations .... .................................................. Andy Fee 
Assoc. AD/ Senior Women's Administrator .............. ...................... Shaney Fink 
Assoc. AD for Marketing .............. .......................................................... Steve Becvar 
' Head Athletic Trainer ............................................................. Caro lyn Greer, A.T., C. 
Assoc iate Athletic Trainer .................................................................. Paul Signorelli 
Assistant Athletic Trainer (Baseball) .... .. ................. Joe Parry, Eli Bisnett-Cobb 
Director of Athletic Performance Training ............................ Stephane Rochet 
Sport and Business Psychology Consu ltan ....................... Karlene Sugarman 
Affiliat ion ......................................... ......................... ........................... NCAA Division I 
Conference ................................................................................................... West Coast 
Nickname .......................... .. ......... .. .. .. ........................ .. ...................................... Toreros 
School Colors ...................................................................... Torero Blue, Navy, White 
• Athletic Dept. Phone .... .. .............. .......... .. ........................................ (619) 260-4803 
A TEAM INFORMATION 
First Year of Baseball (Began Division I p lay) .................................... 1958 (1979) 
' ). Overall All-Time Record ......................................................... 1,195-l,073-3 (.526) 
..J/ NCAA Division I Appearances (Last) ............ .. .. .......... .. .. ........ .. ........ .. ........ 5 (2008) 
NCAA Tournament Record ................................................................................... 6-1 O 
Best Overall Record .... .... .......... .............................. .......... ...................... 44-l 7 (2008) 
2009 Overa ll Record ............................................................................................ 29-25 
2009 WCC Record (Place) ...... .. ............ .. ................................................... 11-10 (5th) 
2009 Home Record ................................................ ........ .. .................... ................. 19- l O 
2009 Road Record ...... .. ........ .... .......... .................................................................... 8-15 
2009 Neutra l Field Record .......................................................................... .. .. ........ 2-0 
2009 Postseason ................... ................. ........ ..... ..................................................... N/ A 
Position Starters returning/lost ............................................................................ 8/1 
Starting Pitchers returning/lost .......................................................................... 4/0 
Overa ll Letterwinners returning/lost ...... ............ ........................ .. ........ ........... 24/6 
Newcomers ........ ........ ... .......... .... ...... ..... .......... .. ............................................................ 12 
A HOME FIELD 
Surface ...................... ... ......... .... ...... ....... ...... .. ..... ........ ..... ........................ Natural Grass 
Dimensions .................................................................. ....... LF-309, CF-395, RF-329 
A BASEBALL STAFF 
Head Coach ................ ...... ...... ........ .. .................................................................. Rich Hill 
Alma Mater .................................................... ............ .... .......... ..... Cal Lutheran, 1984 
Record at USD .......... ...... ...... ..................................................... 382-261-3 (11 Years) 
Overall Record .............................................. ........ .................. .. 715-481-3 (21 Years) 
Assistants ............................................................... Jay Johnson (Point Loma, 2001) 
.... .. ............................................................ Tyler Kincaid (San Fra ncisco State, 2001) 
.. ...... ...... .... ........ ........ ............ .. ........................... Ramon Orozco (Ca l Lutheran, 1999) 
Dir. of Baseball Operations .... .. .......... ............ ....... Nik Crouch (Vangua rd, 2008) 
Baseball Phone ........ ...... .. .................................................................... (619) 260-5953 
Baseba ll Fax ........................................................ .... ............................. (619) 260-7750 
A MEDIA RELATIONS 
Associate A.D./Media Re lat ions .. .... ...................................................... Ted Gosen 
Ass istant Dir.of Med ia Re lations (Baseba ll Contact) .. ................ Chris Loucks 
Media Re lations Coordinator .... .............. .... ..................................... Ryan McCann 
Lo ucks' Direct Office Phone .......................... ........ ................ ......... (619) 260-7930 
Fax ...................... ... ....... .. .............. ...... ..... ................................................ (619) 260-2990 
Loucks' E-ma il .................................................. ............ ..... ... cloucks@sandiego.edu 
Cunningham Stadium Press Box .................................................. (619) 260-8829 
Web Site .............................................. ........ ....... ........ .... ........ . www.usdtoreros.com 
A MEDIA CREDENTIALS 
Requests should be made by phone (619-260-7930), fax (619-260-2990) or 
e-mail (c loucks@sandiego.edu) as far in advance as possib le and no later 
than 24 hours before gametime. Creden t ia ls can be p icked up at t he will 
ca ll table located at the top of Cunn ingham Stadium. 
PA<iE 1..( 
A PHOTO CREDENTIALS 
Credentials will be issued on a game-by-game basis and must be 
worn in plain sight at all times. All photographers must remain off 
the p laying surface and are encouraged to use the area beh ind the 
visitors' dugout. NCAA regulations regard ing photography will be 
adhered to at al l t imes. 
.&.PRESS BOX 
The USD press box is located on top of t he stands beh ind home p late. 
Limited seating is available with beat writers receiving priority. Radio 
positions and additional media wil l be allocated to the press box or 
the rows immediately in front of the press box, if necessary. 
A TELEPHONES 
The press box number for the media and scoring updates on ly, is 
(619) 260-8829. Additional lines are available on a shared basis in 
the press box. 
.&.RADIO LINES 
Up to two telephone lines can be made ava ilab le to the designated 
radio station of the visiting team. Please make arrangements through 
the ath letics media relations office well in advance. 
A HIGH-SPEED INTERNET 
The press box is equipped with several high speed data jacks for 
on- line browsing and transmission. A wireless connection has also 
been recently added to the press box for those media members who 
have a wireless card. 
A INTERVIEWS 
Coaches and players will be avai lable for postgame interviews on the 
field after a brief coo ling down session and team meeting. M idweek 
interviews can be conducted before and or after practices by special 
arrangement through the athletics media relations office. Interviews 
with visiting coaches or players should be arranged through the 
visiting team's SID, when avai lable. 
A ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
2010 USO Baseball Media Guide is a product of the USO Athletics 
Media Relations department. 
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2010 SAN DIEGO BASEBALL ROSTER 
No. Name 
1 Jon Hatta 
3 Zach Walters 
4 Kevin Muno * 
5 Tony Strazzara 
6 Jake Williams 
7 Chris Engell * 
8 Austin Green 
9 Victor Sanchez 
12 Nick McCoy * 
13 Kalei Hanawahine 
14 BrianFarris * 
15 Zach Kometani 
16 Steven Chatwood 
17 Matt Hauser 
18 Paul Sewald 
20 Dillon Checkal * 
21 Mike Ferraro * 
22 Matt Thompson 
23 Michael Dedrick 
24 Bryan Haar 
25 Sammy Solis * 
26 Kyle Blair 
28 Matt Moynihan 
29 James Meador 
30 Chris Jensen 
31 Darrin Campbell * 
32 Sam Wolff 
34 Scott Schauer * 
35 Reyn Nagamine 
36 AJ Griffin 
38 Casey Schmidt * 
40 Tommy Cheek 
42 Calvin Drummond 
44 Ben Burmeister 
45 Andrew Walter 
* represents redshirt year used 
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BIT Ht. Wt. 
S/ R 5-9 170 
L/ R 6-3 195 
R/ R 5-11 185 
R/R 5-11 175 
S/ L 6-0 180 
R/ R 5-9 175 
R/ R 6-2 180 
R/ R 6-2 185 
R/ R 5-10 185 
LIL 5-8 180 
R/ R 6-1 180 
R/ R 6-0 190 
R/ R 5-8 175 
R/ R 6-2 190 
R/ R 6-2 180 
L/ R 5-11 170 
L/ L 6-2 200 
R/ R 6-4 200 
R/ R 6-2 195 
R/ R 6-3 190 
L/ L 6-5 220 
R/ R 6-3 200 
L/ R 6-2 195 
R/ R 6-1 205 
R/ R 6-4 190 
R/R 6-4 190 
R/ R 6-0 190 
R/ R 5-9 180 
L/ R 5-10 205 
R/R 6-5 212 
R/ R 6-3 205 
R/ R 5-10 170 
R/ R 6-2 195 
R/ R 6-0 190 
R/ R 6-4 200 
10 Rich Hill 
2 Jay Johnson 
27 Tyler Kincaid 
Head Coach (12th year, Cal Lutheran '84) 
Assistant Coach (5th Year, Point Loma,'01 ) 
Assistant Coach (1st Yea r, San Francisco State '01 ) 
Assistant Coach (3rd Yea r, Cal Lutheran '99) 
Hometown/Last School 
Oceanside, CA/ Oceanside HS 
Las Vegas, NV/ Cimarron HS 
Thousand Oaks, CA/ Loyola HS 
Scottsdale, AZ/ Brophy Prep HS 
Scottsdale, AZ/ Brophy Prep HS 
Fairfield, CA/ Sacramento City College 
San Diego, CA/ Patrick Henry HS 
Norwalk, CA/ Gahr HS 
San Diego, CA/Westview HS 
Honolulu, HI/ Kamehameha HS 
Altadena, CA/ Cuesta College 
Honolulu, HI/ Punahou HS 
Yucaipa, CA/Redlands East Valley HS 
Newport Beach, CA/Orange Coast CC 
Las Vegas, NV/ Bishop Gorman HS 
San Diego, CA/ Santa Fe Christian HS 
Irvine, CA/ Orange Coast CC 
Santa Rosa, CA/ Santa Rosa CC 
Cedar City, UT/ Canyon View HS 
San Diego, CA/Grossmont HS 
Litchfield Park, AZ/ Agua Fri a HS 
Monte Sereno, CA/ Los Gatos HS 
San Diego, CA/ Cathedral Catholic HS 
Ramona, CA/ Ramona HS 
Gilbert, AZ/ Mesquite HS 
Laguna Niguel, CA/ Aliso Niguel HS 
Rapid City, SD/ Stevens HS 
Huntington Beach, CA/Golden West College 
Aiea Hl/ lolani HS 
El Cajon, CA/Grossmont HS 
Arvada, CO/Creighton University 
Escondido, CA/Cathedral Catholic HS 
Huntington Beach, CA/Orange Coast College 
Boulder, CO/Grandview HS 
Scottsdale, AZ/Cactus HS 
70RER05. 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 11 Ramon Orozco 
Nik Crouch Director of Baseball Operations (1 st Year, Vanguard '08) 
Father Owen Mullen first joined the University of San Diego campus as University 
Chaplain in 1981 . Mullen has been providing both spiritual counseling and friendship to the 
Torero baseball program, and has played a key role to the success of the program. In 1989 he 
left USO, and until 2003 Father Mullen was on active duty in the Army and served as Chaplain 
at the United States Military Academy at West Point and then Senior Chaplain to the U.S. Army 
Hawaii. 
Mullen returned in 2004 as University Chaplain, and once again has played a key role 
in providing spiritual guidance for all USO student-athletes. Besides stopping by at numerous 
baseball practices, he makes every home game and most road trips. 
"Father Mullen provides exemplary spiritual leadership and is an incredible friend to the program. He is 
a true fan, and the players love him," said head coach Rich HIii. 
Besides his involvement on campus with University Ministry, Father Mullen is also dedicated to the Naval 
NROTC, Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity, Torero Football and US D's club men's lacrosse program. 
PAGE' 1S 
Head Coach RICH HILL 
12th Season as Head Coach 
Rich Hill has built the USO Toreros 
into one of the most successful Di-
vision I baseball programs on the 
West Coast.The 201 O spring season 
will be Hill's 22nd year as a head 
coach at the collegiate level, and 
12th at USO, having enjoyed 19 
winning seasons in 21 years. Since 
taking over at USO in 1999, Hill has 
been remarkable in re-writing the 
school record book en route to 
claiming back-to-back West Coast 
Conference Championship titles 
in 2002 and 2003, as well as also 
claiming the WCC 
crown in 2007 and 
2008. 
In 2008, Hill led the Tore-
ros to a second consecu-
tive WCC title and his 
freshmen class was rated 
the No. 1 recruiting class 
in America according to 
Baseball America. USO 
posted the program's sec-
ond 40-win season by set-
ting the program re-
cordwith a44-17 mark. 
The Toreros received a 
program-best No. 5 
preseason national 
ranking by Rivals. 
com, and USO 
remained in the 
top-25 all sea-









Pitcher of the Year award and the 
No. 4 overall pick in the MLB draft. 
Hill also guided 10 Toreros to AII-
WCC honors. Hill was also tabbed 
as the wee Coach of the Year for 
the second consecutive season. 
In 2007, Hill directed the Toreros 
to the program's first 40-win sea-
son, a program-best No.4 national 
ranking and a No. 8 national seed 
in the NCAA Regionals, becoming 
the first school in the history of the 
conference to receive this honor. 
The Toreros also hosted the NCAA 
Regionals, bringing this event to 
the city of San Diego for the first 
time ever. The Toreros posted an 
impressive 18-3 record in theWCC, 
including five consecutive series 
sweeps, a first at USO as well. Hill 
also eclipsed the 600 career-win 
mark and moved over 300 wins as 
the USO skipper. For his efforts, he 
was awarded the wee Coach of 
the Year distinction. 
In the 2006 season, not only did 
Hill lead USO back to the postsea-
son, but he also helped guide the 
Toreros to a, then program-best 
No. 8 national ranking in the Col-
legiate Baseball top-25 poll on Feb. 
2, 2006. Another milestone that 
Hill achieved during this historic 
season was the team recorded its 
first win over a No. 1 ranked oppo-
nent as they swept the defending 
national champion Texas Long-
horns in the opening weekend. 
Hill became the third coach in the 
history of the wee to eclipse the 
200 conference-wins mark and has 
an overall coaching record of 715-
481-3. 
Under his leadership San Diego 
has averaged 33 wins per season, 
including winning a school-record 
44 games in 2008, a year in which 
Hill was honored by his peers as 
the wee Coach of the Year. Hill be-
came one of the youngest coaches 
in collegiate history to reach 500 
career victories in 2003, taking USD 
into postseason play and a second 
consecutive NCAA Regional ap-
pearance. 
Scheduling the nation's top compe-
tition, Hill owns a 382-261-3 (.620) 
overall record as San Diego's man-
ager. In turn, Hill has brought the 
school national notoriety, earning 
a No. 4 national ranking by Colle-
giate Baseball, its highest in school 
history, during the 2007 season. 
Following a 35-21 season in 2004, 
seven of Hill's eight graduating 
seniors signed professional con-
tracts. That same season a record 
10 USD players were recognized as 
AII-WCC performers, with five play-
ers being selected in the ' 04 MLB 
First Year Player Draft. This past 
June six more Toreros were drafted 
and signed by Major League clubs. 
Hill is a proven winner. He has a 
record of success in each of his 
three head coaching stops - first 
at his alma mater Cal Lutheran. 
In his first head coaching job as 
the manager at Cal Lu, he won 
83% of his games during his final 
three seasons (1991-93). Hill led 
Cal Lutheran to a record of 194-76 
(.719) over six seasons, including 
two World Series appearances. His 
1990 team won the first-ever dis-
trict championship in school his-
tory. His 1992 squad posted a 43-6 
record before falling a couple of 
outs shy of the NCAA Division Ill 
title, while the 1993 team finished 
THE RICH HILL FILE 
Personal 
Wife: Lori 
Children: Robbie (18), Lindsey (15) 
Education 
College: Cal Lutheran, 1985 
(B.A. Physical Education) 
Graduate: Cal Lutheran, 1988 
(M.S. Education) 
Coaching Career 
Cal Lutheran (1988-93) 
San Francisco (1994-98) 
San Diego (1999-present) 
Coachin Honors 
wee Coach of the Year, 2002, 07, 08) 
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The Hill Family: 
Rich, his Wife Lori, and their two chi/ 
dren Robbie and Lindsey. 
Hill's Year-by-Year Coaching Records 
Year School Record Conference 
1988 Cal Lutheran 21 -21 13-11 6th (NAIA Dist. 3) 
1989 Cal Lutheran 31-18 16-8 3rd (NAIA Dist. 3) 
1990 Cal Lutheran 35-16 12-8 1st (NAIA Dist 3) 
1991 Cal Lutheran 32-8 10-3 1st (NAIA Dist. 3) 
1992 Cal Lutheran 43-6 20-1 1st (SCIAC) 
1993 Cal Lutheran 32-7 19-2 1st (West Region) 
1994 San Francisco 22-33 9-21 (6th WCC) 
1995 San Francisco 24-35 11 -17 (5th WCC) 
1996 San Francisco 30-25 15-13 (4th WCC) 
1997 San Francisco 29-27 17-11 (3rd WCC) 
1998 San Francisco 34-24 18-12 (T-3rd WCC) 
1999 San Diego 28-27-1 13-16-1 (3rd wee Coast) 
2000 San Diego 34-27-1 14-16 (3rdWCCCoast) 
2001 San Diego 35-21 20-10 (2nd WCC West) 
2002 San Diego 39-23 18-12 (1st West/1st WCC) 
2003 San Diego 32-30 18-12 (1st West/1st WCC) 
2004 San Diego 35-21 19-11 (2nd wee Coast) 
2005 San Diego 30-27 16-14 (2nd wee Coast) 
2006 San Diego 33-25 13-8 (3rd WCC) 
2007 San Diego 43-18 18-3 (1st WCC) 
2008 San Diego 44-17 16-5 (1st WCC) 
2009 San Diego 29-25 11-10 (4th WCC) 
Career Years Overall Conference 
atUSD 11 382-261-3 246-170-1 
atUSF 5 139-744 70-74 
at Cal Lu 6 194-76 90-33 
Career 21 715-481-3 350-237-1 
PACiE 17 
Rich Hill's Coaching Highlights 
fi rst in the Western Region with a 32-7 record. Under 
Hill 's guidance, the Kingsmen knocked off Division 
I opponents such as USC, Pepperdine, San Diego 
State, UC Santa Barbara and Cal State Northridge. 
During his six seasons at Cal Lutheran, 92 percent of 
his players rece ived their degrees Hill was hired by 
the University of San Francisco in 1994, taking the 
Dons from the WCC cellar to a 34-win season in his 
final year in 1998. During a five-year coaching stint 
at San Francisco (1994-1998), Hill posted three con-
secutive winning seasons, including a school -best 
18 wins in the West Coast Conference in 1998 as the 
• No. 7 among active WCC coaches in career (115) and league 
(246) victories as well as wins per season (32.7) 
• Over 700 career victories (7 15-48 7-3) 
• Has averaged 35.4 wins per season at USO since 2000 
• Back-to-back Wes t Coast Conference Championships 2002-2003 
and again in 2007-2008. 
• wee Coach of the Year 2002, 2007, 2008 
• Five NCAA Regional teams at USO in past eight seasons 
• Inducted into the Cal Lutheran Hall of Fame (2005) 
Dons finished tied with USO fo r third place in the 
WCC. Over his final three seasons there, Hill guided USF to upper division finishes in the WCC; 





more victories. Hill's track record boasts record-breaking seasons for wins in 
~ a single season at Cal Lu (43), USO (44) and Chatham in Cape League (35). 
In addition to his collegiate coaching positions, Hill was head coach 
for the Chatham A's of the Cape Cod League between 1990-93, win-
ning the league title in 1992 with a franchise record of 35-11 . He has twice 
been recognized as the ABCA West Region Coach of the Year (1992, 1993); 
was the 1992 Cape Cod Baseball League "Manager of the Year"; was twice 
named the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Coach 
of the Year (1992, 1993); and twice was the recipient of the California 
Lutheran Alumni Career Excellence Award (1993, 1994). Hill 's ass istants 
have gone on to successful careers in baseball, including five earning 
head coaching positions, and two with administrative positions with 
Major League clubs. 
Hill has made his mark off the field as well. He has been an advisor 
for the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. He started an innovative peer-
mentoring program with his USF team. Dons players and coaching 
staff volunteered at the nearby Hamilton Community Center, read-
ing stories and playing games with homeless children. Furthermore, 
Hill is a speaker and clinician at various conventions and camps 
throughout the region. 
Hill earned his Bachelor of Arts degree (Physical Education) in 
1985 from California Lutheran University. After playing one 
season with the St. Louis Cardinals organization in 1985 (Sin-
gle A affiliate in Savannah, Georgia), he returned to his alma 
mater where he earned his Master of Science degree in Educa-
tion in 1988. Rich and his wife, Lori, live in San Diego with their 
two children, Robbie and Lindsey. 
Assistant Coach JAY JOl;INSON 
Fifth Season as Assistant Coach 
Jay Johnson is entering his fifth season with the Toreros. During his first four 
seasons at USD, he has been instrumental in helping guide USD to three 
consecutive trips to the NCAA Postseason (2006-08) and back-to-back WCC 
Championships in 2007 and 2008, while assisting head coach Rich Hill with 
all aspects of the game. 
Johnson serves as USD's hitting coach and also takes on the roll of 
.__ __ ___._;.......,<'-------' recruiting coordinator. He helped recruit USD's 2008 class, which was 
ranked number one in the nation by Baseball America. The Toreros 2010 recruiting class in-
cludes five AFLAC High School All Americans. In three of his first four seasons, the Toreros ranked 
first in the WCC in team hitting (2006, 2007, and 2009). 
Under his guidance, the Toreros have produces two of the last three WCC Player's of the Year 
with Shane Buschini taking home the honor is 2007 and James Meador taking home the award 
in 2009. Johnson also helped guide Josh Romanski to the WCC Freshman of the Year award in 
2006 and he has also helped guide 22 Toreros to AII -WCC honors in his four seasons. 
In 2008,Johnson was instrumental in helping lead the Toreros to their second consecutive 40-
win season, as the Toreros set a program-record with a 44 wins.Johnson helped lead USD to 
the championship game of the Long Beach Regional, and he helped lead six position players 
to AII-WCC accolades. 
Johnson helped guide the Toreros to the programs first 40-win season in 2007 with a 43-
18 overall record, as well as a program-best No. 4 national ranking and a No. 8 national 
seed in the NCAA Tournament. With his guidance, the Toreros had eight players earn 
first-team AII-WCC honors. Also under his guidance, the team defeated 10 pitchers on 
the Roger Clemens Award watch list. 
In 2006, Johnson helped guide the Toreros to the 2006 Fullerton regional; facing one 
of the toughest schedules in the country; the Toreros compiled wins against five first 
round draft picks including current Major Leaguers Tim Lincecum, David Price, and Jus-
tin Masterson. 
Johnson, the head coach at nearby Point Loma Nazarene prior to coming to USD, did 
a remarkable job at PLNU, leading the NAIA Sea Lions to a national ranking as high as 
No.6 and a 2005 Golden State Athletic Conference-Southern Division Championship. During four 
seasons at Point Loma Nazarene, three as an assistant before becoming the head coach in 2005, 
Johnson and the Sea Lions made four consecutive trips to the NAIA Region II Championships and 
established a Golden State Athletic Conference (GSAC) record with 47 wins in 2004 while claiming 
the GSAC championship, as well as finishing third in the NAIA College World Series. The 2004 team 
was also awarded the Hank Burbridge NAIA team Champions of Character award. In the spring of 
2005 Johnson guided Point Loma Nazarene to a 37-16 overall mark, winning the 2005 GSAC-South-
ern Division Championship and finishing the season ranked No. 19 nationally. Seven of Jay's players 
at PLNU moved on to play professional baseball. 
An outstanding high school and collegiate athlete, Johnson was the starting second baseman at 
Point Loma Nazarene in 1999 and 2000, hitting .326 during his senior season in 2000. Prior to PLNU, 
Johnson played at Shasta Junior College. As a prep athlete at Oroville High School, Johnson was a 
FirstTeam AII-CIF Northern Section pick in both baseball and football. 
Johnson earned a degree in Physical Education at PLNU in 2001 and later acquired a Master's degree 
in Physical Education at Azusa Pacific University. 
Assistant Coach TYLER KINCAID 
First Season as Assistant Coach 
Tyler Kincaid enters his first season as an assistant coach with 
the Toreros. Kincaid will serve as USD's pitching coach and help 
assist head coach Rich Hill with all aspects of the game. 
Kincaid comes to the Toreros from nearby Palomar College, 
where he had served as the pitching coach from 2005-09. In 
2009, Palomar finished the season with an overall record of 36-
13-1, winning the Pacific Coast Conference Championship and setting a new school 
record for wins. Kincaid's pitching staff ranked No. 1 in California with a team 
ERA of 2.60. 
During his tenure at Palomar, the Comets twice won the conference title, 
advanced to the playoffs three times, and led the conference in ERA 
three times. Kincaid coached two California Community College All-
Americans, one first-team All-Southern California selection, one sec-
ond-team All-State honoree, and six first-team All-Pacific Coast Con-
ference selections. Kincaid helped develop and move on twenty-six 
pitchers to four year institutions, of which nine moved on to Division I, 
and three were taken in the MLB amateur draft. 
Prior to working at Palomar College, Kincaid had success at San Francisco 
State as the pitching coach from 2002-2005, where he helped lead the 
2004 Gator pitching staff to its first 30-win season since 1995, the lowest 
team ERA since 1991 at 4.99, and its first back-to-back winning seasons 
since the 1990-91 seasons. 
He has also served as the pitching coach with the Chatham A's baseball 
team in the prestigious Cape Cod League for five summers. In the summers 
of 2005 and 2006, he helped guide the A's pitching staff to the second low-
est ERA in the league, while also giving up the fewest number of hits. The 
A's advanced to the Cape Cod playoffs in three of the five years Kincaid 
coached them and he coached two of the Most Outstanding Pitcher award 
winners of the CBBL in current Major Leaguer Andrew Miller (2005) from 
North Carolina and former USC pitcher Tom Milone (2007). Eleven of his 
pitchers were CCBL All Star selections. 
Kincaid earned his bachelor's degree in Kinesiology- Physical Education from San 
Francisco State in 2001. And he holds a master degree in Secondary Education 
from San Francisco State that he earned in 2005. 
/ 
Assistant Coach RAMON OROZCO 
,J, 
First Season as Assistant Coach 
Ramon Orozco is entering his third season with the Toreros baseball program, and first 
as an assistant coach. Orozco is in charge of the catchers, first basemen, and assists coach 
Jay Johnson with the hitting. He also assists head coach Rich Hill with all aspects of the 
game, including on-campus recruiting, and serving as camp coordinator for the youth win -
ter camps. 
Orozco brings a wealth of coaching experience to the USO coaching staff as he was most 
L-___.:_=,...___;=-L..,_----' recently an assistant coach in Hawaii Collegiate Baseball League (HCBL). Orozco was in 
charge of the offense for the HCBL champion Kamuela Paniolos. His team led the league 
in homeruns and was second in total runs scored. Ramon has also been an assistant under current USO Assistant 
Coach Mark Viramontes of the DuPage Dragons of the Central Illinois Collegiate Summer League. During his first 
season as a pitching coach, he helped guide them to the regular- season Co-Championship. During the season, 
Orozco helped the team post a franchise-best 25-19 overall record and the second lowest earned run average in 
the CICL. 
Prior to work with Kamuela Paniolos and the DuPage Dragons, Orozco has served as an assistant coach for Glendale 
Community College. He served as the Vaqueros infield and first base coach. In addition to his coaching duties, Oro-
zco served as an academic adviser and mentor to his players. Eight of his players moved onto four year universities 
and one player (Jason Botts) was selected in the Major League Baseball Draft. Botts debuted with the Texas Rangers 
in 2005. 
Orozco played his college baseball at Los Angeles Mission College and California Lutheran University. While at CLU 
he was a member of two Division Ill Western Regional teams. His senior year Orozco helped CLU win a Western Re-
gional Championship and make a College World Series appearance. CLU finished eighth in the final polls of 1998. 
Orozco earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics in 1999 from California Lutheran University. He also 
holds two masters degrees, one in Cross-Cultural Education that he earned in 2002 from National University, and 
the other is a Masters degree in Educational Administration from the University of La Verne that he received in 
2005. 
DIRECTOR OF BASEBALL OPERATIONS NIK CROUCH 
First Season as Director of Baseball Operations 
Nikolaus Crouch is entering his first season with the Toreros baseball program as the Direc-
tor of Baseball Operations, as well as serving as the Camp Coordinator. Crouch is responsible 
for the off-the-field operation of the baseball office. He assists head coach Rich Hill with 
all aspects of the team, and assists with on-campus recruiting visits. Crouch also serves as 
the liaison for visiting teams and in the weight room for the Toreros, and serves as the field 
supervisor. 
.___-'---=-L..:.---' Prior to coming to USO, Crouch was the head baseball coach for both the junior varsity and 
varsity baseball teams at nearby Scripps Ranch High School.Crouch later became an Associ-
ate Scout for the Baltimore Orioles organization, evaluating baseball talent in San Diego County. 
His coaching career began assisting at NAIA Vanguard University of Southern California in 2008. As an assistant at 
Vanguard, Crouch was in charge of the hitters; catchers; and as well as the infielders. Crouch helped lead the Lions 
to one of there most successful seasons in school history. Crouch also spent the 2008 summer season coaching in 
the Golden Independent Baseball League (GIBL) with the Yuma Scorpions. 
Crouch played his college baseball at Saddleback Junior College where he was a part of two regional teams as wel l 
as one California State runner-up squad. Crouch also played two years at Vanguard University of Southern Cali-
fornia. In 2005, Crouch was drafted by the Chicago Cubs in the 26th round, and played three years of professional 
baseball, two with the Chicago Cubs and one with the Yuma Scorpions. 




#1 ► Jon HOTTA 
5-9 ► 170 ► So. ► SIR ► UTL 
Oceanside, Calif. 
Oceanside High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): Appeared in 46 games, making 23 starts .. . 
produced a .287 batting average (29-for- 101 ), driving in 21 run s .. . 
recorded a season-high th ree hits on 3/ 31 at UC Riverside ... went 
1-for-4 w ith a season-high 4 RBI on 4/5 at Santa Clara, capping 
a 5-game streak in which he drove in at least one run ... between 
3/29 and 4/ 14, went 13-for-31 (.419) with 13 RBl. .. in last game 
of season on 5/ 12 at No. 1 UC Irv ine, reached base four times (2 
hits, 2 wa lks) . 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseba ll at Oceanside High School as 
a utility player ... as a junior he hit .290 and had 27 stolen bases, 
while helping his team reach the CIF semi-finals ... as a sen ior he 
hit .360 and had 24 stolen bases, wh ile helping his team reach 
the CIF finals ... he was a two-time second-team All -Avocado 
League performer. 
PERSONAL: Jonathan Hotta was born on Oct.31 , 1989 in Long 
Beach, Cal if .... he is the son of John and Mary Hotta ... chose to at-
tend USD because of the academic prestige and because of the 
outstanding basebal l program. 
Hotta's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 46-23 707 75 29 2 2 0 27 23 72 2-4 .287 
career 46-23 101 15 29 2 2 0 21 23 12 2-4 .287 
#3 ► Zach WALTERS 
6-3 ► 195 ► Jr. ► LIR ► SS 
Las Vegas Nev. 
Cimarron High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Played in 52 games, including 49 starts ... 
recorded a .377 batting average (72-for-191 ), .416 on-base per-
centage, and a .503 slugging percentage ... drove in 24 runs w hile 
he scored 35 runs ... hit four tri p les and 13 doubles ... named first -
team AI I-WCC...in Game 1 vs. Brown on 3/21, went 4-for-4 w ith 
a double and a run scored ... at Sa nta Clara on 4/3, stole three 
bases wh ile hitting a triple and driving in two runs ... on 4/5 at 
Santa Clara, co llected a season-high five hits while also scoring a 
season-high four run s ... went 2-for-2 w ith three wa lks on 4/ 1 Oat 
Gonzaga ... hit his only home run of the season on 4/ 1 Oas well. .. 
produced a season-high three RBI vs. Portland on 4/26. 
FRESHMAN (2008): Played in 29 games with 16 starts ... hit .265 
w ith 18 hits, four doubles, one home run and 13 RBI. .. helped the 
tea m win the WCC regular-season championship and advance 
to the championsh ip game of the Long Beach Regional. .. helped 
the team post a program-best 16-game winn ing st reak ... went 3-
for-4 w ith three RBI aga inst Santa Clara (3/29/08) ... went 2-for-2 
w ith one double and three RBI against Harva rd (3/ 24/08). 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseball playing 
at Cimarron Memoria l High School. .. Was named first-team All -
State in Nevada as both a sophomore and junio ... was named 
first-team All -Sunset Divis ion as both a sopho ore and junior 
and senior ... as a junior he won the 2006 Sunset Division batting 
title as he hit .549 with eight home runs, while also stea ling 24 
bases. 
PERSONAL: Zach Walters was born on Sept. 5, 1989 in Chey-
enne, Wyo .... he is the son of Patrick and Angela Walters .. .was 
heavily recrui ted by Arizona State, Arizona, UC Irvine, Stanford, 
Gonzaga and Baylor ... chose to attend USD because of the base-
ball program and the academic reputation ... he enjoys playing 
ping-pong, basketball, skiing and drawing in his spa re time. 
Walters' Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a 
2009 52-49 797 35 72 73 4 24 20 75 4-7 
2008 29- 76 68 7 78 4 0 7 73 72 5 0-7 
career 81-t;5 259 42 90 17 4 2 37 32 20 4-8 
\ 
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Zach Walters 
#4 ► Kevin MUNO 
5- 1 1 ► 185 ► Jr. ► RIR ► OF 
Thousand Oaks, Calif. 
Loyola High School 
JUNIOR (2009): Started all 17 of the games he played in be-
fore suffering a season ending injury ... posted a .305 batting 
average (l 8-for-59) w ith two home runs, five RBI, and 16 runs 
scored ... Held a .419 on-base percentage ... sto le nine bases in 1 0 
attempts ... hit his first home run of the season on 2/ 21 vs. Bet-
hune-Cookman, going 3-for-5 along w ith three runs scored ... 
Stole a season-h igh two bases on 2/28 vs. Kansas State, as he 
reached base three times in the game (two wa lks, one hit) ... on 
P'Jj 3/ 7 vs. San Diego State, he went 2-for-5 with a home run, an RBI , 
and two runs scored. 
SOPHOMORE (2008): Was one of two players to play and start 
in all 61 games ... hit .326 w ith 79 hits, 12 doubles, three triples, 
four home runs and 29 RBl...led the team in stole bases record-
ing 21 stolen bases ... helped the team win the WCC regular-sea-K son championship and advance to the championship game of the Long Beach Regional. .. was named AII-WCC Honorab le Mention ... helped the team post a program-best 16-game win-~ ning streak ... had 20 multi-hit games ... went 4-for-5 with one RBI 
against Hawaii - Hilo (3/ 16/08) ... went 3-for-3 w ith one double 
and one run scored against UCLA (5/6/08) ... had his best week in 
the final week of the season going a combined 11-for-18(.611) 
w ith one double, two home runs and three RBI against UCLA 
and Sa n Francisco (5/6-5/ 11 /08) ... went 3-for-4 with two doubles 
and one RBI against Saint Mary's (4/ 18/08) ... stole three bases in 
a game twice, once against Santa Clara (3/6/08) and the other 
against San Francisco (5/ 10/08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Pl ayed in 32 games with 20 starts ... played 
a role in helping USD win the regular-season WCC Champion-
ship ... helped team achieve a program-best No. 4 national rank-
ing ... posted a .243 batting average with 17 hits, three doubles, 
one triple and four RBl. .. went 2-for-4 against Gonzaga (3/30/07) ... 
recorded the game winning RBI single aga inst Wake Forest as a 
pinch hitter (2/24/07) ... went 2-for-3 w ith one double against UC 
Riverside (2/ 27 /07) ... went 2-for-4 w ith one double and one run 
scored against UN LV (3/ 25/07) . 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four vars ity letters in baseba ll play-
ing for Chris Beck and Brian Felton at Loyola High School. .. as a 
sophomore he was name second-team All-Mission Leag ue ... as 
a junior he was named second-team All -Mission League while 
posting a .320 batting average and recording 20 stolen bases ... 
as a senior was named first-team All -Mission League and also 
earned a first-team AII-CIF honor after posting a .400 batting 
average with two home runs and 30 stolen bases ... he helped 
his team advance to the quarterfinals of the CIF playoffs as a 
PERSONAL: Kevin Patrick Muno Jr. was born on Dec.28, 1987 ... is 
the son of Kevin and Anne Muno ... chose to attend USD beca use 
of the academics and baseball program. 
Muno's Collegiate Batting Record 
)'ear g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 77- 77 59 76 78 2 0 2 5 74 77 9-70 .305 
2008 67-67 242 62 79 72 3 4 29 46 30 27 -30 .326 
2007 32-20 70 75 77 3 7 0 4 75 73 5-6 .243 
career 110-98 371 93 114 17 4 6 38 75 54 35-46 .307 
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#5 ► Ton STRAZZARA 
5- 11 ► 175 ► Jr. ► R/R ► 28/ 38 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
Brophy Prep High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Played in 44 games, 36 of which were 
starts ... hit .321 (43-for-134) with 18 RBI, 26 runs scored ... Also 
posted a .395 on-base percentage ... went 3-for-4 w ith two RBI 
on 3/ 22 vs. Brown ... on 3/ 31 at UC Riverside, co llected three hits 
in his five at-bats .. .in game at Santa Clara on 4/5, reached base 
four t imes, going 3-for-4 w ith a wa lk, three run s scored and two 
RBI .. .During 14 games during the month of Apri l, went 19-for-54 
(.352) with eig ht RBI and 13 runs scored, w hile also establishing 
a .470 on-base percentage for the month. 
FRESHMAN (2008): Played in 31 games with 26 starts ... hit .278 
w ith 22 hits, four doubles and 15 RBI. .. helped the team win the 
WCC regular-season championship and advance to the champi-
onship game of the Long Beach Reg ional. .. helped the team post 
a program-best 16-game winning streak ... went 3-for-6 with two 
runs scored against Hawai i - Hilo (3/ 16/08) ... went 3-for-4 w ith 
one RBI against Harvard (3/24/08) ... went 2-for-3 agai nst Saint 
Mary's (4/ 19/08). 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in basebal l while play-
ing at Brophy Prep ... as a sen ior he hit .435 in helping his team to 
the State championships, where they were the runner-up ... as a 
junior he hit .470 with 51 RBI and he helped his team win the 
State Championship ... as a sophomore he hit .380. 
PERSONAL: Anthony Strazzara was born on Apr. 18, 1989 in Se-
attl e, Wash .... he is the son of Walt and Linda Strazzara ... he was 
also recruited by Loyola Marymount and Gonzaga ... chose to at-
tend USD because of the ba lance between academ ics and ath-
letics ... notes that he likes to play the guitar and piano. 
Strazzara's Collegiate Batting Record 
)'ear g-gs ab r 
2009 44-36 734 26 
2008 37-26 79 73 
career 75~2 213 39 
h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
43 9 0 0 78 29 73 0-2 .327 
22 4 0 0 75 72 77 7-7 .278 
65 13 0 0 33 41 24 1-3 .305 
#7 ► Chris ENGE LL 
5-9 ► 175 ► Sr. ► RI R ► 28 
Fairneld, Calif. 
Sacramento City College 
JUNIOR (2009): In his first season with Toreros, played in 52 
games (5 1 starts), batting .358 (77-for-215) w ith 37 RBI and 35 
runs scored as USD's starting second baseman ... connected for 
his first home run on April 4th at Santa Clara, a game in wh ich he 
went 3-for-6 and tied his season-h igh th ree RBl. .. strung together 
a 15-game hitting streak between 4/ 14 and 5/8, going 30-for-7 1 
(.423) wi th seven doubles, two home runs, and 1 2 RBI over the 15 
game spa n ... eleven of the 15 games during the season-h igh hit-
ting st reak were multi-hit games ... set a season-high in hits w ith 
four at Arizona State (5/6), including a double and a home run ... 
tied the season-hig h in hits at No. 1 UC Irvine on 5/ 12, going 4-
for-5, wh ile also adding a walk. 
COLLEGE: Played at Sacramento City Co llege for two seasons ... 
as a sophomore he hit .364 with 47 hits, two home runs and was 
named first -team All-Conference, while leading the league in 
hitting with a .437 average in conference games ... helped lead 
his team to the 2008 league championship and to a regional 
championship. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned three varsity letters playing baseball 
at Armijo High School. .. helped lead his team to back-to-back 
league championsh ips as a sophomore and jun ior ... as a senior 
he hit .337 and earned an All -Monticello Empire League honor-
able mention and was named AII -County ... as a junior he hit .457 
and was named All-MEL and AII-County ... as a sophomore he hit 
.364 and earned an All -MEL honorable mention. 
PERSONAL: Christopher Scott Engell was born on Dec. 2, 1986 
in Fairfield, Calif .... he is the son of Randy and Tami Engell. .. was 
also recruited by Long Beach State and Oral Roberts ... chose to 
attend USO because of the baseba ll program. 
Enge/l's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 52-51 215 35 77 16 3 37 23 9 3-7 .358 
career 52-51 215 35 77 16 1 3 37 23 9 3-7 .358 
#8 ► Austin GREEN 
6-2 ► 180 ► So. ► R/R ► OF/C 
San Diego, Calif. 
Patrick Henry High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): In his debut season with Toreros, he played 
in 40 games (35 starts) ... possessed a .287 batting average (33-
for-115) with a .470 slugging percentage ... went 2-for-3 with a 
walk in his college debut vs. Southern (2/20) ... after starting the 
season batting .227 in his first 29 games, he posted a .400 bat-
ting average (16-for-40) in 11 games to close out the season ... hit 
two home runs, including his first col legiate home run, against 
Portland (4/26) ... on May 1st, connected for two more round trip-
pers at LMU in a 3-for-4 performance ... against San Francisco on 
5/8, he was a perfect 4-for-4 (2-2B, HR) at the plate, driving in 
a season-high four runs ... also pitched in two games, throwing 
1.0 inning against Cal State Fullerton on 4/ 21 and adding 0.1 IP 
against San Francisco on 5/9. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball at nearby Patrick Henry High 
school. .. was drafted in the 43rd round by the Houston Astros in 
the 2008 MLB draft...as a senior he hit .444, had 13 doubles, five 
home runs and 27 RBI en rout to a first-team All-Eastern League 
and first-team AII-CIF distinctions ... as a senior he helped his team 
win the Eastern League championship and post a 20-1 overall 
record ... as a junior, he hit .462 with 11 doubles, three home runs 
and 28 RBl. .. was named first-team Al l-League and second-and 
team AII-CIF as a junior ... also played water po lo al l four years, 
where he was named the Eastern League MVP as a senior. 
PERSONAL: Austin Green was born on Feb. 22, 1990 in San Di-
ego ... he is the son of Ju lie Fisher and Darrell Green ... was heav-
ily recruited by Long Beach State, Oregon, San Diego State and 
UC Riverside ... chose to attend USO because of the outstanding 
baseball program, the academic reputation and the weather in 
San Diego. 
Green's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 40-35 115 22 33 4 5 18 22 8 2-3 .287 
career 40-35 115 22 33 4 5 18 22 8 2-3 .287 
Green's Collegiate Pitching Record 
year g-gs era w-1 sv ip 
2009 2-0 6.75 0-0 0 1.1 
career 2-0 6.75 0-0 0 1.1 
er h so bb cg 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
#9 ► Victor SANCHEZ 
6-2 ► 185 ► Jr. ► R/ R ► 38 
Norwalk, Calif. JI 
Gahr High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Started all 28 games he played in during 
injury-shortened season ... went 23-for-99 at the plate, posting a 
.263 clip ... hit five home runs while generating 23 RBI and scoring 
22 runs ... in first game of season on 2/ 21 vs. Bethune-Cookman, 
went 2-for-5 with a home run and two RBI. .. Hit home runs in 
back-to-back games on 3/ 1 and 3/3 ... drove in a season-high four 
runs on 3/3 vs. Western Caro lina ... hit home runs in both games 
of a double-header vs. Brown on 3/21, in first game, went 3-for-
5 with a home run and two RBl. .. on 3/24 vs. Long Beach State, 
reached base four times with a walk and a season-high three 
hits (two doubles). 
FRESHMAN (2008): Played in 60 games with 59 starts as the 
everyday third baseman ... hit .268 with 59 hits, 12 doubles, one 
triple and led the team with 12 home runs ... helped the team 
win the WCC regular-season championship and advance to the 
championship game of the Long Beach Regional. .. helped the 
team post a program-best 16-game winning streak ... set the 
freshman record w ith 11 home runs ... had 13 multi-hit games ... 
went 2-for-3 with two home run s and three RBI against Long 
Beach State (2/26/08) ... went 3-for-5 with one double, one home 
run and four RBI against Portland (4/ 13/08) ... went 3-for-4 with 
one triple and four RBI aga inst Hawaii - Hilo (3/ 17 /08) ... went 2-
for-3 with two home runs and three RBI against Cal State Ful-
lerton (3/25/08). 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters playing baseball at 
Gahr High School. .. as a junior hit .518 with 13 doubles and six 
home run s ... was a member of the USA Junior National Team in 
2006, who competed in Cuba the summer of 2006 ... was selected 
as the San Gabriel Valley League MVP as a jun ior ... earned first-
team AII -CIF honors and first-team All -Area and All-State hon-
ors as a junior ... named to the Cerritos Valley News All -Area first-
team as a junior ... member o the Tournament of Stars in Joplin 
Missouri. .. competed in the 2006 area codes games for the Mil-
waukee Brewers ... named to the all -state underclassmen team as 
a sophomore ... as a senior he hit .402 with three home runs and 
30 RBI. 
PERSONAL: Victor Sanchez was born on Dec. 30, 1988 in Nor-
walk, Calif....he is the son of George and Frankie Sanchez ... was 
heavily recruited by Cal State Fullerton, UC Irvine and UCLA ... 
chose to attend USO because of the baseball program. 
Sanchez's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a 
2009 28-28 99 22 26 7 0 5 23 17 11 0-0 
2008 60-59220 47 59 12 12 47 52 18 5-9 
career 88-87319 69 85 19 17 70 69 29 5-9 
#12 ► Nick McCOY 
5-10 ► 185 ► Sr. ► R/R ► C 
San Diego, Calif. 
Westview High School 
JUNIOR (2009): Played in 44 games, including 36 starts ... 
hit .270 (37-for-137) with six home runs, 28 RBI, and 30 runs 
scored ... in 20 games against wee opponents, batted .3 16 
(24-for-76) with 14 RBl. .. named AII-WCC honorable mention ... 
drove in a season-high four runs on 3/23 vs. Brown ... in back-
to-back games at Santa Clara on 4/4 and 4/5, scored 4 runs 
in each game ... went 3-for-5 with 2 doubles and three RBI in 
game at Santa Clara on 4/4. 
SOPHOMORE (2008): Played in 37 games with 31 starts ... 
worked his way into the starting line-up at the start of wee 
play ... hit .224 with 22 hits, five doubles and 12 RBl ... helped 
the team win the WCC regu lar-season championship and 
advance to the championship game of the Long Beach Re-
gional ... helped the team post a program-best 16-game 
winning streak ... went 3-for-4 with three RBI against Hawa ii 
- Hilo (3/15/08) ... went 3-for-4 w ith two RBI against Gonzaga 
(4/4/08) ... went 3-for-5 with two doubles against Portland l (4/13/08). 
SOPHOMORE (2007): Redsh irted at USD. 
~ FRESHMAN (2006): Played in t hree games serving mostly as 
a back-up catcher for the Toreros ... posted a .000 batting aver-
:---- age with two at bats. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned three varsity letters in baseba ll while 
playing for Beau Champoux and Mike Hymes at Westview 
High ... hit .300 during his sen ior season earning the teams 
MVP award ... also lettered in water po lo 
PERSONAL: Born on Mar, 2, 1987 in San Diego, California ... has 
yet to declare a major ... was recruited by UC San Diego, Iowa 
and Creighton ... chose to attend USD because of the academic 
reputation and baseba ll program. 
McCoy's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 44-36 137 30 37 10 6 28 20 7 3-5 .270 
2008 37-31 98 20 22 5 0 0 12 10 10 1-1 .224 
2007 Redshirted at USO 
2006 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 .000 
career84-67 237 50 59 15 6 40 31 17 4-6 .249 
# 14 ► Brian FARRIS 
6- 1 ► 180 ► Sr. ► R/ R ► C 
Altadena, Calif. 
Cuesta College 
JUNIOR (2009): Played in 23 games (17 starts) in first season at 
USD ... went 14-for-49 at the plate, posting a .286 clip ... recorded 
three hit s in four at-bats wh ile scoring two ru ns at Rice (3/15) ... 
de livered a so lo home ru n in game two of a doubleheader 
aga inst Brown on 3/ 21 ... reached base three times at Ca l State 
Fullerton on 4/ 21,going 2-for-2 with a walk. 
COLLEGE: Played at Cuesta Co llege for two years ... as a sopho-
more he hit .340 with 12 doubles and 40 RB l ... helped lead his 
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team to the 2008 Western State Conference North champion-
ship, and helped lead his team to the super regionals ... was 
named first-team All -Conference as a sophomore. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseba ll for four years at St. Francis 
High School. .. helped lead his team to a pa ir of Mission League 
championships as a freshman and sophomore and to the CIF 
semi-Finals as a senior ... was named first-team All-Conference 
as a sophomore. 
PERSONAL: Brian Andrew Farris was born on Feb. 25, 1987 in 
Long Beach, Calif.. .. he is the son of Claude and Shirley Farris ... 
was also recruited by ll linois-Chicago,Chico State and UC San-
ta Barbara ... chose to attend USD because of the weather in 
San Diego, and because of the top notch basebal l program. 
Farris' Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 23-1749 7 14 2 0 1 5 14 3 1-1 .286 
career 23- 17 49 7 14 2 0 5 14 3 1-1 .286 
#15 ► Zach KOMETANI 
6-0 ► 190 ► So. ► RI R ► C 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Punahou High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): Went 1-for-8 (.125) in five games for the To-
reros ... collected his only hit on 3/10 at Long Beach State, going 
1-for-3 with one RBI. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball at Punahou School in Hawaii ... 
helped lead his team to three consecutive state championships ... 
as a senior he hit .320 with 15 RB l ... as a junior he hit .380 with 17 
RB l ... as a freshman he hit .314 with 14 RBl ... was a two-time first-
team All-Hono lulu Advertiser. 
PERSONAL: Zach Mikah Kometan i was born on Nov. 26, 1989 ... 
he is the son of Michael and Nicki Kometani...was heavily recruit-
ed by Hawa ii, Kansas, Ar izona State, Loyola Marymount and Ari-
zona ... chose to attend USD because of the academic programs, 
and beca use of the baseball program ... notes he loves to go to 
the beach and body surf. 
Kometani's Collegiate Batting Record 
year g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 5-0 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-0 .125 
career 5-0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 . 125 
# 16 ► Steven CHATWOOD 
5-8 ► 7 75 ► Sr. ► R/R ► C/2B 
Yucaipa, Calif. 
Redlands East Valley 
High School 
JUNIOR (2009): Played in 30 games for the Toreros, inc luding 28 
starts ... batted .327 (32-for-98) with 20 RBl. .. rotated between the 
catcher, third base, designiated hitter and out field positions ... 
opened the season batting .467 (7-for-l 5) in five games, includ-
ing a 3-for-4 performance against Oklahoma (2/24) ... hit his first 
career home run against Western Carolina (3/ 3) ... also recorded a 
career-high four hits in game against Western Carolina on 3/3 ... 
Went 3-for-4 with three run s scored and two RBI against Long 
Beach State (3/24). 
SOPHOMRE (2008): Played in eight games with three starts ... 
hit .111 with one hit ... helped the team win the WCC regular-
season championship and advance to the championship game 
of the Long Beach Regional ... helped the team post a program-
best 16-game winning streak ... recorded one hit against USC 
(4/2/08) ... posted starts against Missouri (3/ l /08), Santa Clara 
(3/30/08) and against USC (4/2/08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Played in two games ... he lped USD win the 
regu lar-season WCC Championship ... helped team achieve a 
program-best No. 4 national ranking. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a four-year letter winner under Steve Her-
nandez at Redlands East valley High School. .. was a three-time 
All-Citrus League honoree ... as a sophomore he hit .390, as a ju-
nior he hit .450 and as a senior he hit .470. 
PERSONAL: Steven Chatwood was born on Sept. 20, 1987 ... he 
is the son of Steve and Lisa Chatwood ... was also recruited by 
UC Irvine, UC Riverside, Point Loma and Cal State Northridge ... 
chose to attend USD because of the exceptiona l academics and 
baseba ll programs. 
Chatwood's Collegiate Batting Record 
}'ear g-gs ab 
2009 30-28 98 75 
2008 8-3 9 
2007 2-0 0 
career 40-31 108 16 
h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
32 70 0 7 20 79 5 0-7 .327 
7 0 0 0 0 3 7 0-0 .777 
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0-0 .000 
33 10 0 20 23 6 0-1 .306 
# 17 ► Matt HAUSER 
6-2 ► 790 ► Sr. ► R/ R ► RHP 
Newport Beach, Calif. 
Orange Coast College 
JUNIOR (2009): Made 23 appearances for t he Toreros' pitching 
staff, includ ing three starts, in his first season with USD ... went 
5-2 w ith a 4.82 ERA over the course of the season ... tossed 52.1 
innings pitched, striking out 40 and walking 13 ... made his first 
start on 2/28 vs. Nevada, lasting 5.2 inn ings, giving up three runs, 
one earned, in the no-decision ... st ruck out a season-high six bat-
ters in a 5.0-inn ing relief appeara nce on 5/ 3 at LMU ... recorded 
his on ly save of the season on 3/ 16 vs. Co lumbia, throwing two 
scoreless innings. 
COLLEGE: Played at Orange Coast Comm unity College for two 
years ... helped lead his team to two consecutive Southern Cali -
fornia Super Regional appearances ... left the school as the all-time 
career appearance leader w ith 42, posted a career record of 12-
including a 7-1 record in 2008 ... the 12 career w ins which ranks 
tied 10th in school history in career wins, he is i)lso 13th in ca-
reer winning percentage and tied for fifth for car er single season 
winning percentage ... finished the 2008 season with a team-best 
2.82 ERA and team-best w inning percentage of .875 ... he was al so 
third in the Orange Empire Conference in ERA and led the league 
in winning percentage. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball at Corona Del Mar High School. .. 
posted a career ERA of 2.36, had eight career wins and led the 
team to the Pacific Coast League championship as a senior ... his 
2.36 career ERA is fourth all -time in school history ... was a 2006 LA 
Times/ Dai ly Pi lot All-Dream Team Selection as a senior. 
PERSONAL: Matthew Michael Hauser was born on Mar. 30, 1988 
in Newport Beach, Calif .... he is the son of Sandra and Peter Haus-
er ... was heavily recruited by USC, UC Irvine, Gonzaga and Saint 
Mary's ... chose to attend USD because of the quality of the base-
ball program and coaching, and because of the academic reputa-
tion. 
Hauser's Collegiate Pitching Record 
}'ear g-gs era w-1 
2009 23-3 4.82 5-2 
career 23-3 4.82 5-2 
sv ig er h so bb cg 
52.7 28 59 40 73 0 
52. 1 28 59 40 13 0 
# 18 ► Paul SEWALD 
6-2 ► 780 ► So. ► R/ R ► RHP 
Las Vegas, Nev. 
Bishop Gorman High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): Appeared in 16 games for the Toreros ... did 
not record any decisions in his 16 appearances whi le establish-
ing a 9.14 ERA ... made one start on 5/6 at Arizona State, throwing 
2.0 inn ings, walking four, and str iking out one in the no-deci-
sion ... in 21.2 innings pitched on the season, he allowed 35 hits 
and 14 walks wh ile striking out four ... registered a walk in his lone 
plate appearance on 5/9 vs. San Francisco. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseba ll while play-
ing at Bishop Gorman High School. .. he helped lead his team to 
three consecutive Nevada State 4A championships ... as a sen ior 
he posted a 7-0 record with a 1.57 ERA and hit .358 w ith five 
home runs en route to earning a first-team Al l-State distinction 
as a pitcher ... as a junior he posted a 5-0 record with a 2.69 ERA 
and hit .343 ... as a sophomore he posted a 5-1 record w ith a 3.00 
ERA and hit .388 ... as a freshman he posted a 5-0 record with a 
1.72 ERA and hit .333. 
PERSONAL: Pau l Sewald was born on May 26, 1990 in Las Vegas, 
Nev .... he is the son of Mark and Judi Sewald ... he was heavi ly re-
cruited by USC, UC Irvine and Santa Clara ... chose to attend USD 
beca use of the strong academic reputation and the outstanding 
basebal l program. 
Sewald's Collegiate Pitching Record 
}'ear g-gs era w-1 sv ig er h so bb 
2009 76-7 9.14 0-0 0 27.2 22 35 4 74 
career 16-1 9. 14 0-0 0 21 .2 22 35 4 14 
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#22 ► Matt THOMSON 
6-4 ► 200 ► Sr. ► RIR ► RHP 
Santa Rosa, Calif. 
Santa Rosa College 
JUNIOR (2009): Appeared in 16 games, including 12 starts ... 
posted a 5-5 record and a 5.98 ERA along with two saves .. . 
struck out 88 batters while walking 29 in 81.1 innings pitched .. . 
his first appearance of the season was a 4.0-inning rel ief effort 
on 2/ 21 vs. Bethune-Cookman,as he registered the save ... threw 
8.0 innings in start on 3/8 at San Diego State, picking up the 
w in despite allowing seven earned runs and striking out nine ... 
fanned 1 O in start against Brown on 3/22 ... on 3/28 vs. Pepper-
dine, tossed a two-hit, complete game shutout, striking out 10 
and walking two, and was named wee Pitcher of the week for 
his effort...punched out a season-high 11 batters in 4/ 24 start 
against Portland ... was drafted in 12th round by Detroit. 
SOPHOMORE (2008): Made 16 appearances with one start... 
served as a middle relief pitcher for the Torero bu ll pen ... posted 
a 2-1 record w ith a 3.86 ERA and recorded two saves ... helped 
the team win the WCC regular-season championship and ad-
vance to the championship game of the Long Beach Region-
al. .. helped the team post a program-best 16-game winn ing 
streak ... recorded a win in his lone start of the season allowing 
one run on three hits in 4.0 innings of work against Hawaii -
Hilo (3/ 17 /08) ... recorded a season-high three strikeouts twice, 
once against Sa int Mary's (4/ 19/08) and the other against San 
Francisco (5/ 11 /08) ... posted one at bat against Saint Mary's 
4/ 19/08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Played at Santa Rosa Community Col-
lege .... posted a 4-6 overa ll record with a 3.05 ERA ... was drafted 
in the 22nd round by Toronto in the 2007 MLB draft. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned three varsity letters wh ile playing at 
El Molino High School. . .was named first-team All -League as a 
sophomore ... was named second team All-Empire as a sopho-
more ... was named second-team All -League as a sen ior. 
PERSONAL: Matthew Thomson was born on Mar. 22, 1988 in 
Santa Rosa, Calif .... he is the son of Doug and Judy Thompson .. . 
was heavily recruited by Oregon State, Cal and UC Irvine .. . 
chose to attend USD because of the baseba ll program. 
Thomson's Collegiate Pitching Record 
)!ear g-gs era w-1 sv iR er h so bb cg 
2009 16-12 5.98 5-5 2 81.1 54 82 88 29 2 
2008 16-1 3.86 2-1 2 32.2 14 34 21 11 0 
career 32-13 5.37 7-6 4 114.0 68 116 109 40 2 
Matt Thomson 
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#24 ► Br an HAAR 
6-3 ► 790 ► So. ► RIR ► UTL 
San Diego, Calif. 
Grossmont High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): Played in 39 games, includ ing 34 starts ... 
Col lected 39 hits in 131 at-bats, posting a batting average of 
.298 .. .Drove in 38 runs for the Toreros, the second-highest tota l 
on the team ... named to the AII-WCC freshman team ... Made six 
relief appearances, as we ll, allowing five earned runs in 10.0 IP ... 
Established a season-high in RBI with 5 on 4/25 vs. Portland, a 
game in w hich he went 3-for-5 at the plate with 2 R, a 2B, and a 
HR ... Closed the season with a 10-game hitting streak ... Also man-
aged a hit in 14 of his last 15 games of the season, batting .356 
(21-for-59) with 16 RBI over the 15-game span. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseball whi le 
playing at nearby Grossmont High School. .. helped lead his team 
to three Grossmont North League championships and four CIF 
Division II championships ... as a senior he hit .306 with nine 
home runs and 30 RBI en rout to earning first-team AII-Gross-
mont North and second-team AII -CIF distinction ... as a junior he 
hit .408 with 1 O home runs and 39 RBI en route to a second-team 
All-State underclassman, a first-team All -League and a first-team 
All -State distinction ... as a sophomore, he hit .370 w ith seven 
home runs and 36 RBI and was named first-team All-League, 
first-team AII-CIF and was named the Rookie of the Year for the 
Grossmont North League. 
PERSONAL: Bryan Haar was born on Dec. 9, 1989 in San Diego, 
Calif .... he is the son ofTim and Joanne Haar ... he was heavily re-
cruited by Cal Poly, Pacific and UC Santa Barbara ... chose to at-
tend USO because of the great baseba ll program and because 
of the academic reputation of the school. 
Haar's Collegiate Pitching Record 
)!ear g-gs era w-1 sv iR er h so bb cg 
2009 6-0 4.50 0-0 0 10.0 5 11 6 4 0 
career 6-0 4.50 0-0 0 10.0 5 11 6 4 0 
Bryan Haar 
#25 ► Samm SOLIS 
6-5 ► 220 ► So. ► LIL ► LHP 
Litchfield Park, Ariz. 
Agua Frio High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Made two starts for the Toreros before 
suffering a season-ending injury ... took a medical redshirt for the 
season ... in opening day start on 2/ 20 vs. Southern, threw 6.0 in-
nings, allowing one earned run on four hits while striking out 
nine and walking none in the win ... The nine punch-outs set a 
new career-h igh ... in his last start on 3/7 vs. San Diego State, he 
surrendered six runs (five earned) in 6.0 innings pitched, fanning 
seven and not walking any during the losing decision. 
FRESHMAN (2008): Made 17 appearances with seven starts on 
the mound ... posted a 3-1 record with a 3.83 ERA in 49.1 innings 
of work ... helped the team win the WCC regular-season cham-
pionship and advance to the championship game of the Long 
Beach Regional. .. was named to the AII -WCC Freshman team .. . 
helped the team post a program-best 16-game winning streak .. . 
allowed two runs on eight hits, while striking out a career-
high seven batters in 6.0 innings of work against UC Riverside 
(4/9/08) ... allowed one run on six hits, while striking out six in 6.0 
innings of work against Saint Mary's (4/ 20/08) . 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters playing baseball at 
Agua Fria High School in Avondale, Ariz .... had a career record of 
25-8, while recording 398 strikeouts, second most in state his-
tory at the 4A division ... was named a Rawlings preseason All -
American as a senior and was 3-0 in three career starts at the 
Connie Mack World Series, including throwing a complete came 
four-hit shutout in the 2006 National Championship game ... was 
named second-team All-State as a sophomore and took home 
first-team All-State honors as a senior. .. was named to the Na-
tional American Legion team at the Joplin Tournament of Stars 
in 2006 ... was drafted in the 18th-round of the MLB draft by the 
Arizona Diamondbacks. 
PERSONAL: Sammy Solis was born on Aug. 10, 1988 in Litchfield 
Park, Ariz .... he is the son of Bob and Sallie Solis ... was heavily re-
cruited by Notre Dame, Oregon State and Arizona State ... chose 
to attend USD because it is a catholic school, the outstanding 
baseball program, the coaching staff and because of the excel-
lent academic reputation ... his father Bob played baseball at 
Notre Dame ... he notes that his fam ily owns an AIDS orphanage 
in South Africa. 
Solis' Collegiate Pitching Record 
xear g-gs era w-1 sv ie er h so bb cg 
2009 2-2 4.50 1-1 0 12.0 6 73 16 0 0 
2008 17-7 3.83 3-7 0 49.1 21 52 42 12 0 
career 19-9 3.96 4-2 0 61.1 27 65 58 12 0 
#26 ► K le BLAIR 
6-3 ► 200 ► Jr. ► R/R ► RHP 
,i 
Monte Sereno, Calif. 
Los Gatos High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Made 10 appearances, including eight 
starts ... estab lished a 3-2 record with a 3.13 ERA ... also recorded 
two saves during his two relief appearances, picking up his first 
career save against Oklahoma (2/25/09) .. .fanned 62 batters 
while walking 18 over 54.2 innings pitched ... struck out a sea-
son-high nine batters in three consecutive starts between 3/6 
and 3/ 21 ... hurled a complete game at Santa Clara on April 3, al-
lowing four runs, all earned, on 10 hits while striking out eight 
and walking one in the winning decision ... in his two losses, the 
right-hander surrendered 11 runs, but only two of which were 
earned ... suffered first loss of season against Rice on 3/ 13 despite 
nine punch-outs and one walk over 8.0 innings pitched and giv-
ing up four runs, one earned. 
FRESHMAN (2008): Made 15 appearances with 12 starts as a 
true freshman ... posted a 8-4 record with a 3.86 ERA and was sec-
ond on the team in strikeouts with 99 ... helped the team win the 
WCC regular-season championship and advance to the cham-
pionship game of the Long Beach Regional. .. was named to the 
AII-WCC freshman team ... helped the team post a program-best 
16-game winning streak ... set a program-record for single-game 
strikeouts with 16 against Hawaii - Hilo (3/ 16/08) ... was named 
WCC Pitcher of the Week twice ... had three games in which he 
recorded 1 O or more strikeouts ... allowed two runs on seven 
hits, wh ile striking out 10 in 7.0 innings of work against Harvard 
(3/ 22/08) ... allowed no runs on two hits, while striking out sev-
en in 7.2 innings of work against Pepperdine (3/4/08) ... allowed 
three runs on four hits, while striking out eight in 6.0 innings of 
work against San Diego State (2/25/08) . 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseball at Los Ga-
tos High School. .. as a junior he posted a record of 13-1 with an 
ERA of 0.16 only allowing two earned runs while striking out 144 
batters in 89.2 innings of work ... he recorded seven shutouts and 
had two no hitters, while throwing one perfect game ... also dur-
ing his junior year he hit .361 with four home runs, six doubles 
and 26 RBl ... was named a 2006 AFLAC AII-American ... named the 
De Anza League Most va luable Player as a junior ... named sec-
ond-team All-American by Baseball America ... was a first-team 
All-Central Coast as a junior ... was a Area Code games Selection 
in 2006 ... also was a Joplin Tournament of the Stars selection in 
2006 ... as a senior posted a 9-2 record with a 0.31 ERA and racked 
up 147 strikeouts ... was named the league MVP as a senior and 
was tabbed the San Jose Athlete of the Year ... was drafted in the 
fifth round by the Los Angeles Dodgers in the 2007 MLB draft. 
PERSONAL: Kyle Blair was born on Sept. 27, 1988 in Capitola, 
Calif....he is the son of Melvyn and Jennifer Blair ... was heavily 
recruited by Cal, Pepperdine, UCLA and Arizona State ... chose to 
attend USD because of the baseball program and the players on 
the team. 
Blair's Collegiate Pitching Record 
xear g-gs era w-1 sv ii;! er h so bb cg 
2009 70-8 3.13 3-2 2 54.2 19 47 62 78 2 
2008 16-12 3.86 8-4 0 74.2 32 62 99 34 0 
career 26-20 3.55 11-6 2 129.1 51 109 161 52 2 
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#29 ► James MEADOR 
6-1 ► 205 ► Sr. ► RIR ► OF/P 
Ramona, Calif. 
Ramona High School 
JUNIOR (2009): Played in 54 games, all of which were starts ... 
named the WCC Player of the Year .. .for the season, batted .376 
(80-for-213) with a .435 on-base percentage and .559 slugging 
percentage ... team leader in hits (80), RBI (45), and runs scored 
(42) ... on 3/ 21 vs. Brown, set a season-high in doubles with three, 
going 3-for-5 in the game with two RBI and two stolen bases ... 
concluded the series vs. Brown with a 5-for-5 performance at 
the plate on 3/23 ... hit two solo home runs on 3/27 vs. Pepper-
dine ... reached base five times on 4/4 at Santa Clara, going 4-
for-6 with a walk ... three of his four hits on 4/4 were doubles ... 
registered a season-high three walks on 4/ 10 at Gonzaga ... pro-
duced a season-high four RBI on 4/25 vs. Portland, going 2-for-5 
with a home run. 
SOPHOMORE (2008): Played in 60 games with 54 starts as the 
everyday right fielder . ..led the team with a .374 batting average 
and team high 80 hits, 16 doubles, 57 RBI, had five home runs 
.. / and three triples ... helped the team win the wee regular-season 
~ _ championship and advance to the championship game of the 
- Long Beach Regional ... helped the team post a program-best 
16-game winning streak ... posted 20 multi-hit games ... went 4-6 
with five RBI and two home runs against Portland (4/ 13/08) ... 
had nine hits in 14 at bats in a three game series against Hawaii 
{3/ 15/08 - 3/ 16/08) ... went 3-4 with two doubles and one home 
run against conference rival Gonzaga (4/5/08) ... went 2-4 with a 
double and a triple against Portland (4/ 11 /08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Played in 26 games with 19 starts as an 
outfielder and first baseman for the Toreros ... played a role in 
helping USD win the regular-season WCC Championship .. . 
helped team achieve a program-best No. 4 national ranking .. . 
hit .215 with 14 hits, one double and had eight RBl. .. made one 
appearance on the mound for USD allowing two runs on one 
hit in 1.0 innings of work ... went 2-for-5 with three RBI against 
USC (2/ 10/07) ... went 2-for-4 with one RBI against Virginia Com-
monwealth (2/ 15/07) ... went 2-for-4 with one double against 
San Diego State (4/ 17 /07) ... also made one appearance as a 
pitcher al lowing two run s on one hit in 1 .0 innings of work. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseball while 
playing for Dean Welch at Ramona High School. .. as a sopho-
more he hit .375 with one home run to earn first-team All -Val -
ley League honors ... as a junior he hit .500 with seven home 
runs en route to earning first-team All-State honors for under-
classmen ... as a senior he was named first-team All -American 
and first-team All-State after hitting .510 with 12 home runs ... 
was also a member of the football team. 
PERSONAL: James Richard Meador Jr. was born on Dec. 9, 
1987 ... is the son of Richard and Barbie Meador ... was also re-
cruited by UCLA, Long Beach State and Arizona State ... chose 
to attend USD because of the excellent baseball program and 
because of the academ ic reputation ... majoring in business. 
Meador's Collegiate Batting Record 
Jlear g-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi so bb sb-a ba 
2009 54-54213 42 80 17 2 6 45 22 18 7-9 .376 
2008 60-54214 38 80 16 3 6 57 25 9 5-9 .377 
2007 26- 19 65 7 14 1 0 0 8 9 5 2-2 .215 
career 140-12 7 87 174 34 5 12 110 56 32 14-20 .354 
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#30 ► Chris JENSEN 
6-4 ► 790 ► So. ► RIR ► RHP 
Gilbert, Ariz. 
Mesquite High School 
FRESHMAN (2009): Made 19 appearances, including three 
starts ... established a 1-2 record and a 7.15 ERA ... did not allow 
a home run in his 34.0 innings of work ... began the season mak-
ing two starts (2/22 vs. SDSU and 2/ 27 vs. Pacific), but lost both 
the decisions ... allowed an unearned run in his first relief appear-
ance on 3/ 1 vs. Nevada ... picked up his first win two days later vs. 
Western Caro lina on 3/3, pitching 2. 1 innings of score less work ... 
made his third start vs. Columbia on 3/ 16, hurling 6.0 innings 
while allowing one earned run on four hits in the no-decision. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned two varsity letters in baseball while play-
ing at Mesquite High School. .. as a senior he posted a 7-3 record 
with a 3.22 ERA, was named first-team All-Region and helped 
lead his team to the state championships ... as a junior he posted 
a 8-3 record and posted a 1 .90 ERA and earned an Arizona Re-
public Honorable Mention. 
PERSONAL: Christopher Jensen was born on Sept. 30, 1990 in 
Phoenix, Ariz .... he is the son of Phil and Kristi Jensen ... was heav-
ily recruited by Kan sas State, Gonzaga and Santa Clara ... chose 
to attend USD because of the great baseball program and the 
outstanding academic reputation ... notes that he spent a week 
in New Orleans helping to rebuild houses after 9- 11 . 
Jensen's Collegiate Pitching Record 
Jlear g-gs era 
2009 19-3 7.15 




sv ig er h so bb cg 
0 34.0 27 41 25 20 0 
0 34.0 27 41 25 20 0 
#31 ► Darrin CAMPBELL 
6-4 ► 790 ► Jr. ► R/R ► RHP 
Laguna Niguel, Calif. 
Aliso Niguel High School 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Appeared in 14 games, making eight 
starts ... posted a 3-5 record and a 5.16 ERA ... struck out 40 and 
walked 28 over 52.1 innings pitched ... in March, the right-hander 
went 3-2 w ith a 3.31 ERA (12er/ 32.2ip) in six games (four starts) ... 
after wa lking a career-h igh eight batters in a start at Rice on 
3/ 12, posted back-to-back wins against Columbia (3/18) and 
Brown (3/ 23) ... against Columbia, registered a career-high eight 
strikeouts while allowing one earned run, one walk,and four hits 
in 6.0 innings of work ... tossed a career-high 8.0 innings of work 
versus Brown, surrendering four hits, one walk, and one earned 
run ... pitched 4.0 shutout innings in relief against Pepperdine 
(3/ 29) .. .followed that up with a scoreless 3.0 inning relief per-
formance against UC Irvine (4/ 14) ... as a reliever, he estab lished a 
3.32 ERA over 19 innings pitched, but held a 0-3 record in the six 
appearances out of the pen. 
FRESHMAN (2008): Made 14 appearances w ith one start as a 
consistent relief pitcher ... posted a 4.01 ERA in 24.2 innings of 
work ... helped the team win the wee regular-season champion-
ship and advance to the championship game of the Long Beach 
Regional ... helped the team post a program-best 16-game win-
ning streak ... allowed on ly four walks and 11 earned runs ... Had 
a 1-0 record w ith one save and 14 strikeouts ... pitched a season 
high 5. 1 innings against Harvard (3/27 /08) and allowed just one 
run on four hits and recorded six strikeouts ... Allowed no runs in 
2.2 innings aga inst Santa Clara (3/6/08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Redshirted at USD. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a member of the Aliso Niguel baseba ll team 
for two seasons. 
PERSONAL: Darrin Kent Campbell Jr. was born on Sept. 1, 1987 ... 
he is the son of Darrin and Li sa Campbell. .. was also recru ited by 
USC, Texas Christian and Dartmouth ... chose to attend USD be-
cause of the academics and baseball program 
Campbell's Collegiate Pitching Record 
Jlear g-gs era 
2009 14-8 5.16 
2008 14-1 4.01 
career 28-9 4.79 
w-1 sv ig er h so bb cg 
3-5 2 52.1 30 53 40 28 0 
1-0 1 24.2 11 28 18 4 0 
4-5 3 77.0 41 81 58 32 0 
#36 ► AJ GRIFFIN 
6-5 ► 272 ► Sr. ► R/ R ► RHP 
El Cajon, Calif. 
Grossmont High School 
JUNIOR (2009): Appeared in 17 games, making nine start s ... 
became a weekly starters once conference play began ... posted 
an 8-3 record, had three saves and posted an ERA of 3.33 ERA ... 
named first-team AII -WCC...set career-hig hs for a season in w ins 
(8), strikeouts (85), and innings pitched (8 1.0) ... ln eight relief ap-
pearances, fanned 27 batters and posted a 2.45 ERA (6er/ 22ip) ... 
estab lished a 6-2 record in his nine starts, str iking out 58 and 
wa lking 21 in 59 ip ... made his first career start on 3/21 aga inst 
Brown, pitching 5.0 innings whi le allowing one earned run and 
striking out five in the winning decision ... finished the season in 
styl ish fas hion, on three days rest, allowed no runs and struck 
out seven aga inst No. 1 UC Irvine in a no decision (5 / 13) ... drafted 
in the 34th round by Philadelphia. 
SOPHOMORE (2008): Made 29 appearances as the Toreros 
closer ... posted a team best 1 .96 ERA in 46.0 innings of work .... 
set the program single-season record w ith 14 saves on the sea-
son ... became the all -time leader in career saves wi th 25 ... named 
first-team AII-WCC...was named a Louisville Slugger thi rd-team 
AI I-American ... helped the team win the WCC regular-season 
championsh ip and advance to the championship game of the 
Long Beach Regional. .. helped the team post a program-best 16-
game winn ing streak ... al lowed nine earned runs and 11 wa lks 
while striking out 41 batters on the season ... held opponents to 
a . 199 batting average ... picked up one save after 2.0 innings of 
work and fi ve strikeouts aga inst Fresno State (2/29/08) ... Allowed 
only one hit in 2.2 inni ngs to pick up his 12th save against UCLA 
(5/6/08). 
FRESHMAN (2007): Made a team- leadi ng 34 appearances while 
se rving as USD's closer ... helped team win the wee regular-sea-
son Championsh ip ... helped Toreros ach ieve a program-best No. 
4 national ranking ... named first-team AII-WCC ... named fresh-
man All -American by Collegiate Baseball, and rival.com ... posted 
a record of 6-2 w ith an ERA of 2.70 and recorded 11 saves, to 
place him second at USD in sing le-season saves ... had his longest 
outing in a w in aga inst Sa n Diego State allowing one run on 
one hit while strikin g out a career-high seven in 6.0 innings of 
work (3/1 1 /07) ... allowed two runs on five hits, w hi le strik ing out 
fi ve in a w in against USC (2/10/07) ... allowed no run s on one hit 
whi le strik ing out five in a w in against Vi rg inia Com monwea lth 
(2/18/07). 
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters in baseball w hile 
playing at nearby Grossmont High School and for coach Rob 
Phillips ... as a sophomore he posted a 5-2 record with an ERA of 
2.40 ... as a jun ior posted an 8-3 record with a 1 .99 ~RA, posted 85 
str ikeouts in 67 innings of work en route to being se lected as 
the San Diego Division II Pitcher of the Year ... as a sen ior posted a 
11 -3 record with a 1 .49 ERA, whi le also picking up 110 strikeouts 
in 91 innings of work en route to being named the San Diego 
Section Player of the Year for Division II. 
PERSONAL: Arthur Joseph Griffin was born on Jan. 28, 1988 ... 
is the son of Tim and Kathy Griffin ... was also recru ited by Long 
Beach State, UC Irvine, UC Rivers ide, Ar izona State and Arizona ... 
chose to attend USD because of the campus, academ ics and 
because of the excellent basebal l program ... plans to major in 
Business ... is fluent in Spanish and enjoys playing the gu itar in 
his spare t ime. 
Griffin's Collegiate Pitching Record 
Jlear g-gs era w-1 sv ip er h so bb cg 
2009 17-9 3.33 8-3 3 81.0 30 74 85 32 2 
2008 29-0 1.96 1-1 14 46.0 10 33 49 12 0 
2007 34-0 2.70 6-2 11 63.1 19 49 65 23 0 
career 80-9 2.79 15-6 28 190.1 59 156 199 67 2 
#6 ► Jake WILLIAMS 
6-0 ► 7 80 ► Fr. ► SI L ► 7 8/ LH 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 
Brophy Prep High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played for Brophy Col lege Prep ... His senior 
season he batted .368 w ith one home run and drove in 30 runs 
while earning first-team All-Region and All-State honors ... His 
junior season he hit two home runs whi le batting .370 and driv-
ing in 11 runs ... as a junior he played in the 2008 Area Code 
Games fo r the Cincinnati Reds, was selected to the Tournament 
of the Stars w ith AABC and played in Perfect Games' Nat ional 
Showcase, and he played with the WWBC Texas Scout Tea m for 
the Yankees and the Diamondbacks Scout Team in the fa ll. .. was 
drafted in the 29th round by Arizona. 
PERSONAL: Jacob Matthew Williams was born on January 2, 
1991 in Scottsda le, Ariz .... He is the son of Matt and Erika Wil-
liams ... Was heavily recruited by Arizona State, University of Ari -
zona, UCLA and Georgia Tech ... Chose to attend USD because 
of location and competition ... His father, Matt, played baseball 
in the Major Leag ues. 
#13 ► Kalei HANAWAHINE 
5-8 ► 180 ► Fr. ► LIL ► OF 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Kamehameha Hish School 
hameha Warriors ... As a senior he batted .429 with a .560 on-
, base percentage and a perfect fielding percentage on his way 
to earning first team All -State and first team ILH honors and 
leading his team to a third place finish in state ... His junior year 
he batted .395 to go along with his .470 on-base percentage 
and a perfect fielding percentage 
PERSONAL: Kalei Hanawahine was born on August 29 1991 
in Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii. .. He is the son of George and Linelle 
Ha nawa hi ne ... Was recruited by St. Mary's, Georgetown, Concor-
dia and Hawaii. .. Chose to attend USD because of the excellent 
• baseball program, great location and awesome academics ... In 
his free time he enjoys bodysurfing, going to concerts, hanging 
~--•., out with friends, and playing Xbox 360 J ,---------, 
#20 ► Dillon CHECKAL 
5- 11 ► 170 ► Fr. ► UR ► INF 
San Diego, Calif. 
Santa Fe Christian 
High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played both baseball and football where he 
was the quarterback for local Santa Fe Christian High School. .. 
His senior season he batted .400 with a .631 OBP ... He also stole 
10 bases, had 1 HR and struck out only once while earning both 
Team MVP and Coastal League Player of the year honors ... His 
junior year he batted .381 with a .531 obp ... He had 8 stolen 
bases, 2 HRs and on ly 2 strikeouts. 
PERSONAL: Dillon Checkal was born on February 24th, 1990 
in San Diego, CA .... He is the son of Michelle and Brian Check-
all. .. Was recruited by Cornel l, Chapman, and Biola ... Chose to 
attend USD because of the solid academics and great baseball 
program. 
#21 ► Mike FERRARO 
6-2 ► 200 ► Jr. ► LIL ► OF 
Irvine, Calif. 
Orange Coast College 
COLLEGE: Played at Orange Coast Community College for two 
seasons ... helped lead his team to two consecutive Southern 
California Super Regional appearances ... as a sophomore he 
hit .331 with 44 RBI en route to earning an All -Orange Empire 
Conference selection ... as a freshman, he led the league in hits 
with 62, while also recording 18 doubles, three triples and two 
home runs. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball at Santa Margarita Catho-
lic High school. .. as a senior he hit .395 w ith six doubles, two 
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home runs and had a slugging percentage of .545 ... as a junior 
he hit .340 wi th an on base percentage of .403 and a slugging 
percentage of .512. 
PERSONAL: Michael John Ferraro was born on May 31, 1988 in 
Newport Beach, Ca lif ... . he is the son of Mike and Tina Ferraro ... 
was heavily recruited by San Francisco, UNLV, Hawaii and UC Ir-
vine .. . chose to attend USD because of the outstanding baseball 
program, the location and the academic reputation ... notes he 
enjoys surfing, playing guitar and watching movies in his spare 
time. 
#23 ► Michael DEDRICK 
6-2 ► 195 ► Fr. ► R/R ► RHP 
Cedar City, Utah 
Canyon View High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played for Canyon View High School. .. His junior 
and senior seasons he earned Under Armour All American ac-
colades ... His senior season he earned All-State and All -Region 
honors with 119 strikeouts and a 2.75 ERA with an 8-3 record ... 
During his junior season he recorded 126 strikeouts with a 7-3 
record and was named first team All -State and earned All-Re-
gion honors .. .During his junior year along with being named the 
39th top high school prospect by Baseball America he was also 
selected to the USA Baseball's Tournament of the Stars, the 2008 
Area Code Games and named to play in Perfect Games' National 
Showcase ... His sophomore year he earned All-State Honorable 
Mention with his 7-4 record 
PERSONAL: Michael Dedrick was born on May 12 1991 in Cedar 
City, Utah .... He is the son of Chris and Angie Dedrick ... Was heav-
ily recruited by Oregon, Oregon State, Cal, Arizona and ASU ... 
Chose to attend USD because of the great baseball program, the 
great academics and the City of San Diego 
#28 ► Matt MOY/NHAN 
6-2 ► 195 ► Fr. ► UR ► OF 
San Diego, Calif. 
Cathedral Catholic High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was an outfielder for the Cathedral Catholic 
Dons in San Diego under coach Gary Remiker ... He finished his 
high school career with the second most steals (88) in San Diego 
County and the fourth most hits in a career in Sa n Diego Coun-
ty ... As a senior he batted .430 with six home runs and 28 steals 
while earning best offensive player and first team AII-CIF and All-
State honors ... His junior season he helped the Dons win the CIF 
title whi le being named first team AII -CIF ... As a sophomore he 
batted .470 with 61 hits and 34 steals while making a place in 
history for the second most hits in SD County for a season. 
PERSONAL: Matthew Moynihan was born on August 18 1990 
in San Diego, Calif. ... He is the son ofTim and Jody Moynihan ... 
He was recruited by UCLA, Stanford, USC, Arizona State, LSU and 
San Diego State ... He chose to attend USD because of the great 
baseball program and academic excellence .. . His father, Tim, 
played baseball for Amherst College. 
#32 ► Sam WOLFF 
6- 1 ► 190 ► Fr. ► RIR ► RHP 
Rapid City, 5.0. 
Stevens High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball during the summer because 
there is no high school baseball in South Dakota ... was drafted in 
the 42nd round in the 2009 MLB draft by the Los Angeles Angels 
of Anaheim .. .was named the top pitcher for the summer league 
as a senior after posting a 0.23 ERA, 64 strikeouts in only 38.0 
innings of work ... was also named All -State as both a junior and 
senior ... he also ran track, played football and basketball in high 
school. 
PERSONAL: Sam Wolff was born on April 14, 1991 ... he is the 
son of Shari and Todd Wiles and Steve and Sherrill Wolff. .. was 
heavily recruited by Oregon, Oregon State, Pepperdine, South 
Dakota State, Texas Tech and Oral Roberts ... chose to attend USD 
because of the baseball program, the campus and environment 
and because of the academics ... his father Steve played baseball 
at Oral Roberts University. 
#34 ► Scott SCHAUER 
5-9 ► 180 ► Jr. ► RIR ► OFIRHP 
Huntington Beach, Calif. 
Golden West College 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a standout player at Servite High School 
in Anaheim ... As a senior he was AII -CIF Southern Section and 
All -Serra League while hitting .453 with four home run s and an 
.802 slugging percentage ... As a junior he batted .400 with seven 
doubles, and was named the 20th-best SoCal player by Califor-
niaBaseballZone.com ... During his sophomore season he helped 
his team win the Palomino World Series 
COLLEGE: In 2009 he played for Golden West College and led 
the team with a .365 batting average,65 hits, 39 runs, 16 doubles, 
32 RBI, .539 slugging percentage, .429 on-base percentage and 
19 walks 
PERSONAL: Scott Schauer was born on Apri l 11 1988 in New-
port Beach, CA ... He is the son of Randy and Joanne Schauer ... 
Was listed as the fastest swimmer in the nation as a 12-13 year-
old in the 100 butterfly and 100 and 200 freestyle ... His father, 
Randy, played basebal l in the Oakland A's organization 
#35 ► Re n NAGAMINE 
5- 10 ► 205 ► Fr. ► UR ► 18 
Aiea, Hawaii 
Lolani High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was team captain for the ' lolani High School 
baseba ll team his sophomore, junior and sen ior seasons ... Dur-
ing his senior season he batted .352 with 3 HRs and 19 RBI while 
earning 2nd Team AII -ILH and 1st Team All-State honors ... He 
batted .355 w ith 4 HRs and 23 RBI his junior year w hile also earn-
ing 1st Team AII- ILH and 2nd Team Al l-State honors ... During his 
sophomore season he batted .459 with 5 HRs and was named 
1st Team AII -ILH and 1st Team All -State ... As a freshman he was 
the ILH batting champion with a .472 batting av~rage ... He also 
earned 1st team All lLH and 1st Team All-State honors. 
PERSONAL: Reyn Nagamine was born on September 9th, 1990 
in Honolulu, HI. ... He is the son of Mark and Faye Nagamine ... Was 
recruited by University of the Pacific, St. Mary's, Southern Utah 
Universi ty, Stanford, ASU and University of Hawaii ... Chose to at-
tend USD because of the good academic program as well as the 
exceptional baseball program 
#38 ► Case SCHMIDT 
6-3 ► 205 ► Jr. ► RIR ► RHP 
Arvada, Colo. 
Creighton University 
SOPHOMORE (2009): Sat our season due to NCAA Transfer 
rules ... drafted in the 15th round by the New York Mets. 
SOPHOMORE (2008:) Schmidt missed the 2008 season with an 
injury following offseason surgery. 
FRESHMAN (2007): Earned Freshman All-America honors from 
Collegiate Basebal l after going 6-1 w ith a 3. 12 ERA ... Appeared 
in 16 games, making seven starts ... Struck out 27 batters in 43.1 
innings on the mound ... Held opponents to a .238 average {l 5-
for-63) with runners on base ... Was the winning pitcher in the 
MVC Tournament championship game against Wichita State 
(5/26) after pitching two hitless innings of relief ... Team won in 
both of his starts against in-state rival Nebraska ... Pitched 5.1 
scoreless innings against the Huskers in Lincoln on April 17 in 
a no-decision, an eventual 2-1 CU win ... Picked up the victory 
against Nebraska at Rosenblatt Stadium on May 15 in the rub-
ber match, allowing on ly two runs in five innings of a 9-2 Bluejay 
win ... Was the winning hurler in CU 's 21 -11 win over Albany (6/2) 
in the NCAA Regionals ... Defeated Kansas State (4/ 11 ) with five 
innings of scoreless work as the starter in a 3-1 win, striking out 
a career-high five Wildcats ... Also picked up wins over Northern 
Iowa (4/1) and North Dakota State {5/9) ... Pitched career-high six 
innings in the victory over NDSU ... Held No. 25 Missouri score-
less in an inning of work in the Jays' 4-3 win ... Was perfect on 11 
fielding chances with seven assists. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Played baseball at Ralston Valley High School 
for head coach Shane Freehling, brother of Rick Freehling, who 
played on Creighton's 1991 College World Series team ... Was se-
lected team captain his junior and sen ior seasons ... Earned first-
team academic all-state his jun ior and senior years ... Was se lect-
ed first-team all-conference his sen ior season after leading the 
Mustangs to the regional championship and a third-place finish 
at state ... Returned from major chest surgery to lead Ralston Val-
ley to the state semifinals his junior season after sitting out as a 
sophomore ... Is second in school history in wins, strikeouts and 
ERA. 
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#40 ► Tomm CHEEK 




HIGH SCHOOL:Attended loca l Cathedral Catholic High School 
and played for Coach Gary Remiker ... Helped the Dons w in the 
Western League Championship as wel l as State Championsh ip 
by batting .410 with 2 HRs ... He was named 1st Team All -West-
ern League and 2nd Team AII -CIF ... His junior year he batted 
.380 w ith 2 HRs while helping his team win the CIF Champion-
ship ... During his sophomore season he batted .403 and earned 
1st Team All -North County and 2nd Team AII -CIF honors. 
PERSONAL: Tommy Cheek was born on July 28th, 1991 in Es-
condido, CA .... He is the son ofThomas and Norma Cheek ... Was 
recru ited by Santa Clara, St. Mary's, Stanford, West Point, Ora l 
Roberts, and Baylor ... Chose to attend USD because it is close 
to home, the great baseball team, great education and awe-
some coaches ... He is a big fan of the New Yo rk Yankees and 
their starting shortstop Derek Jeter ... His father, Thomas, played 
~ baseball for the University of San Diego. 
#42 ► Calvin DRUMMOND 
6-2 ► 195 ► Fr. ► R/R ► RHP 
Scottsdale, Ariz 
Cactus High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Attended Huntington Beach High School. .. Se-
nior season earned 1st Team All -Leag ue honors while picking 
up SO strikeouts in SO innings of work ... Finished the season 
with a 5-2 record and a 2.33 ERA. .. During his sophomore sea-
son he was named 1st Team All-League while posting a 6-1 
record a an ERA of 1.93. 
COLLEGE: Attended Orange Coast Community College and 
helped the Pirates w in a State Championship. 
PERSONAL: Calvin Drummond was born on September 22nd, 
1989 in Huntington Beach, CA .... He is the son of William and 
Jan Drummond ... Was recruited by ASU, University of Arizona, 
USC, UCI and Long Beach State ... Chose to attend the Univer-
sity of San Diego because of the great baseba ll team. 
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#44 ► Ben BRUMEISTER 
6-0 ► 790 ► Fr. ► R/R ► RHP 
Boulder, Colo. 
Grandview High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a 4-year varsity player for Fai rview High 
Schoo l. .. His senior season he recorded 6 saves to go along 
w ith his 3-1 record ... He was the team captain and MVP and 
had a 1.70 ERA and earned All-League 1st Team honors as wel l 
as Honorab le Mention for All -State ... His j un ior year he picked 
up 7 saves and had a 1.1 O ERA ... His overall record was 2-0 and 
he was named team MVP and earning All -League 1st Team 
Honors as we ll as being named Honorab le Mention for All -
state. 
PERSONAL: Ben George Burmeister was born on July 23, 1991 
in Denver, CO .... He is the son of George Burmeister and Nan 
Rayburn ... Was recruited by LMU, Northwestern, UNLV, Oregon, 
Cal Poly and Stanford ... Chose to attend USD because of the 
great weather, great academics and the outstanding baseball 
program ... His grandfather, George, played Triple-A baseba ll. 
#45 ► Andrew WALTER 
6-4 ► 200 ► Fr. ► R/R ► RHP 
Scottsdale, Ariz 
Cactus High School 
HIGH SCHOOL: Was a 4-year vars ity player for the Cactus High 
School Cobras ... His senior season the Cobras were state run-
ner-up after w inning their region ... He was 12-1 with a 1.25 ERA 
and 112 strikeouts during the season where he was named 
West Vall ey Reg ion Pl ayer of the year and ea rned 1st tea m All-
State honors ... drafted in the 31st round by Detroit. 
PERSONAL: Andrew Nicholas Walter was born on October 
18th, 1990 in Glendale, Ariz .... He is the son of John and Can-
dice Walter .. . Was heavi ly recruited by Oregon State, Univer-
sity of Oregon and ASU ... Chose to attend USD because of the 
baseball program ... He enjoys any extreme sport and likes to 
off-road, dirt bike, and ride quads. 

TOREROS READY TO ROLL 
Last season the Toreros were a respectable 29-25 
but failed to reach post-season play for the first 
time since 2005. Once again though the Toreros 
are stocked with great talent on both offense 
and on the mound. Head Coach Rich Hill, in his 
12th season at San Diego, is looking to return 
this team to the head of the West Coast Confer-
ence. 
r.. Despite losing an all-conference infielder and 
. some depth to the bench and pitching staff, the 
Toreros are primed for an exciting season. The 
team will feature a strong mix of talented return-
ing players as well as some newcomers to help 
them achieve their goals of winning the WCC r Championship for the third time in four years and 
~ \ making their first ever appearance in Omaha. 
"Our goals are the same every year and that is to 
win the West Coast Conference Championship 
and play in Omaha for the National Champion-
ship.The make up of this year's team is extremely 
veteran. There is tons of experience at a lot of po-
sitions and there is a sense within this team that 
this is their time to make their mark," said Hill. 
PITCHING 
The 2010 Toreros pitching staff will be headlined 
by their big three starters AJ Griffin, Kyle Blair and 
Sammy Solis.Griffin returns for his senior season, 
and his first full year as a starting pitcher for the 
Toreros, after establishing himself as USD's sin-
gle-season saves record holder with 14, and ca-
reer saves leader with 28. This season, Griffin has 
been th rusted into a starting role to help anchor 
down one of the nation's premier pitching rota-
tions. Last season he appeared in 17 games and 
made nine starts, posting an 8-3 overall record 
and had three saves to go along with his 3.33 
ERA. Griffin was named first-team AII-WCC and 
set career highs for a season in wins, strikeouts, 
and innings pitched. 
"Pitching wise I think you start with AJ Griffin. We 
committed to AJ to being a starter this year. He 
turned down an offer from the Philadelphia Phil-
lies to come back and learn how to be a starter 
and gain experience in that role and finish his 
degree," said Hill. 
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Blair, a junior right-hander, will return from an injury-
plagued season in 2009. He made only 10 appear-
ances with eight of those being starts, while finishing 
the season with a 3-2 record with a 3.13 ERA and he 
also recorded two saves. The right-hander is known 
for his ability to get the big strike out,and he will also 
be counted on to provide some veteran leadership 
in his third season. 
Redshirt sophomore Solis makes a return to the rota-
tion after only making two starts last year before suf-
fering a season-ending injury. During his freshman 
campaign he was named to the AII-WCC freshman 
team, and this season he is looking to stay healthy 
and be a third strong starter for the Toreros. 
"Sammy Solis and Kyle Blair are two of the best pitch-
ing draft prospects in the country. All three of those 
guys, including AJ, really form a pretty intimidating 
three-headed monster," said Hill. 
With Griffin set in the starting rotation, it will be se-
nior right-hander Matt Thomson who will take over 
the closer role. Last season, Thomson posted a 5-5 
record with a 5.98 ERA in 12 starts and 81 .1 innings 
of work. After turning down an offer from the De-
troit Tigers this past summer, Thomson will anchor 
the back end of the bullpen and finish his degree. 
Relief pitching for USD is going to be an opportu-
nity for several right-handers to shine. Senior Matt 
Hauser, redshirt juniors Darrin Campbell and Casey 
Schmidt as well as sophomore Chris Jensen will all 
be in the mix for middle relief work as well as the 
fourth spot in the rotation. 
In his first season with USD, Hauser made 23 ap-
pearances for the Toreros, including three starts. He 
finished the season with a 5-2 record while striking 
out 40 and walking only 13. Campbell appeared in 
18 games last season, making eight starts, and post-
ed a 3-5 record with a 5.16 ERA while striking out 40 
batters in 52.1 innings of work. 
As a freshman, Jensen made 19 appearances, includ-
ing three starts and in 34.0 innings of work he did 
not allow a home run . Schmidt did not play for the 
Toreros last season due to NCAA transfer rules, but is 
expected to make an immediate impact this season. 
The coaching staff is very excited about 
some of the freshman pitchers they have 
brought in this season. Spearheading that 
list is Sam Wolff who was drafted by the 
Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim in the 
42nd round of the 2009 MLB draft. Wolff 
was named the top pitcher for his summer 
team as a senior after posting a 0.23 ERA 
and ringing up 64 batters in 38 innings of 
work. He was a two-time first-team All-State 
performer as both a junior and senior. 
The Toreros will also turn to freshmen An-
drew Walter, a draft pick of the Detroit Ti -
gers in the 31st round, and Michael Dedrick 
out of Utah. 
Walter, a four-year varsity player for the 
Cactus High School Cobras, helped lead 
the team to a state runner-up after winning 
their region as a senior. He was 12-1 with 
a 1.25 ERA and 112 strikeouts during the 
season where he was named West Valley 
Region Player of the Year and earned first-
team All-State honors. 
During both his junior and senior seasons in 
high school, Dedrick earned Under Armour 
All American accolades. During his senior 
season he earned All-State and All-Region 
honors with 119 strikeouts and a 2.75 ERA. 
During his junior season he was named the 
39th top high school prospect by Baseball 
America and selected to the USA Baseball's 
Tournament of the Stars, the 2008 Area 
Code Games, and named to play in Perfect 
Games' National Showcase. 
INFIELD 
The Torero infield will look a little bit differ-
ent to San Diego fans this season. Catch-
ing duties will be shared by a pair of fifth 
year seniors in Nick McCoy and Brian Farris. 
During the 2009 season, McCoy played in 
44 games, starting 36 of them and hit .270. 
He recorded six home runs, 28 RBI and 30 
runs throughout the course of the season 
where he was also named AII -WCC honor-
able mention. Farris came on strong late in 
the season and played in 23 games with 17 
starts, while hitting .286 with 14 hits, two 
RETURNING TORERO STATISTICS 
J 
RETURNING BATTING STATISTICS 
Plaxer AVG G-GS AB R H 2B 3B HR 
Zach Walters .377 52-49 191 35 72 13 4 1 24 
James Meador .376 54-54 213 42 80 17 2 6 45 
Chris Engell .358 52-51 215 35 77 16 1 3 37 
Steven Chatwood .327 30-28 98 15 32 10 0 1 20 
Tony Strazzara .321 44-36 134 26 43 9 0 0 18 
Kevin Muno .305 17-17 59 16 18 2 0 2 5 
Bryan Haar .298 39-34 131 22 39 9 5 38 
Jon Hotta .287 46-23 101 15 29 2 2 0 21 
Austin Green .287 40-35 115 22 33 4 1 5 18 
Brian Farris .286 23-1 7 49 7 14 2 0 5 
Victor Sanchez .263 28-28 99 22 26 7 0 5 23 
Zack Kometani .125 5-0 8 0 0 0 0 
RETURNING PITCHING STATS 
Pitcher ERA W-L APP SV IP R ER BB so 
Kyle Blair 3.13 3-2 10 2 54.2 33 19 18 62 
AJ Griffin 3.33 8-3 17 3 81 .0 35 30 32 85 
Sammy Solis 4.50 1-1 2 0 12.0 7 6 0 16 
Bryan Haar 4.50 0-0 6 0 10.0 22 18 10 8 
Matt Hauser 4.82 5-2 23 1 52.1 36 28 13 40 
Darrin Campbell 5.16 3-5 14 2 52.1 35 30 28 40 
Matt Thomson 5.98 5-5 16 2 81.1 60 54 29 88 
Austin Green 6.75 0-0 2 0 1.1 1 0 0 
Chris Jensen 7.15 1-2 19 0 34.0 30 27 20 25 
Paul Sewald 9.14 0-0 16 0 21.2 24 22 14 4 
NickYoupel 10.80 0-0 5 0 6.2 8 8 3 8 
doubles, one home run and five RBI. 
First base will be played by either sopho-
more Brian Haar or junior Victor Sanchez. As a 
freshman, Haar played in 39 games, including 
34 starts and collected a batting average of .298 
to go along 38 RBI, the second-highest total on 
the team, and earned AII -WCC freshman team 
honors. During an injury-shortened season, San-
chez started in all 28 games he played in and still 
managed to hit five home runs while driving in 
23 RBI and scoring 22 runs. 
Second base is going to be manned by redshirt 
senior Chris Engel I. In his first season as a Torero, 
Eng ell played and started in 52 games, while bat-
ting .358, with 37 RBI and 35 runs scored as the 
everyday second baseman. 
i'II The starting shortstop will be Zach Walters or 
'jl, Haar could see time at shortstop as well, while 
,-..,,/} at third base either Sanchez or Steven Chatwood 
_p will hold down the hot corner. 
Walters played in 52 games for the Toreros a year 
ago, starting in 49 of them and recording a team-
leading .377 batting average, .416 on-base per-
centage and a .503 slugging percentage while 
being named first-team AII-WCC. Last season, 
Chatwood rotated between catcher, third base, 
designated hitter and outfield positions,and bat-
ted .327 with 20 RBI while playing in 30 games, 
with 28 of those starts before suffering a season-
ending injury. 
Tony Strazzara has been a reliab le player the last 
couple of years for the Toreros and will be in the 
mix for one of the infield spots as well as a candi-
date for the designated hitter spot after posting 
a .321 batting average, with 43 hits, nine doubles 
and a .395 on-base percentage last season. 
Another player that will try and earn some play-
ing time is sophomore catcher Zach Kometani, 
who saw action in five games, gaining invalu-
able experience leading to his second year as a 
Torero. 
OUTFIELD 
"The outfield is spearheaded by one of the best 
players in USD history in James Meador," said 
Hill. 
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Meador will be depended on during his senior season 
for offense, defense and veteran leadership. Meador 
started 54 games last season and is the defending 
wee Player of the Year. He batted .376 with a .435 on-
base percentage and a .559 slugging percentage and 
was the team leader with 80 hits, 45 RBI and 42 runs 
scored a year ago. 
Center fielder Kevin Muno returns to action after a 
medical redshirt season in 2009. Before suffering his 
season-ending injury, Muno appeared in 17 games 
where he posted a .305 batting average and a .419 
on-base percentage while showing some pop with 
two home runs. Muno provides speed in both the 
outfield and on the base paths as he successfully stole 
nine bases in 10 attempts during his shortened 2009 
season. 
The outfield will welcome freshman Matt Moynihan, 
who comes to the Toreros after a standout career at 
nearby Cathedral Catholic. He was selected as the 
52nd best high school prospect by Baseball America 
and earned back-to-back first-team All-State honors 
and was selected to play in the Area Code Games, the 
Perfect Games' National Showcase and the USA U18 
National team trials. 
Also in the mix for left field or a designated hitter 
spot is sophomore Austin Green who during his de-
but season as a Torero appeared in 40 games while 
hitting .287 with 33 hits, four doubles, one triple, five 
home runs and 19 RBI. 
Another player who impressed in the fall and will press 
for playing time is Mike Ferraro. Ferraro redshirted for 
the Toreros last season after a stand-out career at Or-
ange Coast College, where he helped lead his team to 
two consecutive Southern California Super Regional 
appearances. 
Scott Schauer, a transfer from Golden West College, 
has a chance to be a good 2-way guy for the Toreros as 
both a pitcher and an outfielder. At Golden West Col-
lege last season, he led the team with a .365 batting 
average and had a team high with 65 hits, 16 doubles, 
.539 slugging percentage, .429 on-base percentage 
and 19 walks in 42 games. 
2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Bloomington, Ind. 
Enrollment: 40,354 
Pres: Michael A. McRobbie 
AD: Fred Glass 
Conference: Big Ten 
Nickname: Hoosiers 




Field: Sembower Field 
Head Coach: Tracy Smith 
School Record: 104-126 (4) 
OverallRecord:421-346-1 (14) 
Assistant Coaches: Ty Neal, Ben Greenspan 
Dustin Coffman 
Baseball Office Phone: (812) 855-9399 
2009 Records: 32-27 Overall ; 16-7 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 0-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Matt Brady 
Office Phone: (812) 855-9399 
Fax: (812) 855-9401 
E-Mail: mlbrady@indiana.edu 
Press Box Phone: (812) 855-4787 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: San Diego, Calif. 
Enrollment: 32,817 
Pres: Dr. Stephen L. Weber 
AD: Don Oberhelman 
Conference: Mountain West 
Nickname: Aztecs 
Colors: Scarlet and Black 
San Diego State 
Aztecs 
BASEBALL INFORMATION 
Field: Tony Gwynn Stadium 
Head Coach:Tony Gwynn 
School Record: 214-213 (7) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Mark Martinez, Eric Valenzuela 
Brock Ungricht 
Baseball Office Phone: (619)-594-6889 
2008 Records: .41-23; 15-9 
2008 Postseason: 1-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Dave Kuhn 
Office Phone: (619)-594-5547 
Fax: (619)-582-6541 
E-Mail: dkuhn@mail.sdsu.edu 
Press Box Phone:(619)-594-4103 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: North ridge, Calif. 
Enrollment: 32,997 
Pres: Dr. Jolene Koester 
AD: Rick Mazzuto 
Conference: Big West 
Nickname: Matadors 




Field: Matador Field 
Head Coach: Steve Rousey 
School Record: 140-251-1 (7) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Rob McKinley, Mark Kertenian 
Phil Van Horn 
Baseball Office Phone: (818) 677-7055 
2009 Records: 24-32 Overall; 7-17 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Eric Bankston 
Office Phone: (818) 677-3860 
Fax: (818) 677-4950 
E-Mail: eric.bankston@csun.edu 
Press Box Phone: (818) 677-4292 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Fullerton, Calif. 
Enrollment: 36,000 
Pres: Dr. Milton A. Gordon 
AD: Brian Quinn 
Conference: Big West 
Nickname: Titans 




Home Field: Goodwin Field 
Head Coach: Dave Serrano 
School Record: 88-38 (2) 
Overall Record: 202-104-1 (5) 
Assistant Coaches: Sergio Brown, Greg Bergeron 
Gregg Wallis 
Baseball Office Phone: (657) 278-3789 
2009 Records: 47-16 Overall; 17-7 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 5-2, Reached College World Series 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Michael Greenlee 
Office Phone: (657) 278-3081 
Fax: (657) 278-3141 
E-Mail: mgreenlee@fullerton .edu 
Press Box Phone: (657) 278-5327 
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2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Lexington, Ky. 
Enrollment: 27,000 
Pres: Dr. Lee T. Todd, Jr. 
AD: Mitch Barnhar 
Conference: Southeastern 
Nickname: Wildcats 




Field: Cliff Hagan Stadium 
Head Coach: Gary Henderson 
School Record: 28-26 (1) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Brad Bohannon, Brian Green 
Keith Verhoff 
Baseball Office Phone: (859) 257-8052 
2009 Records: 28-26 Overall; 12-18 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Brent Ingram 
Office Phone: (859) 257-3838 
Fax: (859) 323-4310 
E-Mail: brent.ingram@uky.edu 
Press Box Phone: (859) 257-9011 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Irvine, CA 
Enrollment: 27,000 
Pres: Dr.Michael V. Drake 
AD: Mike Izzi 
Conference: Big West 
Nickname: Anteaters 




Home Field: Anteater Ballpark 
Head Coach: Mike Gillespie 
School Record: 87-33 (2) 
Overall Record: 850-504-2 (22) 
Associate Head Coach: Pat Shine 
Assistant Coaches: Ted Silva, Bob Macaluso 
Baseball Office Phone: (949)-824-9521 
2008 Records: 45-15 Overall; 22-2 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 2-2, NCAA Regionals 
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SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Fumi Kimura 
Office Phone: (949)-824-9474 
Fax: (949)-824-5260 
E-Mail: fkimura@uci.edu 
Press Box Phone: (949)-824-9905 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: West Long Branch, NJ 
Enrollment: 4,500 
Pres: Vice Admrl. Paul Gaffney II 
AD: Dr. Marilyn McNeil 
Conference: Northeast 
Nickname: Hawks 




Field: MU Baseball Field 
Head Coach: Dean Ehehalt 
School Record: 428-387-2 (16) 
Overall Record: 449-425-2 (18) 
Assistant Coaches: Jeff Barbalinardo, Jim Belanger 
Karl Nonemaker 
Baseball Office Phone: (732) 263-5186 
2009 Records: 32-25 Overall ; 15-11 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Chris Tobin 
Office Phone: (732) 263-5180 
Fax: N/ A 
E-Mail: ctobin@monmouth.edu 
Press Box Phone: (732) 996-8935 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Fresno, Calif. 
Enrollment: 21,389 
Pres: Dr. John D. Welty 
AD: Thomas Boeh 
Conference: Western Athletic 
Nickname: Bulldogs 




Field: Pete Beiden Field 
Head Coach: Mike Batesole 
School Record: 251-195 (7) 
Overall Record: 507-353-1 (14) 
Assistant Coaches: Matt Curtis, Pat Waer 
Gregg Raymundo 
Baseball Office Phone: (559) 278-2178 
2009 Records: 32-30 Overall; 12-12 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 0-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Theresa Kurtz 
Office Phone: (559) 244-5619 
Fax: (559) 244-5603 
E-Mail: tkurtz@csufresno.edu 
Press Box Phone: (559) 278-7678 
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2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Birmingham, Ala. 
Enrollment: 3 
Pres: Dr. Carol Garrison 
AD: Brian Mackin 
Conference: Conference USA 
Nickname: Blazers 




Field: Jerry D. Young Field 
Head Coach: Brian Shoop 
School Record: 82-93 (3) 
Overall Record: 774-400-1 (20) 
Assistant Coaches: Perry Roth, Josh Hopper 
Ron Polk 
Baseball Office Phone: (205) 934-5181 
2009 Records: 31 -26 Overall; 11-12 Conference 




Baseball SID: Tyson Mathews 
Office Phone: (205) 504-4566 
Fax: (205) 934-7505 
E-Mail: tmathews@uab.edu 
Press Box Phone: (205) 934-0200 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Houston, Texas 
Enrollment: 5,339 
Pres: David W. Leebron 
AD: David Sayler 
Conference: Conferene USA 
Nickname: Owls 
Colors: Blue and Gray 
BASEBALL INFORMATION 
Home Field: Reckling Park 
Head Coach: Wayne Graham 
School Record: 830-317(18) 
Overall Record: 1,405-430 (29) 
Assistant Coaches: Mike Taylor, David Pierce 
Patrick Hallmark 
Baseball Office Phone: (713)-348-8864 
2009 Records: 43-18 Overa ll ; 16-8 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 4-3 reached Super Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: John Sullivan 
Office Phone: (713)-348-5636 
Fax: (719)-348-6019 
E-Mail: jsully@rice.edu 
Press Box Phone:(713)-348-4931 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Locat ion: San Marcos, Texas 
Enrollment: 30,806 
Pres: Dr. Denise M.Trauth 
AD: Dr. LarryTeis 
Conference: Southland 
Nickname: Bobcats 




Field: Bobcat Baseball Stadium 
Head Coach: Ty Harrington 
School Record: 337-252 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Derek Matlock,Jeremy Fikac, 
Steven Trout 
Baseball Office Phone: (512) 245-3383 
2009 Records: 41 -17 Overall ;24-7 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 0-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Amber Arterberry 
Office Phone: (51 2) 245-4692 
Fax: N/ A 
E-Mail: aa32@txstate.edu 
Press Box Phone:(6 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Riverside, Calif. 
Enrollment:17,200 
Chancellor: Timothy P. White 
AD: Stan Morrison 
Conference: Big West 
Nickname: Highlanders 




Field: Riverside Sports Complex 
Head Coach: Doug Smith 
School Record: 149-126 (5) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Randy Betten, Nathan Choate 
Rusty McNamara 
Baseball Office Phone: (951) 827-5441 
2009 Records: 33-20 Overa ll; 12-12 Conference 
2008 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: John Maxwell 
Office Phone: (951) 827-4571 
Fax: (951) 827-5889 
E-Mail: john.maxwell@ucr.edu 
Press Box Phone: (951) 827-6415 
-------------------
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2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Conway, S.C. 
Enrollment: 8,100 
Pres: David A. Decenzo 
AD: Hu nter Yurachek 
Conference: Big South 
Nickname: Chanticleers 







Field: Charles Watson Stad ium 
Head Coach: Gary Gi lmore 
School Record: 554-293 (14) 
Overall Record: 807-395 (20) 
Assistant Coaches: Kevin Schnall, Brendan Dougherty 
Drew Thomas 
Baseball Office Phone: (843) 349-2816 
2009 Records: 47-16 Overal l; 21 -5 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 1-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Kent Re ichert 
Office Phone: (843) 349-2840 
Fax: (843) 349-2819 
E-Mail: kreicher@coastal.edu 
Press Box Phone: (843) 421 -8244 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Tempe, Arizona 
Enrollment: 68,064 
Pres: Michael Crow 
AD: Li sa Love 
Conference: Pacific-10 
Nickname: Sun Devil s 




Home Field: Winkles Field 
Head Coach:Tim Esmay 
School Record: Fi rst Yea r 
Overall Record: 21 3-235- 1 (8) 
Assistant Coaches: Travis Jewett, Ken Knutson 
Mike Benjamin 
Baseball Office Phone: (408)-965-6592 
2009 Records: 51-14 Overall ; 21-6 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 7-2 reached College World Series 
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SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Ra ndy Policar 
Office Phone: (408)-965-6594 
Fax: (408) - 965-5408 
E-Mail: rand y.policar@asu.edu 
Press Box Phone: (408)-727-7253 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Honolulu, HI 
Enrollment: 20,000 
Pres: Virginia Hinshaw 
AD: Jim Donovan 
Conference: Western At hletic 
Nickname: Rainbows 
Colors: Green, Black, White & 
Si lver 
BASEBALL INFORMATION 
Field: Les Murakami Stadium 
Head Coach: Mike Trapasso 
School Record: 255-216 (8) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Chad Konis hi, Keith Komeiji 
Isaac Omura 
Baseball Office Phone: (808) 956-6247 
2009 Records: 32-26 Overal l; 11-12 Conference 




Baseball SID: Paka lani Bello 
Office Phone: (808) 956-7523 
Fax: (808) 956-4470 
E-Mail: paka lani@hawaii .edu 
Press Box Phone:(6 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Los Angeles, CA 
Enrollment: 8,300 
Pres.: Rev. Robert B.Lawton, SJ 
AD: Dr. Wi lliam Husak 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Lions 




Field: George C. Page Stad ium 
Head Coach: Jason Gi ll 
School Record: 30-29 
Overall Record: Sa me 
Assistant Coaches: Drew Keehn, Scott Walter 
jeff Walker 
Baseball Office Phone: (310) -338-7638 
2009 Records: 30-29 Overa ll ; 13-8 Conference 
2008 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Tyler Geivett 
Office Phone: (3 10)-338-7643 
Fax: (3 1 0)-338-2703 
E-Mail: tgeivett@lmu.edu 
Press Box Phone: (3 1 0)-338-3046 
2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Santa Clara, Ca lif. 
Enrollment: 8,685 
Pres.: Rev. Paul Locatelli, S.J. 
AD: Dan Coonan 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Cardinal 




Home Field: Stephen Schott 
Head Coach: Mark O'Brien 
School Record: 218-224 (8) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Mike Zire lli, Chad Baum 
Shawn Epidendio 
Baseball Office Phone: (408) 554-4659 
2009 Records: 19-35 Overall; 6-15 Conference 
2008 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Nick Mirkovich 
Office Phone: (408) 554-4659 
Fax: (408) 554-6942 
E-Mail: nmirkovich@scu.edu 
Press Box Phone: (408) 554-4752 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: San Francisco, Calif. 
Enrollment: 8,000 
Pres: Stephen J. Privet te 
AD: Debra Gore-Mann 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Dons 




Field: Benedetti Diamond 
Head Coach: Nino Girranto 
School Record: 308-3 1 7 ( 11) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Matt Hobbs, Troy Nakamura 
Jon Norfolk 
Baseball Office Phone: (415) 422-2934 
2009 Records: 28-25 Overa ll ; 12-9 Conference 
2008 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Jordan Wi lcox 
Office Phone: (41 5) 422-6161 
Fax: (415) 422-25 10 
E-Mail: jwi lcox@usfca.edu 
Press Box Phone: (415) 422-29 19 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Spokane, Wash . 
Enrollment: 7,500 
Pres.: Fr. Robert J. Spitzer, S.J. 
AD: Mike Roth 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Bulldogs; Zags 




Field: Washington Trust Field 
Head Coach: Mark Machtolf 
School Record: 180-149 (6) 
Overall Record: Same 
Associate Head Coach: Danny Evans, 
Assistant Coaches: Steve Bennett, Bobby Carlson 
Baseball Office Phone: (509) 313-4226 
2009 Records: 36-18 Overa ll; 19-6 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 1-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Bobby Alworth 
Office Phone: (509)-3 13-4227 
Fax: (509)-313-5730 
E-Mail: alwo rth@athletics.gonzaga.edu 
Press Box Phone: (509)-279-1005 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Portland, OR 
Enrollment: 3,300 
Pres: Rev. E. William Beauchamp 
AD: Larry Williams 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Pilots 




Home Field: Joe Etzel Fie ld 
Head Coach: Chris Sperry 
School Record : 22 1-409-1 (12) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Larry Casa in 
Tucker Brack 
Baseball Office Phone: (503)-943-7731 
2009 Records: 25-26 Overa ll ; 7- 14 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Adam Linnman 
Office Phone: (503)-943-773 1 
Fax: (503)-943-7242 
E-Mail: li nnman@up.edu 
Press Box Phone: (503)-943-7253 
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2010 SAN DIEGO OPPONENTS 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Corvallis, Ore. 
Enrollment: 19,000 
Pres: Dr. Edward Ray 
AD: Bob De Carol is 
Conference: Pacific 1 0 
Nickname: Beavers 




Field: Goss Stadium 
Head Coach: Pat Casey 
School Record: 505-311-4 (15) 
Overall Record: 676-425-5 (22) 
Associate Head Coach: Marty Lees 
Assistant Coaches: Pat Bailey, Nate Yeskie 
Baseball Office Phone: (541) 737-2825 
2009 Records: 37-19 Overall; 15-12 Conference 
2009 Postseason: 1-2, NCAA Regionals 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Hank Hager 
Office Phone: (541) 737-7472 
Fax: (541) 737-3072 
E-Mail: hank.hager@oregonstate.edu 
Press Box Phone: (541) 737-7475 
-~--- - ------------ -- - ---~-
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Malibu, Calif. 
Enrollment: 8,000 
Pres: Andrew K. Benton 
AD: Dr.John Watson 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Waves 




Home Field: Eddy D. Field 
Head Coach: Steve Rodriguez 
School Record:217-142 (6) 
Overall Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Rick Hirtensteiner, Jon Strauss 
Joe Wilkins 
Baseball Office Phone: (31 O) 506-4371 
2008 Records: 31 -23 Overall; 12-9 Conference 
2008 Postseason: N/A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Chris Macaluso 
Office Phone: (31 0) 506-4333 
Fax: (310) 506-4322 
E-Mail: chris.macaluso@pepperdine.edu 
Press Box Phone: (31 O) 456-4598 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Eugene, Ore. 
Enrollment: 20,376 
Pres: Richard Lariviere 
AD: Mike Bellotti 
Conference: Pacific-10 
Nickname: Ducks 





Field: PK Park 
Head Coach: George Horton 
School Record: 13-40 (1) 
Overall Record: 729-305-1 (19) 
Assistant Coaches: Andrew Checketts, Mike Kirby 
Jay Uhlman 
Baseball Office Phone: (541) 346-5776 
2009 Records: 14-42 Overall;4-23 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Andria Wenzel 
Office Phone: (541) 346-0962 
Fax: (541) 346-5449 
E-Mail: awenzel@uoregon.edu 
Press Box Phone:TBD/ (916) 838-2346 
I---~---------
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location: Morago, Calif. 
Enrollment: 3, 196 
Pres.: Brother Ronald Gallagher 
AD: Mark Orr 
Conference: West Coast 
Nickname: Gaels 




Home Field: Louis Guisto Field 
Head Coach: Jedd Soto 
School Record: 135-158-2 (7) 
Overall Record: 274-236-2 
Assistant Coaches: Gabe Zappin, Lloyd Acosta 
Mike McCormick 
Baseball Office Phone: (925)-631-4637 
2009 Records: 28-27 Overall; 9-12 Conference 
2009 Postseason: N/ A 
SPORTS INFORMATION 
Baseball SID: Rich Davi 
Office Phone: (925)-631 -4402 
Fax: (925)- 631-4405 
E-Mail: rdavi@stmarys-ca.edu 
Press Box Phone: (925)-376-3906 
USO SERIES RECORDS VS. OPPONENTS 
Alabama-Birmingham ............... 0-0 Masters College ................................... 3-0 UC lrvine ...................... v·········38-43 
Alameda NAS ....................................... 1-0 Mesa Co llege ...................................... 2-1 O UC Riverside ....................... 48-54-2 
Air Force ................................................ 5-0 Metropolitan State ............................. 1-0 UC Santa Barbara ....................... 21-21-2 
Arizona ...... .... ..... ................. .............. .. 2-11 Michiga n ....................... .................... ..... 5-2 UC San Diego ... ........ .. .................... 50-5-2 
Arizona State ............................ 2-19 Minnesota ............. ...... .. ................... ..... 2-2 Univ. of Puget Sound ....... ............ ...... 2-0 
Army ........................................................ 2-0 Miramar NAS .................................. 12- 1-1 Univ. of Redlands ............................... 5-1 
Astronautics .. .. ............... .. .. .................. 2-1 Missouri. .......... .. .. ..... .............................. 2- 1 UNLV ...................................................... 7-11 
Azusa Pacific. .................................... 9-3- 1 Monmouth ................................. 0-0 USC ............................. .. ......................... 4-20 
Baker ............................................. .......... 1-0 Navy ....................................................... 0-1 USIU ................... ............................ 16-15-1 
Beth une Cookman .................. .. ......... 1-0 Naval Training Center .................... 3-2-1 Utah ................................................... 10-6-1 
Biola University ............................... 3-0-1 Nebraska ................. ... ........................ ... 0-2 Vandenberg A.F .................................. 1-0 
Brigham Young Unive rsity ............. .. 2- 1 
Brown ...................................................... 3-1 
Nevada ................................................. 17-9 
Nevada Southern ................................ 7-3 
Vanderbilt .............. .. .... ......................... 1-0 
vcu ................................................ .... .. .... 3- 1 
Cal Baptist ....... .. ........................... ....... 16-0 New Haven ... ...... .. .. ..... .. .. ...................... 0-1 Wake Forest ............................. ...... ....... 2- 1 
Cal Lutheran ......................................... 2- 1 New Mexcio State .............................. 1-0 Washington ......................................... 5-5 
Cal Po ly Pomona ....................... 34-29- 1 Northern Arizona ............................... 1-1 Wayne State .................. .. ...................... 1-2 
Cal Poly SLO ..................................... 19-25 Notre Dame .......................................... 0-2 Western Carolin a ................................ 1-0 
Cal State Dominguez Hill s ........... .. .. 9-8 
Cal State Fullerton ............. 16-61-3 
Occidental .. .. .. ................................... 3-4-1 
Oklahoma ....................... ... .. .... .............. 1-2 
Western lll inois ........... .. .................. ..... 1-0 
Western New Mexico ........................ 3-0 
Ca l State Haywa rd .............................. 1-0 Oklahoma State ............. ..................... 2-0 Western Oregon State .... .. ................ 2-0 
Cal State Los An geles ............. ... ... 30-22 Oregon Col. Education .. .......... .......... 1-0 Westmont College .............. ......... ....... 6-6 
Cal State Northridge ......... 26-28-2 Oregon ........................................ 0-0 Whittier Co llege ............................ 9-15-1 
Cal State Stanislaus ........................... .4-0 Oregon State .............................. 6-5 Wiscon sin .......................................... 1-0-1 
Cal Tech .................................................. 6-1 Pacific ...................................................... 2-2 Wyoming .............................. ......... .. ...... 1-1 
CalWestern .................................. 14-17-1 Pacific Christian ........ .. ......................... 3-0 
Califo rni a ............................................... 3-2 Pacific Lutheran ........................ ........... 2-0 
Camp Pendleton ............................... 2-5 Pasadena ............................................. 1 3-3 
Centra l Michigan ................................ 0-1 Penn State ..... .. ...................................... 2-0 
Cha m pman ...................................... 34-40 Pepperdine ........................... 63-115 
Claremont-McKenna .......... .. ...... .. ..... 2-0 Po int Loma .................................. 56-14-1 
Claremont-Mudd ................. ...... ......... 2-1 Point Mugu NAS .. .. ............................. .4-0 
Coastal Carolina ......................... 0-0 Pomona College .................... .. ....... ... .. 1-1 
Colorado ................................................ 1-0 Portland .................................. 41-20 
Colorado State ..................................... 1-0 Portland State ..... .. ... ... ............. ............ 5-3 
Columbia ......... .......... .. ...................... .... 3-0 Purdue ................. ..... .............................. 1-0 
Dartmouth ............................. .. ............. 1-0 Rice ............................................. 1-3 
Delaware ....... .. .................................. ..... 1-0 Sacramento State ................ .. ............. 6-5 
Delta State ............................................. 0-1 Sa int Francis ..................................... 0-0-1 
Eastern Connecticut .......................... 0-1 Saint Louis .. ............... .. .. ....................... 1-0 
Eastern Michigan ......... .. ..................... 3-0 Saint Mary's (Calif.) ............ 68-42-1 
East Illino is ............................................ 1-0 Santa Clara ............................. 47-52 
Eva nsvill e .............................................. 2-0 San Diego Amph Ba se ..................... 7-0 
Florida Southern ................................. 1-1 SD City College ....................... .... ... ...... 0-1 
Fresno State .............................. 5-18 San Diego Marines ........................... 6-13 
Georgetow n ......................................... 1-0 Sa n Diego Padres ................................ 0-2 
Georg ia ............ ... .. .. ....... ... ........ .............. 0-3 San Diego State . ................ 48-63-3 
Georg ia Tech ........................................ 0-1 San Fernando Valley State ............... 2-4 
Gonzaga ............................. 36-23-1 San Francisco ......................... 64-49 
Grand Canyon College ............... ....... 2-2 San Francisco State ........................ 2-0-1 
Harva rd ...................... ............................. 4-0 San Jose State ... ...... .. ............ ............... 2-1 
Hawaii ........................................ 2-4 So. Cal. College .................. .. .... ... ... .. .. 15-1 
Hawai i Hilo ..................... .. .. ............ ..... 15-5 Southern ................................................ 2- 1 
Houston ..... .. .......... .. ........... .. ....... .. ........ 6-1 Southern Illinois .......................... ........ 1-1 
Indiana ........................................ 0-0 Southern Utah ..................................... 2-2 
Iona .................................................. ........ 6-1 Spring Arbor ............ ................... .......... 2-0 
lowa ...... .. .. ............................................... 2-0 Stanford ................................................. 1-0 
Kansas ..................................................... 1-0 Temple ................................................... 3-0 
Kansas State ............. .. .......................... 2-0 Texas ........................................................ 5-7 
Kentucky .................................... 0-0 Texas A & M ........................................... 1-0 
Li fe Co llege ........................................... 2-0 Texas Southern .................................... 1-0 
Long Beach State .......................... 36-38 Texas State ................................. 0-0 
Loyola ..................................................... 5-4 Texas Tech ............................................. 1-4 
Loyola Marymount ............ 77-84-1 Tulane ..................................................... 1-0 
Marines ................................................... 2-1 UCLA ......................... .. .............. .......... 7- 19 
Massachusetts ..................................... 1-0 UC Davis ................................................. 4-3 
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2009 Schedule/Results 
(29-25; 11-1 0 West Coast Conference) 
Date O1n~onent Result Score Site Att. USD Pitcher Record wee 
2/20 vs Southern w 6-4 N 950 So lis, S (W 1-0) 1-0 
2/21 vs Bethune-Cookman w 9-6 N 2500 Blair, K (W 1-0) 2-0 
2/22 San Diego State L 0-3 H 717 Jensen, C (L 0-1) 2-1 
2/24 #16 Oklahoma L 2-11 H 223 Campbell, D (L 0-1) 2-2 
2/25 #16 Oklahoma w 10-7 H 215 Thomson, M (W 1-0) 3-2 
2/27 Pacific L 6-14 H 152 Jensen, C (L 0-2) 3-3 
2/28 Kansas State w 2-1 H 117 DeNault, S (W 1-0) 4-3 
2/28 Nevada w 5-4 H 117 DeNault, S (W, 2-0) 5-3 
3/1 Nevada w 6-4 H 302 Campbell, D (W, 1-1) 6-3 
3/3 Western Carolina w 14-7 H 118 Jensen, C (W, 1-2) 7-3 
3/5 San Diego State L 3-5 H 1117 Campbell, D (L, 1-2) 7-4 
3/ 6 San Diego State L 4-6 A Gri ffin, A (L, 0-1) 7-5 
3/7 San Diego State L 5-6 H 467 Solis, S (L, 1-1) 7-6 
3/ 8 at San Diego State w 10-7 A 943 Thomson, M (W, 2-0) 8-6 
3/10 Long Beach State L 3-17 A 1094 DeNau lt, C (L, 2-1) 8-7 
3/12 #5 Rice L 2-9 A 2251 Campbe ll, D (L, 1-3) 8-8 
3/ 13 #5 Rice L 1-4 A 2263 Blair, K (L, 1-1) 8-9 
3/ 15 #5 Rice w 8-0 A 2142 Gri ffin, A (W, 1-1) 9-9 
3/16 Colombia w 10-3 H 289 DeNault, S (W, 3-1) 10-9 
Colombia w 6-2 H 142 Thomson, M (W, 3-0) 11-9 
Colombia w 4-2 H 170 Campbell, D (W, 2-3) 12-9 
Brown w 4-3 H 275 Griffin, A (W, 2-1) 13-9 
3/21 Brown w 11-5 H 275 Griffin, A (W, 3-1) 14-9 
3/22 Brown L 8-9 H 215 DeNault, S (L, 3-2) 14-10 
3/23 Brown w 10-2 H 229 Campbell, D (W, 3-3) 15-10 
3/24 Long Beach State w 12-5 H 207 Hauser, M (W, 1-0) 16-10 
3/27 #12 Pepperdine w 8-6 H 864 Blair, K (W, 2-1) 17-10 1-0 
3/28 #12 Pepperdine w 4-0 H 896 Thomson, M (W, 4-0) 18-10 2-0 
3/29 #12 Pepperdine w 9-3 H 1015 Griffin, A (W, 4-1) 19-10 3-0 
3/ 31 #22 UC Riverside L 7-8 A 287 Hauser, M (L, 1-1) 19-11 
4/ 3 Santa Clara w 9-4 A 55 1 Blair, K (W, 3-1) 20- 11 4-0 
4/4 Santa Clara w 22-10 A 438 Thomson, M (W, 5-0) 21-1 1 5-0 
4/ 5 Santa Clara w 22-5 A 662 Griffin, A (W, 5- 1) 22- 11 6-0 
4/ 9 Gonzaga L 2-14 A 514 Blair, K (L, 3-2) 22-12 6-1 
4/ 10 Gonzaga w 9-2 A 711 Griffin, A (W, 6- 1) 23-12 7-1 
4/ 11 Gonzaga L 2-4 A 283 Thomson, M (L, 5- 1) 23-13 7-2 
4/14 #3 UC Irvine w 7-4 H 187 Hauser, M (W, 2-1) 24-13 
4/ 17 St. Mary's (CA) L 4-14 A 244 Griffin, A (L, 6-2) 24-14 7-3 
4/ 18 St. Mary's (CA) L 3-5 A 322 Thomson, M (L, 5-2) 24-15 7-4 
4/ 19 St. Mary's (CA) w 9-7 A 277 Hauser, M (W, 3-1) 25-15 8-4 
4/ 21 #9 Ca l State Fullerton L 5-8 A 1577 DeNault, S (L, 3-3) 25-16 
4/24 Portland L 4-12 H 252 Thomson, M (L, 5-3) 25-17 8-5 
4/25 Portland w 13-3 H 302 Griffin, A (W, 7-2) 26-17 9-5 
4/26 Portland w 17-7 H 315 Hauser, M (W, 4-1) 27-17 10-5 
4/28 UC Riverside L 1-2 H 145 Campbell, D (L, 3-4) 27-18 
5/1 LMU L 5-6 A 389 Thomson, M (L, 5-4) 27-19 10-6 
5/2 LMU L 3-7 A 41 2 Griffin , A (L, 7-3) 27-20 10-7 
5/3 LMU L 4-5 A 453 DeNau lt, S (L, 3-4) 27-21 10-8 
5/5 #4 Arizona State L 7-8 A 2923 Campbell, D (L, 3-5) 27-22 
5/6 #4 Arizona State L 6-7 A 2237 Fi ck, T (L, 0- 1) 27-23 
5/8 San Francisco w 10-1 H 210 Griffin, A (W, 8-3) 28-23 11-8 
5/9 San Francisco L 5-14 H 217 Thomson, M (L, 5-5) 28-24 11-9 
5/10 San Francisco L 1-9 H 224 Hauser, M (L, 4-2) 28-25 11-10 
5/12 #1 UC Irvine w 9-2 A 716 Hauser, M (W, 5-2) 29-25 
* West Coast Conference ga me 
I 
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2009 BASEBALL STATISTICS 








AVG G-GS AB R 
.377 52-49 191 35 
.383 20-20 81 18 
.376 54-54 213 42 
.438 21 -21 89 18 
.359 53-53 220 59 








Chris Eng ell .358 52-5 1 215 35 77 16 
wee .292 21 -21 96 15 28 6 






.321 44-36 134 26 43 9 
.280 21 -20 75 14 21 6 
.305 17-17 59 16 18 2 
38 HR RBI 
4 24 
3 9 
2 6 45 
0 4 23 
2 8 39 














0 0 18 52 
0 0 7 27 
0 2 5 26 
Bryan Haar .298 39-34 131 22 39 9 5 38 65 
wee .333 79-77 63 76 2 1 5 1 4 19 40 
Jon Hotta .287 46-23 101 15 29 2 2 0 21 35 
wee .259 21 --16 58 8 15 1 o o 16 16 
Aust in Green .287 40-35 11 5 22 33 4 5 18 54 
wee .519 12-9 21 10 14 3 o 5 12 32 
Nick McCoy .270 44-36 137 30 37 10 6 28 67 
wee .316 20- 19 76 21 24 8 2 14 40 
Vi ctor Sanchez .263 28-28 99 22 26 7 0 5 23 48 
wee 
Mike Lugo .246 30-13 65 15 16 3 
wee .213 13-6 33 8 9 
Jose Valerio .138 39-12 58 7 8 1 
wee .200 1 1-4 15 4 3 o 
Brian Fa rri s .286 23-17 49 7 14 2 
wee .200 7-4 10 2 o 
Zack Kometani .125 5-0 8 0 0 
wee .ooo 2-0 2 o o o 
Darr in Campbell .000 1-0 0 0 0 
wee 
Pa ul Sewald 
wee 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 16 28 
0 2 10 16 
0 7 12 
0 3 6 
0 5 19 
0 0 2 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
j 




















.388 13 4 
.360 9 3 
.441 11 2 
.496 11 1 
.635 8 0 
.347 12 4 
.276 7 2 
.470 8 
1.185 5 0 
.489 7 8 
.526 2 6 
.485 11 9 







































29 .395 1 
18 .379 0 
14 .4 19 2 
32 .349 3 
14 .397 2 
23 .378 2 
14 .348 2 
22 .339 0 
6 .594 0 
20 .335 3 
14 .372 2 



















22 .351 0 
9 .400 0 0 
12 .190 
3 .250 0 
14 .333 4 
6 . 182 1 0 
.125 0 0 
0 .000 0 0 
0 .000 0 0 
0 .000 0 0 
SB-A PO A 




7-9 11 6 











0-2 30 23 
14 
0 


















































































759 165 247 59 6 26 158 396 .522 72 17 125 .389 16 15 17-24 548 182 22 .971 
1863 323 511 102 13 30 289 729 .391 190 83 425 .364 17 29 50-69 1415 601 61 .971 
740 138 219 42 4 13 131 308 .416 66 34 169 .377 7 9 15-21 549 217 24 



















Matt Couch 1 .SO 
wee o.oo 
Scott DeNault 4.50 
wee 6.10 








































APP GS CG 
10 8 2 
3 3 1 
17 9 2 
8 7 2 
32 3 0 
8 0 
3-5 14 8 0 
0-0 5 3 0 
5-5 16 12 2 
2-5 7 7 2 
0-0 3 1 0 
0-0 1 0 0 
3-4 23 3 0 
0-1 7 0 0 
1-1 2 2 0 
0-0 6 0 
0-1 19 4 




0-0 2 0 0 
0-0 1 0 0 
1-2 19 3 0 
0-0 4 0 0 
0-0 16 1 0 
0-0 5 0 0 
0-0 5 0 0 
0-0 0 0 
29-25 54 54 6 
11 - 10 21 21 5 
25-29 54 54 6 
10- 11 21 21 5 
SHO SV IP H 
0/ 0 2 54.2 47 
0/ 0 0 18.2 25 
0/1 3 81.0 74 
0/ 0 49.2 53 
0/ 0 52. 1 59 








0/ 0 2 52.1 53 35 
0/ 0 1 13. 1 17 12 
1/ 1 2 81.1 82 60 
1/ 0 0 47.2 52 39 
0/ 0 0 6.0 7 2 
0/ 0 0 2.0 4 0 
0/ 0 2 38.0 44 24 
0/ 0 2 10. 1 12 7 
0/ 0 0 12.0 13 7 
0/ 0 0 10.0 11 6 
0/ 0 0 24.0 32 22 
0/0 0 6.2 9 5 
0/ 0 0 1.1 
0/0 0 0. 1 
0/ 0 0 34.0 41 30 
0/0 0 5.0 9 7 
0/ 0 0 21.2 35 24 
0/0 0 6. 1 12 10 
0/0 0 6.2 12 8 
0/0 0 0.0 1 1 
2/1 12 475.1 511 323 
1/0 4 182.2 219 138 
1 /0 9 4 71.2 604 368 





























30 28 40 7 
11 9 13 2 
54 29 88 19 
36 14 44 10 
4 3 
0 1 4 1 
19 18 39 5 
7 2 15 0 
6 0 16 2 
5 4 6 
18 10 8 









27 20 25 13 
6 6 4 3 
22 14 4 9 
10 5 2 4 
8 3 8 2 
1 2 0 0 
268 190 425 102 
122 66 169 42 
317 156 307 124 




















































0 0 .200 0 
0 0 .500 0 
0 .3 11 3 
0 0 3.75 
2 .361 
0 1 .414 0 
0 2 .400 0 
0 0 1.000 0 
13 30 .274 28 
4 13 .296 9 
14 47 .3 19 39 























































Torero NCAA Division I Tournament Teams 
2002 Toreros ... Back row (/-r) David Dunn, Ricky Barrett, Lucas Wennersten, Sean 
Wa rlop, Aa ron Wilson, Jason Marian, Michael Bass, Matt Coy, Luis Diaz-M iron, 
Zach Dobek, Joe Lima, David Bag ley, Chad Cummings, Mike Oseguera, Sean 
Kenny, Rich Hill, Brian Green, Pat Lucy, Chris Cannizza ro .. .Bottom row (/-r) Eri c 
Verdugo, Jamie Hesselgesser, Tony Perez, Ben Quinto, Joey Prast , Mi ke McCoy, 
Gavin Ng, Tom Caple, S.C. Assael, Freddy Sandova l 
2006 Toreros ••• Fron t Row /L-R): Michael Lugo, Nick McCoy, Dylan Cohen, Kevin 
Hansen, Steve Singleton, Se rrin Jarvi, Brent Planck, Justin Snyder .. .Second Row: 
David Harri s, Keoni Ruth, Matt Petrucci, Rya n Lill y, Rica rdo Pecina. Josh Roman-
ski, Nate Boman, Matt Couch ... Third Row: Coach Jay Johnson, Coach Mark Vi-
ramontes, Coach Eric Valenzuela, Jose Va lerio, Brendon Quon.Jordan Abruzzo, 
Luke Roniger, Nick Cranmer, Dir. of Baseball Opp. Chri s Cannizza ro ... Fourth Row: 
Daniel Magness, Russell Ho lzhauer, Ant hony Slam a, Shane Buschini, Josh Butler, 
Brian Matu sz, Logan Gelbrich, Scott DeNault, Matt Sexton 
2008 Toreros .•. Logan Gelbrich, AJ Griffin, Darrin Campbell, Sammy Solis, Steve 
Kaupang, Brian Matu sz, Matt Thomson, Matt Kohorst, Ryan Davis, Head Coach 
Rich Hill , Asst. Coach Mark Viramontes, Steve Win nick, Zach Wa lters, Victor San-
chez, Kyle Blair, Scott De Nault, Ramon Orozco, Asst. Coach Eric Va lenzuela, Asst. 
Coach Jay Johnson, Kevin Hansen, James Meador, Jose Va lerio, Rica rdo Pecina, 
Josh Roman ski, Nick Ousman, Matt Couch, Sean Nicol, Steve Chatwood, Kevin 
Muno, Anthony Strazzara, Blake Tagmyer, Nick M cCoy, M ichael Lugo 
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2003 Toreros ... Back row (l-r) Ri ch Hill, Erik Verdugo, Mark Johnston, Trevor 
Pike, Lucas Wennersten,Jose Ortega, Matt Coy, Kyle Collin s, David Dunn, Justin 
Blaine, Brett Gillespie, Mike Oseguera, Sean Kenny, Michael Kramer ... Midd/e row 
(/-r) Jamie Hesselgesser, Josh Hansen, Zach Dobek, Sean Wa rl op, Aaron Wilson .. 
Bottom row (/-r) Chad Cummings, Freddy Sandova l, Gavin Ng, Tony Perez. Joey 
Prast, Ben Quinto, Kyle Smith, Brian Jones, Pat Lucy. 
2007 Toreros ... Michael Lugo, Nick McCoy, Dylan Cohen, Kevin Hansen, Steve 
Sing leton, Serrin Jarvi, Brent Planck,Justin Snyder, David Harr is, Keoni Ruth, 
Mat t Petrucci, Ryan Li lly, Ricardo Pecina, Josh Romanski, Nate Boman, Matt 
Couch, Coach Jay Johnson, Coach Mark Viramontes, Coach Eric Va lenzuela, 
Jose Va lerio, Brendon Quon. Jordan Abruzzo, Luke Roniger, Nick Cranmer, Di r. 
of Baseba ll Opp. Chris Cannizzaro, Daniel Magness, Russell Ho lzhauer, Anth ony 
Slama, Shane Bu schini,Josh But ler, Brian Matu sz, Logan Gelb rich, Scott De-
Nault, Matt Sexton 
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS 
Year w L T % 
2009 29 25 0 .537 
2008* 44 17 0 .721 
2007* 43 18 0 .705 
2006 33 25 0 .569 
2005 30 27 1 .517 
2004 35 21 0 .625 
2003* 32 30 0 .516 
2002* 39 23 0 .629 
2001 35 21 0 .625 
2000 34 27 1 .556 
1999 28 27 1 .509 
1998 29 30 0 .492 
1997 25 27 2 .481 
1996 27 27 1 .500 
1995 25 27 0 .480 
1994 29 25 1 .536 
1993 36 17 0 .679 
1992 28 24 0 .538 
1991 21 34 2 .386 
1990 24 32 0 .429 
1989 22 31 1 .417 
1988 28 28 0 .500 
1987 31 23 .574 
1986 26 25 2 .509 
1985 17 39 .310 
1984 20 36 .362 
1983 17 27 .386 
1982 29 24 .547 
1981 30 25 .545 
1980 30 25 .545 
1979 32 19 1 .615 
1978 33 22 0 .600 
1977 24 19 0 .558 
1976 26 16 0 .619 
1975 19 20 0 .487 
1974 23 15 0 .605 
1973 19 22 0 .463 
1972 20 19 1 .513 
1971 34 12 0 .739 
1970 21 16 0 .568 
1969 22 17 0 .564 
1968 13 24 0 .351 
1967 14 26 0 .350 
1966 20 26 0 .435 
1965 17 21 0 .447 
1964 12 19 0 .387 
1963 9 16 0 .360 
1962 14 11 .538 
1961 16 10 0 .615 
1960 19 8 0 .703 
1959 17 7 2 .673 
1958 7 12 0 .368 
Coach 
Hill 
Hill (NCAA Regionals, 3-2) 
Hill (NCAA Regionals, 0-2) 




Head Coach 1999-Present 
Hill (NCAA Regionals, 1-2) 
Hill (NCAA Regionals, 1-2) 
Hill 
Hill 
Five NCAA Regional Appearances 












































Head Coach 1964-1999 
Four NCAA Div. II Reg ional Appearances 
wee Coach of the Year 1993, 1998 
(NCAA Div. II World Series, 5-3) 
(NCAA Div. II Regionals, 5-3) 
TEAM RECORDS 
Record Year(s) # 
Most Games 2003,02,00 62 
Fewest Games 1958 19 
(NCAA Div. II World Series, 4-2) Most Wins 2008 44 Fewest Wins 1958 7 
Most Losses 1985 39 
Fewest Losses 1959 7 
Winning Streak 2008 16 
Losing Streak 1989 15 
At-bats 2002 2,222 
(NCAA Div. II Regionals, 0-2) Batting Average 1998 .338 
Runs 2002 457 
Hits 1998 721 
Doubles 2003 149 
Triples 1978 35 
Homeruns 1999 60 
RBI 2002 417 
Walks 2000 304 
Hit by Pitch 2002 74 
Strikeouts 2000 412 
Stolen Bases 1980 105 
Errors 1989 122 
Fielding% 2006 .975 
*West Coast Conference (WCC) Champions ERA 1971 2.31 Saves 2002,08 17 
Strikeouts 2007 491 
The West Coast Conference 
The baseball portion of the WCC started with five charter members and three associ-
ates as LMU, Pepperdine, Saint Mary's, San Francisco and Santa Clara were joined by UC 
Santa Barbara, Pacific and San Jose State.The conference temporarily split from 1977-84 
into the Northern and Southern California Baseball Associations (so divisional p lay isn't 
completly foreign to the league), but realigned in 1985 to include San Diego and Nevada 
in a seven-team league. In 1991, the Wolf Pack departed and a six-team loop existed until 
Portland and Gonzaga, full members in al l other sport s, left the Pac-10 North league to 
bring the WCC to its full -bodied eight-team set in 1996. 
This is the eighth year of the current eight-team WCC baseball alignment but the con-
ference has determined a champion in the sport annually since 1968. During that time, 
teams in the WCC have advanced to four College World Series, including a national titl e 
in 1992 (Pepperdine). 
Five current members -- San Diego, Loyola Marymount, Pepperdine, San Francisco and 
Santa Clara -- have represented the WCC in NCAA tournament play. These five have an 
all-time record of 77-86 in the championships.Portland and Gonzaga are the on ly other 
current members with NCAA tourney experience, most recently Portland had made it 
in 1991 as the Pacifi c- 1 0 North representative. 
The West Coast Conference cha nged its league baseball format and schedule beginning 
in 2006. A one-d ivision format will once again be implemented and the eight institu -
tions wi ll compete in a 21-game conference season. This format is a departure from 
a two-divi sion format, West and Coast, with a 30-game conference schedule that has 
been used in the WCC since the begining of the 1999 season. Under the one-division, 
21-game format, each schoo l will play the other seven opponents one time over the 
l course of an eig ht-week conference season.Each team wi ll play seven three-game series, 
with one week serving as the bye week.The top two finishing teams will play in the WCC 7 Champ;onsh ;p Sedes w;th the ,eg ola,-season champ ,e,v; ng as se,;e,' host 
WWW. WCCSPORTS.COM 
West Coast Conference Office 
1250 Bayhi/1 Dr., Suite 101, 
San Bruno, CA 94066 
(650) 873-8622; FAX 873-7846 
Jamie Zaninovich Colleen Lim Scott Leykam 
Carolyn Jenkins Jae Wilson Anish Patel 
WEST COAST CONFERENCE STAFF 
Commissioner: Jamie Zaninovich 
Associate to the Commissioner: Audrey Mesta 
Associate Commissioner for Governance and Administration: Colleen Lim 
Associate Commissioner/ Externol Relations: Scott Leykam 
Assistant Commissioner/Operations: Carolyn Jenkins 
Director of Communications: Jae Wilson 
Associate Director of Communications: Anish Patel 
Communications & New Media Coordinator: Stefanie Ordoveza 
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USD wee HONOR ROLL 
wee Player of the Year 
James Meador OF 
Shane Buschini RF 
Kevin Herde C 
Dave Ro lls C 
wee Pitcher of the Year 
Brian Matusz LH 
Ricky Barrett LH 
wee Freshman of Year 
Josh Romanski P/OF 
Jordan Abruzzo C 
Joey Prast OF 
Greg Sain UT 
Tony Betancourt C 
Mike Saipe p 
ALL-WCC First Team 
James Meador OF 
Zach Walters INF 
Sean Nicol ss 
Justin Snyder 2B 
AJ Griffin RHP 
Jordan Abruzzo C 
Matt Couch RHP 
Logan Gelbrich C 
Brian Matusz LHP 
Josh Roma nski LHP 
Keoni Ruth 2B 
Steve Sing leton ss 
Shane Buschini OF 
Kyle Coll ins p 
Jose Ortega ss 
Josh Hansen OF 
Joey Prast OF 
Tony Perez OF 
David Bagley 
Tom Caple UT 
Ricky Barrett p 
Kevin Reese OF 
Greg Sain IF 
Brian Mazone UT 
Ba rt Miadich p 
Jeb Dougherty OF 
Brian Mazone p 
Brady Clark OF 
Travis Burgus p 
Josh Stepner OF 
Mike Saipe p 
Kevin Herde C 
Dave Pingree 2B 
Larry Williams OF 
Dave Ro lls C 
David Jacas OF 





































































































Loyola Marymount, Pepperdine 
Pepperdine 
USD MVP's 
1960 Jim Fiorenza 
1961 Dick Wilbu r 
1962 Curt is Hart 
1963 John Pearce 
USD BASEBALL HALL OF FAME 
-The Chet & Marguerite Pagni Family Athletic Hall of Fame 
JI 
John Cunningham (1 962-1998) 
1964 John Ba umgarten 
No single person has done more fo r t he USD baseball pro-
gram than Hall ofFame head coach John 'J.C.' Cunningham. 
Direct ing the Toreros' program between 1964-98, Cunning-
ham totaled 843 ca reer victories, ranking him in the top forty 
in all-time v ictor ies among Division I coaches. Under h is 
guidance, USD enjoyed sixteen w inn ing seasons, including 
two World Series appea rances in 1971 and 1978. Cun ning-
ham is not on ly in the USD Athletic Hall of Fame, but is also 
honored as a Hal l of Farner by the American Baseball Coaches 
Association. His teams won 30 or more games seven t imes, 
with four of his squads advanci ng to post-season play. His 
1971 and 1978 sq uads won regiona l tit les and advanced to 
the Division II Co llege World Series. He was named District VIII 
Coach of the Year in 1971. ln 1979, the Toreros moved into the 
Division I ranks and later joined the West Coast Conference 
in 1985. Over the next 14 years, Cunningham won 343 WCC 
games. He was twice named the WCC Coach of the Yea r (1993 
& 1998). USD's home field (Cunningham Baseball Stadium) 
is named aft er the legendary coach, who was essential in its 
construction.Cunningham was recent ly the recipient of the 
2005 Lefty Gomez Award, one of the most prestigious awards 
in all of amateur baseball. He has remained involved w ith the 
USD ath let ic department as its Director of Transportation 
1965 Pat Barry 
1966 Ed Green 
1967 D. Carpenter, 
T. Thompson 
1968 Tom Thompson 
1969 Gary Myron 
1970 John Wathan 
1971 Dave Gonzalez 
1972 Kerry Dineen 
1973 Kerry Dineen 
1974 Rick Garner 
1975 Ted Schu ltz 
1976 Dan Flanagan 
1977 Hank Ashworth 
1978 Pau l Mendes 
1979 Don Slater 
1980 Mike Saveri no 
1981 Bil l Pinkham since his final year of coaching in 1998. 
1982 Glen Godwin 
1983 John Mullen John Wathan (1968-70) 
1984 Andre Jacas 
1985 Paul Van Stone 
An All-Ameri ca n catcher in 1970, Wathan batted .430 w ith 39 RBIs and was 
named the tea m MVP. In t hree seasons, Wathan posted a ca reer batting aver-
age of .347 and sto le 67 bases; both remain among the best career numbers 


















1971 January free agent draft. He played his entire 15-year professional 
career wi th the Royals and was a member of each of the Royals' six A.L. West 
Championship teams, as we ll as the World Seri es squads of 1980 and 1985. 
He began his coaching ca reer in 1986 and was manager of the Royals from 
1987-91 . Having coached w ith the California Angels and the Boston Red Sox, 
the 1994 season was Watha n's 23'd in professiona l baseball. 
1994 M. Saipe, J. Stepner 
1995 T. Burgus, L. Williams Kerry Dineen (1971 -73) 1996 Jeb Dougherty 
One of the best players to ever wear a USD uniform, Dineen starred for the 
Toreros from 1971 -73. He was recogni zed as a three-time NCAA Division II 
All -American as an outfielder and a two-time USD team MVP. Dineen is the 
only Sa n Diego player to own a career batting average above .400 (.409). 
After an outstanding 1973 ca mpaign at USD, in w hich he hit .411 , Dineen 
was drafted by the New York Yankees and made his major league debut 
on June 14, 1975. He had a brief stint on the 1976 Ya nkees team that went 
on to win the World Seri es, fini shing his major league career in 1978 wi th 
Philadelphia. 
Tony Betancourt 
1997 Brian Mazone 
1998 Brian Mazone 
1999 Kevin Reese 
2000 Kevin Reese 
2001 Greg Sain 
2002 Ricky Barrett 
2003 Tony Perez 
2004 Josh Hansen 
2005 Sha ne Buschini 
2006 Steve Singleton 
2007 Justin Snyder 
2008 Brian Matusz 
2009 James Meador 
SAN DIEGO ALL-AMERICANS 
Player Pos. Post Season Award Year Josh Romanski P/OF NCAA Division I Team 
Ron Cady 3B College Division 1964 AJ Griffin p NCAA Division I Freshman Team 
John Wathan C Col lege Division, 2nd Tea m 1970 Brian Matusz p NCAA Division I Team 
Gary Myron p Col lege Division, 2nd Tea m 1971 Josh Romanski P/OF NCAA Division I Team 
Kerry Dineen OF College Division, 1st Team 1971 AJ Griffin p NCAA Division I Team 
Kerry Dineen OF Col lege Div ision, 1st Team 1972 Kyle Blair p NCAA Division I Freshman Team 
Kerry Dineen OF Col lege Division, 1st Team 1973 
Jim Wi lliams 2B NCAA Division II Tea m 1974 
Dan Fla naga n p NCAA Division II Team 1976 
Pa ul Contrera s C NCAA Division II Team 1976 
Glenn Godwin p NCAA Divis ion I Team 1982 
Ricky Barrett p NCAA Division I 3rd Team 2002 
Jorda n Abruzzo C NCAA Division I Freshman 3rd Team 2004 
Josh Romanski P/OF NCAA Division I Freshman 1st Team 2006 
Brian Matusz p NCAA Divis ion I Fresh man 1st Team 2006 







Br ian Matusz p NCAA Division I Tea m 2007 
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TORERO PROFESSIONALS 
Professional Contracts Signed 
John Pearce Ch icago Wh ite Sox 1964 
Tom Stephenson Boston Red Sox 1965 
Ed Green Kansas City A's 1966 
Tom Thompson St. Louis Ca rdina ls 1969 
John Wathan* Kansas City Royals 1970 
Gary Myron San Diego Padres 1971 
Steve Davis Kansas City Royals 1971 
Mel Arnerich Cleveland Indians 1972 
Kerry Dineen* New York Yankees 1973 
Jim Williams St. Louis Ca rdina ls 1974 
Ted Schultz Chicago White Sox 1975 
Brian Bu llas Oakland A's 1976 
Casey Clark Pittsbu rgh Pirates 1977 
Jeff Ti pton Oakland A's 1979 
Greg McSparran San Francisco Giants 1980 
Mike Saverino Ca liforn ia Angels 1980 
Bill Pi nkham* Toron to Blue Jays 1981 
Bart Brainard Milwa ukee Brewers 1981 
Glenn Godwin Oa kland A's 1982 
Steve Sciacca Ca liforn ia Angels 1983 
Russ Applegate Oakland A's 1984 
Eric Bennett Ph iladelph ia Phillies 1984 
And re Jacas Oakland A's 1984 
Pa ul Van Stone San Fra ncisco Giants 1985 
David Jacas Min nesota Twins 1986 
Jeff Grotewold* Ph iladelph ia Phi llies 1986 
Robbie Rogers Cleveland Indians 1987 
Dan Newman Houston Astros 1987 
Dave Rolls Kansas City Royals 1988 
Sean Baron Cleveland Indians 1988 
Mike Newby St. Louis Ca rdina ls 1990 
James Ferguson Mont rea l Expos 1991 
Sean Gousha Florida Marli ns 1992 
Pat Crema Toronto Blue Jays 1992 
Tony Moeder Ca liforn ia Angels 1993 
Kevin Herde St. Loui s Ca rdinals 1993 
Mike Sa ipe* Colorado Rockies 1994 
Mike Freehill* Ca liforn ia Angels 1994 
Josh Stepner Oa kland A's 1994 
Travis Burgus Florida Marlins 1995 
Brady Clark* Cincinnati Reds 1995 
Kev in Schramm Texas Ra ngers 1996 
Jeb Dougherty Ca liforn ia Angels 1997 
Bart Miad ich* Boston Red Sox 1997 
Travis Farrel l San Diego Padres 1998 
Brian Mazone At lanta Braves 1998 
Jeff Powers Cleveland Indians 1998 
Tony Betancourt Minnesota Tw ins 1999 
Dan Giese* Boston Red Sox 1999 
Ryan Hamilton Houston Astros 2000 
Kevin Reese* San Diego Padres 2000 
Greg Sa in San Diego Padres 2001 
Josh Harri s Chicago Cubs 200 1 
Ricky Barrett Minnesota Twins 2002 
David Bag ley Los Angeles Dodgers 2002 
Mike McCoy• St. Louis Cardni ls 2002 
Joe Lima Sa n Diego Padres 2002 
S.C. Assael Detriot Tigers 2002 
Tony Perez Tampa Bay Devil Rays 2003 
Aaron Wilson Philadelphia Phillies 2004 
Josh Hansen Chicago White Sox 2004 
Kyle Collins Cleveland Indians 2004 
Jose Ortega Cleveland Indians 2004 
Pat Lucy St. Paul Sa ints 2004 
Freddy Sandoval* Anaheim Angels 2004 
Tom Cap le Boston Red Sox 2004 
Brian Jones Ch icago Cubs 2004 
Matthew Fa lk Tampa Bay Devil Rays 2005 
Just in Blaine Philadelph ia Phi llies 2005 
Josh Butler* Tamba Bay Devil Rays 2006 
Steve Sing leton Minnesota Twi ns 2006 
Keon i Ruth Ch icago Cubs 2006 
Nate Boman Los Angelse Angels 2006 
Shane Busch ini Sa n Diga Padres 2007 
Jordan Abruzzo New York Mets 2007 
Just in Snyder New York Ya nkees 2007 
Brian Matu sz* Ba ltimore Oriels 2008 
Jos h Romanski Milwaukee Brewers 2008 
Rica rdo Pecina Washington Nationals 2008 
Logan Gelbrich Sa n Diego Padres 2008 
Sean Nicol Wash ington Nat ionals 2009 
*Played in major leagues 
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Four Toreros Drafted in 2009 
The University of San Diego baseball team had four play-
ers drafted in the 2009 Major League Baseball draft.Junior 
right-handed pitcher Matt Thomson was taken in the 12th 
round by the DetroitTigers, redshirt sophomore right-hand-
ed pitcher Casey Schmidt was drafted in the 15th round by 
the New York Mets,senior shortstop Sean Nicol was drafted 
in the 16th round by the Washington Nationals and junior 
right-hander AJ Griffin was taken in the 34th round by the 
Philadelphia Phillies. 
Thomson, a 6-4 junior from Santa Rosa, Calif., finished the 
season with a 5-5 record, led the team with 88 strikeouts 
and posted a 5.98 ERA.Thomson took home one West Coast 
Conference Pitcher of the Week honor after tossing a com-
plete-game two hit shutout against Pepperdine University 
on March 28. 
Schmidt, a 6-3 redshirt sophomore transfer from Creigh-
ton University, did not play a single inning for the Toreros 
this season due to NCAA transfer rules. While at Creighton, 
Schmidt Earned Freshman All-America honors from Col-
legiate Baseball after going 6-1 with a 3.12 ERA in the 2007 
season, then sat out the 2008 season with an injury before 
transferring to USO this past season. 
Nicol, a 5-11 senior from Scottsdale, Ariz., finished up his 
Torero career with a bang in 2009, as he hit .323 in WCC 
games with 30 hits, 10 doubles, six home runs and 20 RBI. 
He was named the WCC Player of the Week once this season. 
Nicol was not only solid at the plate in WCC action, but he 
also helped lead the USO offense overall,as he hit .359 with 
79 hits, led the team in doubles with 19, had two triples, a 
team-best eight home runs and 39 RBI. 
Griffin, a 6-5 junior from El Cajon, Calif. and a first-team 
All-West Coast Conference selection, entered the season as 
the all-time leader in career saves, then added three more 
to that record, which now stands at 28, before having to 
move into a starting role for the Toreros, due to injuries on 
the USO pitching staff. Griffin posted a 5-2 record in league 
games, with a 4.17 ERA and rung up 50 batters. Griffin was 
also named WCC Co-Pitcher of the Week once this season. 
Overall, Griffin posted a record of 8-3 with a 3.33 ERA and 
was second on the team in strikeouts with 85. 

. INDIVIDUAL LEADERS 
AT-BATS ... 1967 Tom Thompson 43 1992 Kevin Herde 44 2001 Tom Caple 53 
Year-by-Year Team Leader 1968 John Wathan 42 1993 Kevin Herde 46 2002 Mike McCoy 56 
1964 Ron Cady 134 1969 John Wathan 48 1994 Larry Wil liams 49 2003 Tony Perez 66 
Ed Green 134 1970 John Wathan 61 1995 Brady Clark 36 2004 Joey Prast 58 
1965 Fred Carbone 147 1971 Kerry Dineen 78 1996 Tony Betancourt 43 2005 Shane Buschini 46 
1966 Fred Carbone 167 1972 Kerry Dineen 63 1997 Tony Betancourt 34 2006 Keoni Ruth 51 
1967 Tom Thompson 152 1973 Kerry Dineen 60 Brian Mazone 34 2007 Shane Busch ini 57 
1968 John Wathan 148 1974 Jim Wil liams 56 1998 Kevin Reese 46 2008 Kevin Muno 62 
1969 Dave Gonzalez 149 1975 Ted Schu ltz 49 1999 Greg Sain 66 2009 James Meador 42 










1971 Kerry Dineen 186 1977 Han k Ashworth 51 2001 Joe Lima 54 
1972 Kerry Dineen 160 1978 Pau l Mendes 61 2002 David Bagley 56 BATTING AVERAGE. .. 
1973 Jim Wi ll iams 148 1979 Don Slater 74 2003 Joey Prast 57 Year-by-Year Team Leader 
1974 Jim Williams 140 1980 Mike Saverino 63 2004 Freddy Sandova l 59 1964 John Baumgarten .3 15 
1975 Paul Mendes 143 198 1 John Mu llen 68 2005 Shane Buschini 42 1965 Ed Green .321 
1976 Brian Bu llas 145 1982 Andy Asaro 59 2006 Jordan Abruzzo 42 1966 Ed Green .323 
1977 Hank Ashworth 147 Paul Va n Stone 59 2007 Jordan Abruzzo 59 1967 Chuck Rutledge .3 14 
1978 Paul Mendes 189 1983 John Mu llen 59 2008 James Meador 57 1968 Tom Thompson .286 
1979 Don Slater 196 1984 Andre Jacas 70 2009 James Meador 45 1969 John Wathan .331 
1980 Don Slater 210 1985 Paul Van Stone 62 1970 John Wathan .430 
1981 John Mul len 203 1986 David Jacas 75 1971 Kerry Dineen .419 
1982 Andy Asaro 195 1987 Robbie Rogers 69 1972 Kerry Dineen .394 
1983 John Mul len 168 1988 Chuck Graham 82 1973 Kerry Dineen .411 
1984 David Jacas 214 1989 Andy Roberts 65 1974 Jim Wi lliams .400 
1985 Paul Van Stone 203 1990 Rick Doane 65 1975 Ted Schultz .350 
1986 David Jacas 203 1991 Chad Boyd 61 1976 Pau l Mendes .375 
1987 Mark Trafton 209 Kevin Herde 61 1977 Hank Ashworth .347 
1988 Mark Trafton 217 1992 Kevin Herde 66 1978 Dave Buchanan .325 
1989 Andy Roberts 184 1993 Kevin Herde 73 1979 Don Slater .378 
Ch ri s Stout 184 1994 Josh Stepner 72 1980 Mike Saverino .323 
1990 Dave Pingree 206 1995 Larry Wi lliams 60 1981 Bi ll Pinkham .344 
1991 Dave Pingree 206 1996 Jeb Dougherty 77 1982 Pau l Van Stone .362 
Kevin Herde 194 1997 Jeb Dougherty 67 1983 Steve Sc iacca .353 
Larry Williams 209 1998 Kev in Reese 88 1984 Andre Jacas .350 
Larry Williams 213 1999 Kevin Reese 86 1985 Pau l Van Stone .305 
Larry Williams 206 2000 Joe Lima 78 1986 David Jacas .369 
Jeb Dougherty 22 1 2001 Josh Harri s 87 1987 Robbie Rogers .373 
Jeb Dougherty 191 2002 David Bagley 78 David Bagley was US D's RBI 1988 Chuck Graham .400 
Jeff Powers 239 2003 Joey Prast 90 leader in 2002 w ith 56 1989 Chuck Graham .359 
Greg Sain 233 2004 Josh Hansen 79 1990 Rick Doane .342 
Joe Lima 250 2005 Keoni Ruth 73 RUNS ... 1991 Chad Boyd .324 
Josh Harri s 242 2006 Steve Singleton 89 Year-by-Year Team Leader 1992 Kevin Herde .340 
Joe Lima 223 2007 Justin Synder 89 1964 Joh n Baumgarten 18 1993 Josh Stepner .386 
Joey Prast 260 2008 James Meador 80 1965 Stephen DeSales 32 1994 Josh Stepner .340 
2004 Freddy Sa ndoval 226 2009 James Meador 80 1966 Fred Ca rbone 41 1995 Matt Kuseski .318 
2005 Jordan Abruzzo 240 1967 Tom Thompson 25 1996 Jeb Dougherty .348 
2006 Steve Singleton 245 1968 Rene Chaval ier 26 1997 Jeb Dougherty .351 
2007 Jordan Abruzzo 256 RBI ... 1969 John Wathan 34 1998 Kevin Reese .379 
2008 Kevin Muno 242 Year-by-Year Team Leader 1970 Dave Gonzalez 37 1999 Kevin Reese .372 
2009 Chris Engell 215 1964 John Baumgarten 20 1971 Dave Gonzalez 42 2000 Kevin Reese .385 
Dan Wilhelm 20 1972 Kerry Dineen 30 2001 Joey Prast .365 
1965 Ed Green 35 1973 Kerry Dineen 36 2002 David Bag ley .386 
HITS ... 1966 Dan Wi lhelm 41 1974 Jim Williams 38 2003 Tony Perez .355 
Year-by-Year Team Leader 1967 Rick Baker 25 1975 Ted Schultz 36 2004 Jordan Abruzzo .375 
1964 John Baumgarten 34 1968 Tom Thompson 27 1976 Paul Mendes 42 2005 Shane Buschini .352 
1965 Ed Green 44 1969 John Wathan 34 1977 Hank Ashworth 31 2006 Steve Si ngleton .363 
1966 Ed Green 53 1970 John Wathan 39 1978 Bill Herberle 43 2007 Just in Synder .352 
1971 Mel Arnerich 37 1979 Jaime Paredes 48 2008 James Meador .374 
1972 Mel Arnerich 25 1980 Mike Saverino 55 2009 James Meador .376 
Kerry Dineen 25 1981 Bart Brainard 38 
1973 Jim Wi lliams 32 1982 Andre Jacas 41 
1974 Rick Garner 29 1983 John Mu llen 34 
1975 Ted Schultz 36 1984 Andre Jacas 49 
1976 Jesse Martinez 34 1985 David Jacas 47 
1977 Hank Ashworth 31 1986 David Jacas 56 
1978 Pau l Engel 41 1987 Mark Trafton 59 
1979 Jeff Tipton 51 1988 Mark Trafton 54 
1980 Andy Asaro 37 1989 Andy Roberts 38 
1981 Bill Pinkham 59 1990 Jim Alexander 45 
1982 Andy Asaro 44 1991 Dave Pingree 35 
Steve Sc iacca 44 Chad Boyd 35 
1983 Er ic Bennett 28 1992 Tony Moeder 40 
1984 Andre Jacas 32 1993 Kevin Herde 43 
1985 Paul Van Stone 46 1994 Larry Williams 43 
1986 Dave Rolls 48 1995 Larry Williams 39 
1987 Sean Baron 56 1996 Jeb Dougherty 36 
1988 Dave Rolls 70 1997 Jeb Dougherty 40 
1989 Chris Stout 35 1998 Kevin Reese 49 James Meador led th e Toreros in 
Steve Singleton led the Toreros in 1990 Kevin Herde 45 1999 Kevin Reese 67 hitting in 200B and 2009 en route 
hitting in 2006. 1991 Kevin Herde 48 2000 Mike McCoy 64 to a wee Player of th e Year honor. 
in 2009. 
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INNINGS PITCHED 1985 Greg Bertrand 4 1984 Russ Applegate 3.56 
Year-by-Year Team Leader Tom Seyler 6 1985 Mark Hawblitzel 3.88 
,j 
1964 John Pearce 105.0 Mark Hawblitzel 6 1986 Tom Sizer 3.43 
1965 Pat Barry 117.0 1986 Tom Sizer 11 1987 Dan Newman 4.71 
1966 Bob Ahern 131.0 1987 Jim Westlund 6 1988 James Ferguson 2.90 
1967 Dure! Carpenter 69.0 Louis Skertich 6 1989 Pat Fitzsimons 3.46 
1968 Steve Davis 12.0 1988 James Ferguson 6 1990 Louis Skertich 3.84 
1969 Gary Myron 105.0 Jim West lund 6 1991 Chris Collins 4.29 
1970 Gary Myron 139.0 1989 Pat Fitzsimon s 7 1992 Mike Sa ipe 3.53 
1971 Gary Myron 162.0 1990 Tom Cheek 7 1993 Mike Saipe 3.69 
1972 Phi l Bajo 140.0 1991 Tom Cheek 6 1994 Travis Burgus 2.96 
1973 Phi l Bajo 119.0 1992 Mike Saipe 8 1995 Travis Burgus 2.58 
1974 Mike Wagner 96.0 Jeff Crane 8 1996 Brian Mazone 3.74 
1975 Dan Flanagan 93.0 1993 Chris Collins 8 1997 Mark Vallecorsa 2.86 
1976 Dan Flanagan 109.0 Pat James 8 1998 Mark Vallecorsa 4.18 
1977 Dan Flanagan 99.2 1994 Mike Saipe 10 1999 Kevin Gray 4.56 
Jorda n Abruzzo is USD's all-time 1978 Dan Flanagan 122.0 1995 Travis Burgus 10 2000 Jared Hemus 3.62 hits and RBI leader. 1979 Tim Ronan 79.2 1996 Bart Miadich 7 2001 Tom Caple 2.43 
1980 GregMcSparran 147.1 1997 Bart Miadich 8 2002 Matt Coy 3.24 
HOME RUNS ... 1981 Tom Tereschuk 107.1 1998 Brian Mazone 11 2003 Kyle Collins 3.69 
Year-by-Year Team Leader 1982 Glenn Godwin 148.0 1999 Kevin Gray 7 2004 Nate Boman 2.26 
1964 Ron Cady 3 1983 Russ Applegate 111.1 2000 Mike Amundson 6 2005 Josh Butler 3.42 
1965 Ron Cady 7 1984 Russ Applegate 116.1 Ryan Hamilton 6 2006 Josh Butler 3.06 
1966 Ed Green 5 1985 Greg Bertrand 98.0 2001 Ricky Barrett 9 2007 AJ Griffin 2.70 
Dan Wilhelm 5 1986 Tom Sizer 136.1 2002 Ricky Barrett 10 2008 Brian Matusz 1.71 
1967 Chuck Rutledge 6 1987 Louis Skertich 94.2 2003 Kyle Collins 9 2009 Kyle Blair 3.13 
1968 Tom Thompson 5 1988 James Ferguson 87.0 2004 Aaron Wilson 11 
1969 Steve Bajo 4 1989 Pat Fitzsimons 96.1 2005 Justin Blaine 8 STRIKEOUTS 
1970 Steve Bajo 4 1990 Louis Skertich 91.1 2006 Josh Butler 8 Year-by-Year Team Leader 
Ken Kinsman 4 1991 James Ferguson 89.0 2007 Brian Matusz 10 1964 John Pearce 91 
1971 Steve Bajo 7 1992 Jeff Crane 116.1 2008 Brian Matusz 12 1965 Pat Barry 86 
1972 Steve Bajo 5 1993 Mike Saipe 109.2 2009 AJ Griffin 8 1966 Dure! Carpenter 85 
Kerry Dineen 5 1994 Travis Burgus 137.0 1967 Dure! Carpenter 63 
1973 Jim Williams 4 1995 Travis Burgus 122.0 1968 Steve Davis 148 
1974 Bob Svelmoe 4 1996 Brian Mazone 98.2 1969 Gary Myron 88 
1975 Ted Schu ltz 6 1997 Bart Miadich 98.2 1970 Gary Myron 108 
1976 Pau l Contreras 8 1998 Brian Mazone 123.2 1971 Gary Myron 139 
1977 Casey Clark 3 1999 Mark Val lecorsa 120.2 1972 Phi l Bajo 68 
Dave Buchanan 3 2000 Ryan Hamilton 91.0 1973 Phil Bajo 77 
1978 Dave Buchanan 2 2001 Ricky Barrett 96.0 1974 Mike Wagner 81 
Dan Kosic 2 2002 Ricky Barrett 122.0 1975 Bi ll Bright so 
Chuck Manes 2 2003 Kyle Collins 102.1 1976 Dan Flanagan 55 
1979 Andy Asaro 6 2004 Aaron Wilson 116.1 1977 Bi ll Armstrong 62 
Jeff Tipton 6 2005 Justin Blaine 116.2 1978 Dan Flanagan 60 
1980 Andy Asaro 4 2006 Josh Butler 108.2 1979 Marty Bell 49 
1981 Bill Pinkham 9 2007 Brian Matusz 123.0 1980 Greg McSparran 91 
1982 Andy Asaro 5 2008 Brian Matusz 105.0 1981 Al Brehm 51 
1983 Steve Sciacca 6 2009 Matt Thompson 81 .1 1982 Glenn Godwin 142 
1984 Andre Jacas 4 1983 Russ App legate 51 
1985 Mark Trafton 8 WINS ... 1984 Greg Bertrand 76 1986 Dave Ro lls 13 Year-by-Year Team Leader Shane Buschini led the team in hit- 1985 Greg Bertrand 73 1987 Sean Baron 16 1964 John Pearce 7 ting in 2007 en route to beng named 1986 Tom Sizer 74 1988 Dave Rol ls 18 1965 Pat Barry 6 the wee Player of the Year 1987 Lou is Skertich 61 1989 Parris Sorianello 4 Tom Stephenson 6 1988 James Ferguson 48 1990 Rick Doane 13 1966 Bob Ahern 11 ERA 1989 J. Ferguson 48 1991 Kevin Herde 8 1967 Dure! Carpenter 5 Year-by-Year Team Leader T. Batt ilega 40 1992 Tony Moeder 8 1968 Steve Davis 7 1964 John Pea rce 2.56 1990 Tom Cheek 68 1993 Larry Wil liams 13 1969 Gary Myron 11 1965 Pat Barry 4.86 1991 Pat Crema 49 1994 Larry Williams 10 1970 Gary Myron 9 1966 Dure! Ca rpenter 3.30 1992 Pat Crema 72 1995 Brady Clark 7 1971 Gary Myron 14 1967 Dure! Ca rpenter 1.69 1993 Mike Sa ipe 79 1996 Brock Marsh 8 1972 Phil Bajo 7 1968 Steve Davis 3. 13 1994 Mike Sa ipe 11 4 1997 Tony Betancourt 7 1973 Dub Ruberts 6 1969 Gary Myron 1.03 1995 Trav is Burgus 73 1998 Kevin Reese 10 1974 Phil Bajo 8 1970 Steve Archambault 2.30 1996 Brian Mazone 64 1999 Kev in Reese 16 Mike Wagner 8 1975 1971 Steve Davis 1.81 1997 Bart Miadich 80 2000 Kevin Reese 11 1972 Phil Bajo 2.96 1998 Mark Val lecorsa 68 
200 1 Greg Sain 16 Dan Flanagan 6 1973 Phil Bajo 2.66 Brian Mazone 68 1976 Dan Flanagan 13 2002 David Bagley 13 1977 Dan Flanagan 9 1974 Phi l Bajo 3.52 1999 Mark Val lecorsa 71 2003 Joey Prast 12 1978 Dan Flanagan 10 1975 Dan Flanagan 3.29 2000 Jared Hemus 85 2004 Jordan Abruzzo 9 1979 Tim Ronan 8 1976 Marty Bel l 1.60 2001 Ricky Barrett 86 2005 Jordan Abruzzo 10 1980 Greg McSparran 12 1977 Tim Ronan 2.88 2002 Ricky Barrett 98 2006 Jordan Abruzzo 8 1981 Tom Tereschuk 9 1978 Jim Deaver 3.48 2003 Kyle Coll ins 73 2007 Shane Buschini 13 1982 Glenn Godwin 1979 Marty Sturgeon 2.57 2004 Aaron Wilson 71 2008 Victor Sanchez 12 14 1980 Kevin McCarthy 2.86 2005 Justin Blaine 106 1983 Russ Applegate 5 2009 Nicholas McCoy 6 1981 Jamie McDona ld 4.76 2006 Josh But ler 99 Mike Fazekas 5 James Meador 6 1984 Greg Bertrand 7 1982 Glenn Godwin 2.92 2007 Brian Matusz 163 1983 Casey Morales 4.20 2008 Brian Matusz 141 
2009 Matt Thomson 88 
PAGESS 
.BATTING (SINGLE-SEASON) 
GAMES PLAYED ... Kevin Reese 2000 66 Sean Baron 1987 .696 
Year GP Jordan Abruzzo 2007 59 Kevin Reese 1999 .688 
Joey Prast 2003 62 Freddy Sandoval 2004 59 Kevin Reese 2000 .667 
Joe Lima 2000 62 Bill Pinkham 1981 59 Rick Doane 1990 .663 
Tony Perez 2003 62 Shane Buschini 2007 58 David Bagley 2002 .653 
Josh Harris 2000 62 Jordan Abruzzo 2006 58 Tom Salters 1962 .639 
several tied at 61 Joey Prast 2003 57 Steve Bajo 1971 .635 
James Meador 2008 57 John Wathan 1970 .634 
AT-BATS ... several tied at 56 minimum 75 at-bats 
Year AB 
Joey Prast 2003 260 DOUBLES ... WALKS ... 
Jordan Abruzzo 2007 256 Year 2B Year BB 
Justin Snyder 2007 253 Joey Prast 2003 26 Dave Roll s 1988 57 
Joe Lima 2000 250 Justin Snyder 2007 21 Tom Caple 2004 55 
Steve Sing leton 2006 245 Greg Sa in 1999 21 Mike Saverino 1980 54 
Josh Harris 2001 242 Shane Buschini 2007 20 Mike McCoy 2000 50 
Kevin Muno 2008 242 Chuck Graham 1988 20 Doug Paul 1981 50 
Mike McCoy 200 1 241 Josh Hansen 2003 20 Jim Alexander 1990 47 
Jordan Abruzzo 2005 240 Freddy Sandoval 2003 20 Tony Perez 2003 46 
Mike McCoy 2000 240 Robbie Rogers 1987 20 G eg Sain 2000 44 
Jeff Powers 1998 239 Brian Mazone 1998 20 ean Baron 1987 43 
several tied at 19 Tony Perez 2002 43 
BATTING AVERAGE. .. 
Year AVE TRIPLES ... HIT BY PITCH ... 
1960 .439 Year 3B Year HBP 
1970 .430 Andre Jacas 1984 8 Tony Perez 2003 17 
Kerry Dineen 1971 .419 Robbi e Rogers 1985 8 Jim Alexander 1990 16 
Kerry Dineen 1973 .411 John Mullen 1981 8 Jay Parks 1996 15 
Chuck Graham 1988 .400 Mark Trafton 1987 7 Ryan Lilly 2006 14 
Jim Williams 1974 .400 Kerry Dineen 1971 7 James Meador 2008 14 
Kerry Dineen 1972 .394 Brady Clark 1992 7 Andy Roberts 1989 13 
Josh Stepner 1993 .386 Mike Saverino 1979 7 Jeb Dougherty 1997 12 
David Bagley 2002 .386 Ed Green 1966 7 Joe Lima 1999 12 
Lucas Wennersten 2001 .386 John Wathan 1970 7 Tom Cap le 2001 11 
minimum 75 at-bats Jim Williams 1974 7 Karl Schmidt 1996 11 
John Mullen 1982 7 David Bagley 2002 11 
HITS ... Randy Curti s 2005 11 
Year H HOMERUNS ... 
Joey Prast 2003 90 Year HR STRIKE'OUTS ... 
Justin Snyder 2007 89 Dave Rolls 1988 18 Year so 
Steve Singleton 2006 89 Kevin Reese 1999 16 Mike McCoy 2000 69 
Kevin Reese 1998 88 Greg Sain 2001 16 Dave Romero 1994 57 
Jeff Powers 1998 87 Sean Baron 1987 16 Sean Nicol 2007 56 
Josh Harris 2001 87 Shane Buschini 2007 13 Tony Moeder 1990 54 
Kevin Reese 1999 86 Rick Doane 1990 13 Victor Sanchez 2008 52 
Jordan Abruzzo 2007 85 Larry Williams 1993 13 Larry Williams 1994 51 
Tony Perez 2003 83 Dave Rolls 1986 13 Dave Romero 1995 50 
Chuck Graham 1988 82 David Bagley 2002 13 Joe Lima 2000 49 
Victor Sanchez 2008 12 Greg Sain 2000 49 
RUNS ... Joey Prast 2003 12 Greg Sain 2001 48 
Year R Greg Sain 1999 12 Logan Gelbrich 2008 48 
Kevin Reese 1999 67 
Tony Perez 2003 66 TOTAL BASES ... STOLEN BASES ... 
Mike McCoy 2000 64 Year TB Year SB 
Kevin Muno 2008 62 Kevin Reese 1999 159 Dave Jacas 1986 40 
Joey Prast 2003 60 Joey Prast 2003 154 Andre Jacas 1984 36 
Mark Trafton 1987 59 Shane Buschini 2007 142 Andre Jacas 1982 35 
Joey Prast 2004 58 Dave Rolls 1988 140 Kerry Dineen 1971 33 
Shane Buschini 2007 57 Greg Sain 1999 138 John Wathan 1969 30 
Jordan Abruzzo 2007 56 Kevin Reese 1998 136 Mike McCoy 2002 26 
Sean Nicol 2008 56 Greg Sain 2001 135 Don Slater 1979 26 
Mike McCoy 2002 56 David Bagley 2002 132 Dave Pingree 1991 25 
several tied at 54 Tony Betancourt 1998 130 Dave Jacas 1985 24 
Kevin Reese 2000 128 Bart Brainbard 1981 24 
RBI ... John Wathan 1970 24 
Year RBI SLUGGING% ... 
Dave Roll s 1988 70 Year SLG% 
Greg Sain 1999 66 Jim Fiorenza 1960 .867 
Dave Rolls 1988 .782 
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-BATTING (CAREER) 
GAMES PLAYED ... RBI ... SLUGGING% ... 
Year GP Years RBI } ears SLG% 
Joe Lima 98-02 237 Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 208 Sean Baron 8S-88 .572 
Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 227 Joe Lima 98-02 196 Kerry Dineen 71 -73 .571 
Robbie Rogers 84-87 222 Kevin Reese 97-00 185 Dave Rolls 85-88 .570 
Mark Trafton 85-88 217 Kevin Herde 90-93 183 Kevin Herde 90-93 .550 
Kevin Herde 90-93 216 Sean Baron 85-88 173 Tony Moeder 90-93 .528 
Tony Perez 00-03 216 Dave Rolls 85-88 168 Steve Bajo 69-72 .525 
Joey Prast 01-04 215 Joey Prast 01-04 165 Jordan Abruzzo 04-05 .518 
Andy Asaro 79-82 210 Mark Trafton 85-88 163 Josh Hansen 03-04 .518 
Rick Doane 88-91 207 Greg Sain 99-01 158 Jim Williams 73-74 .517 
Dave Pingree 90-93 207 Andy Asaro 79-82 151 Mark Trafton 85-88 .514 
minimum 2 years and 150 at-bats 
AT-BATS ... DOUBLES ... 
Years AB Years 2B WALKS ... 
Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 943 Joey Prast 01 -04 67 Years BB 
Joe Lima 98-02 883 Joe Lima 98-02 63 Tony Perez 00-03 155 
Joey Prast 01 -04 787 Jorda n Abruzzo 04-07 61 Dave Rolls 85-88 149 
Kevin Herde 90-93 774 Kevin Herde 90-93 59 Sean Baron 85 -88 140 
Kevin Reese 97-00 773 Andy Asaro 79-82 54 Mike Saverino 77-80 129 
Robbie Rogers 84-87 767 Chuck Graham 86-89 53 Tom Caple 01 -04 123 
Mark Trafton 85-88 761 Greg Sain 99-01 51 Mark Trafton 85-88 11 5 
Larry Williams 92-95 756 Kevin Reese 97-00 48 Paul Mendes 75-78 112 
Dave Pingree 90-93 734 Tony Betancourt 96-99 48 Mike McCoy 00-02 110 
Tony Betancourt 96-99 734 Brady Clark 92-95 47 Andy Roberts 86-89 108 
Rick Doane 88-91 107 
BATTING AVERAGE ... TRIPLES ... 
Yea rs AVE Years 3B HIT BY PITCH ... 
Kerry Dineen 71-73 .409 Mark Trafton 85-88 21 Years HBP 
Ji m Fiorenza 59-61 .384 John Mullen 80-83 20 Jay Parks 93-97 45 
Chuck Graham 86-89 .362 Robbie Rogers 84-87 17 Tony Perez 00-03 39 
Ji m Wi ll iams 73-74 .361 Paul Van Stone 82-85 17 Joe Lima 98-02 37 
Kevin Reese 97-00 .361 Tony Moeder 90-93 16 Tom Caple 01-04 29 
John Wathan 68-70 .347 Brady Clark 92-95 15 Andy Roberts 86-89 25 
Kevin Herde 90-93 .340 Mike Saverino 77-80 15 Jim Alexander 89-90 22 
Josh Hansen 03-04 .340 Kerry Dineen 71-73 15 Mike McCoy 00-02 19 
David Bagley 00,02 .338 Kevin Reese 97-00 14 Jeb Dougherty 94-97 19 
Brian Mazone 95-98 .337 Andre Jacas 81 -84 14 Joey Prast 01 -04 18 \ James Meador 07-08 .337 Greg Sain 99-01 18 
minimum 2 years and 150 at-bats HOMERUNS ... 
Years HR STRIKEOUTS ... 
HITS ... Sean Baron 85-88 43 Years so 
Years H Kevin Reese 97-00 41 Larry Williams 92-95 177 
Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 305 Dave Rolls 85-88 39 Joe Lima 98-02 165 
Kevin Reese 97-00 279 Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 35 Tony Moeder 90-93 160 
Joe Lima 98-02 272 Greg Sain 99-01 34 Mike McCoy 00-02 156 
Kevin Herde 90-93 263 Kevin Herde 90-93 32 Dave Roll s 85-88 152 
Joey Prast 01-04 259 Larry Williams 92-95 28 Greg Sa in 99-01 143 
Mark Trafton 85-88 244 Joe Lima 98-02 28 Sean Baron 85-88 138 
Andy Roberts 86-89 240 Joey Prast 01-04 28 Juan Garcia 96-99 133 
Tony Betancourt 96-99 240 Tony Moeder 90-93 25 Robbie Rogers 84-87 123 
Robbie Rogers 84-87 239 Mark Trafton 85-88 123 
John Mullen 80-83 227 TOTAL BASES ... 
Years TB STOLEN BASES ... 
RUNS ... Kevin Herde 90-93 426 Years SB 
Years R Mark Trafton 85 -88 391 Andre Jacas 81 -84 96 
Joey Prast 01 -04 190 Dave Rolls 85 -88 366 Dave Jacas 83-86 80 
Tony Perez 00-03 185 Tony Moeder 90-93 365 Kerry Dineen 71 -73 77 
Kevin Reese 97-00 183 Sean Baron 85-88 363 Dave Pingree 90-93 67 
Jordan Abruzzo 04-07 177 Joey Prast 01-04 326 John Wathan 68-70 67 
Mark Trafton 85-88 171 Andy Roberts 86-89 313 Mike McCoy 00-02 65 
Mike McCoy 00-02 169 Dave Pingree 90-93 311 Bart brainbard 78-81 56 
Tom Caple 01 -04 166 Rick Doane 88-91 307 Mike Saverino 77-80 55 
An dy Roberts 86-89 163 Chuck Graham 86-89 305 Paul Engle 77-80 52 
Dave Roll s 85-88 157 Andy Roberts 86-89 47 
Joe Lima 98-02 156 
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PITCHING (SINGLE-SEASON) 
INNINGS ... Steve Davis 1968 148 
Yea r IP WINS ... Glen Godwin 1982 142 
Gary Myron 1971 162.0 Yea r w Brian Matusz 2008 141 
Glen Godwin 1982 148.0 Gary Myron 1971 14 Gary Myron 1971 139 
Greg McSparran 1980 147.3 Glen Godwin 1982 14 Mike Saipe 1994 11 4 
Gary Myron 1970 139.0 Dan Flanagan 1976 13 Gary Myron 1970 108 
Travis Burgus 1994 137.0 Greg McSparran 1980 12 Just in Blaine 2005 106 
Tom Sizer 1986 136.3 Bri an Matusz 2008 12 Josh But ler 2006 99 
Mike Saipe 1994 133.7 Tom Sizer 1986 11 Ricky Barrett 2002 98 
Bob Ahern 1966 131.3 Bob Ahern 1966 11 Travi Burgus 1994 96 
Brian Mazone 1998 123.0 Aaron Wilson 2004 11 
Brian Matusz 2007 123.0 Brian Mazone 1998 11 STRIKEOUTS PER/9 INN ... 
Gary Myron 1969 11 Year K/ 9 inn . 
APPEARANCES ... several tied with 10 Brian Matusz 2008 12.09 
Year G Nate Boman 2004 12.02 
Tom Cheek 1990 37 LOSSES ... Kyle Blair 2008 12.01 
Jim Westlund 1987 35 Year L Brian Matusz 2007 11.93 
AJ Griffin 2007 34 Greg Bertrand 1985 13 Pat Barry 1962 11 .06 
Brian Springer 1996 33 Durel Carpenter 1966 10 Steve Davis 1968 11 .04 
Chris Collins 1993 32 Russ Applegate 1984 10 Josh Butler 2006 11 .00 
Jim Mellos 1978 31 Russ Applegate 1983 9 Brian Matusz 2006 10.33 
Tony Perez 2003 30 Mike Fazekas 1983 9 Jared Hemus 2000 9.94 
Matthew Faulk 2005 30 Phil Baja 1973 9 Steve Davis 1970 9.07 
Casey Morales 1984 9 Tom Goddard 1960 9.00 
Tom Sizer 1985 9 Terry Lorenz 1959 9.00 
RELIEF APPEARANCES ... several tied with 8 Mike Mulvany 1973 8.80 
Minimum of 48 innings pitched 
Year RA BEST RECORD ... 
1990 36 Year W-L HITS PER/9 INN ... 
2007 34 Josh Romanski 2007 9-1 Year H/ 9 inn. 
Brian Springer 1996 33 Josh Romanski 2008 9-1 Kevin McCarthy 1980 5.2 
Chris Coll ins 1993 32 Terry Lorenz 1960 9-1 Jared Hemus 2000 5.4 
Jim Westlund 1987 31 Jaime McDonald 1979 7-1 Terry Lorenz 1960 5.7 
Jim Mellos 1978 30 Kyle Col lins 2004 7-1 Tim Ronan 1976 5.8 
Matthew Faulk 2005 30 Brian Matusz 2008 12-2 Tom Goddard 1960 6.3 
AJ Griffin 2008 29 Chris Ciampa 1983 10-2 Al Brehm 1982 6.3 
Tony Perez 2003 28 Ricky Ba rrett 2002 10-2 Dave Goldsberry 1964 6.5 
Brian Springer 1997 27 Dan Flanagan 1976 13-3 Gary Myron 1970 6.7 
Josh But ler 2004 25 Chris Collins 1993 8-2 Joh n Pearce 1964 6.7 
Bob Grandpre 1989 25 Gary Myron 1969 11-3 Nate Boman 2004 6.9 
Adam Schw indt 1989 25 Brian Mazone 1998 11-3 Minimum of 48 inn ings pitched 
Aaron Wi lson 2004 11 -3 
GAMES STARTED ... Gary Myron 1971 14-4 
WALKS ... 
Glen Godwin 1982 14-4 Yea r BB Yea r GS Al Brehm 1981 89 COMPLETE GAMES ... Russ Applegate 1984 21 Steve Davis 1968 81 
Gary Myron 1971 21 Yea r CG Greg McSparran 1980 78 
Glen Godwin 1982 20 Bob Ahern 1966 11 
Glen Godwin 1982 11 Bob Ahern 1966 74 Tony Battilega 1989 19 Tom Stephenson 1965 71 
Tom Sizer 1986 19 Tom Sizer 1986 10 
Bob Ahern Travis Burgus 1994 9 
Glen Godwin 1982 69 
1966 19 
Travis Bu rgus John Rebelo 1959 9 
John Briskey 1966 68 
1994 19 Pat Fitzsim mons 1990 66 
Greg McSparran 1980 19 Russ App legate 1984 8 Jared Hem us 2000 63 
Greg Bertrand 1985 18 Du re l Ca rpenter 1966 8 
Dan Flanagan Travis Burgu s 1995 8 
Dan Newman 1986 63 
1978 18 James Ferguson 1989 63 
Ricky Barrett 2002 18 Bart Miadich 1997 8 
Dan Flanagan 1976 18 Br ian Mazone 1998 8 
Just in Blai ne 2005 18 Mike Sa ipe 1992 8 
Br ian Matusz 2007 18 
SAVES ... 
ERA ... Yea r sv 
Year ERA AJ Griffin 2008 14 
Gary Myron 1969 1.03 Tony Perez 2003 13 
Marty Bell 1976 1.60 AJ Griffin 2007 11 
Durel Ca rpenter 1967 1.70 Tom Ca ple 2001 9 
Brian Matusz 2008 1.71 Jim Mellos 1978 8 
Steve Davis 1971 1.81 Tom Cheek 1990 8 
Terry Lorenz 1960 1.85 Matthew Faul k 2005 8 
Gary Myron 1971 1.89 Chris Collins 1993 7 
Tim Ronan 1976 1.96 Brian Springer 1996 7 
AJ Griffin 2008 1.96 Tony Perez 2002 7 
Dan Flanagan 1976 1.98 
Nate Boman 2004 2.26 STRIKEOUTS ... 
Brian Pringer 1995 2.29 Year so Josh Romanski (2006-08) 
Minimum of 48 innings pitched Brian Matusz 2007 163 owns the bes t sin g le-seaso n 
record at 9-1 . 
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PITCHING (CAREER) 
INNINGS ... Dan Flanagan 76-78 38 Mike Saipe 92-94 262 
Years IP Gary Myron 68-71 37 Travis Burgu s 92-95 238 
Gary Myron 68-71 486.7 Travis Burgus 92-95 26 Ricky Barrett 00-02 229 
Dan Flanagan 76-78 424.3 Brian Matusz 06-08 26 Josh Romanski 06-08 224 
Steve Davis 68-71 396.0 Steve Davis 68-71 25 Brian Mazone 95-98 222 
Aaron Wilson 00-04 375.7 Brian Mazone 95-98 25 Aaron Wilson 00-04 219 
Bria n Mazone 95-98 372.7 Aaron Wilson 00-04 25 Josh Butler 04-06 206 
Travis Burgus 92-95 365.3 Mike Sa ipe 92-94 25 
Mike Sa ipe 92-94 342.7 Ricky Barrett 00-02 22 STRIKEOUTS PER/9 INN .... 
Mark Vallecorsa 96-99 324.7 Matt Couch 05-08 23 Years K/ 9 inn. 
Brian Matusz 06-08 317.0 Josh Romanski 06-08 23 Brian Matusz 06-08 11 .27 
Ja mes Furguson 88-91 313.0 Jaime McDonald 79-81 19 Nate Boman 04-05 11 .09 
Ti m Ronan 76-79 291 .7 AJ Griffin 07-pres.9.40 
LOSSES ... Steve Davis 68-71 8.45 
APPEARANCES ... Years L Terry Lorenz 59-62 8.42 
Years G Louis Skertich 87-90 23 Tom Goddard 60-62 8.28 
Chris Collins 91 -94 97 James Fu rgu son 88-91 23 John Briskey 66-68 8.07 
Brian Springer 94-97 95 Steve Davis 68-71 22 Ryan Hamilton 99-00 7.98 
Ja mes Furgu son 88-91 88 Russ Applegate 83-84 19 Ricky Barrett 00-02 7.81 
Tony Battil ega 86-89 88 Bob Ahern 64-67 18 Tom Caple 01 -04 7.80 
Jim Westlund 86-89 84 Mark Vallecorsa 96-99 18 Mike Wagner 73-74 7.75 
Steve Davis 68-71 81 Greg Bertrand 84-85 18 Minimum 2 yrs and 96 innings pitched 
David Dunn 99-03 78 Marty Bell 76-79 18 
Pat Fitzsimmons 87-90 77 several tied at 17 HITS PER/9 INN ... 
Sean Warlop 02-05 77 Years H/ 9 inn. 
BEST RECORD ... Nate Boman 04-05 6.63 
RELIEF APPEARANCES ... Years W-L AJ Griffin 07-pres.6.76 
Years RA Josh Romanski 06-08 23-6 Steve Davis 68-71 7.2 
Chris Collins 91 -94 93 Terry Lorenz 59-62 15-4 Al Brehm 80-82 7.4 
Bria n Springer 94-97 92 Chris Ciampa 80, 82-3 13-4 Brian Matusz 06-08 7.5 
David Dunn 99-03 72 Brian Matusz 06-08 26-8 Gary Myron 68-71 7.6 
AJ Griffin 07-pres. 63 Jim Westlund 86-89 17-6 Phil Bajo 71 -74 7.8 
Ji m Westlu nd 86-89 61 Mike Saipe 92-94 25-9 Josh Romanski 06-08 8.0 
Tony Perez 00-03 59 Kyle Collins 03-04 16-6 Mike Saipe 92-94 8.1 
Tony Battilega 86-89 57 Mike Heminger 61 -62 12-5 Dub Ruberts 70-73 8.1 
Mat t Coy 01 -03 55 Dan Flanaga n 76-78 38-16 Greg McSparran 79-80 8.2 
Sean Warlop 02-05 55 Gary Myron 68-71 37-17 Travis Burgus 92-95 8.2 
Mike Oseguera 00-03 53 Minimum 2 yrs and 16 decisions Minimum 2yrs and 96 innings pitched 
Pa t Lucy 00-04 so 
Tom Cheek 90-91 48 COMPLETE GAMES ... WALKS ... 
Years CG Years BB 
GAMES STARTED ... Travis Burgus 92-95 21 Steve Davis 68-71 244 
Years GS Mike Saipe 92-94 20 Gary Myron 68-7
1 207 
Dan Flanagan 76-78 64 Bob Ahern 64-67 19 James Gerguson 88-91 195 
Gary Myron 68-71 63 Brian Mazone 95-98 18 Pat Fitzsimmons 87-9
0 174 
Aaron Wilson 00-04 61 Russ Applegate 83-84 15 Bob Ahern 64-67 168 
Ja mes Furguson 88-91 56 Tom Sizer 85-86 15 Al Brehm 80-82 164 
Bria n Mazone 95-98 51 Du re l Carpenter 66-67 15 Dan Flanagan 76-78 161 
Travis Burgus 92-95 so Bart Miadich 95-97 12 Travis Burgus 92-95 158 
Steve Davis 68-71 49 Tom Goddard 60-62 12 Justin Blaine 03-05 141 
Mark Vallecorsa 96-99 45 Mark Vel lecorsa 96-99 11 
M ike Sa ipe 92-94 45 Glen Godwin 81 -82 11 
Bria n Matusz 06-08 45 Pat Barry 62,64-65 11 
Pat Fitzs immons 87-90 44 
SAVES ... 
ERA ... Yea rs sv 
Years ERA AJ Griffin 07-pres. 25 
Nate Boman 04-05 2.27 Tony Perez 00-03 20 
AJ Griffin 07-pres. 2.39 Chris Collins 91-94 16 
Gary Myron 68-71 2.42 Dub Ruberts 70-73 14 
Dure ! Carpen ter 66-67 2.71 Tom Caple 01-04 13 
Dub Ruberts 70-73 2.82 Brian Springer 94-97 12 
Steve Davis 68-71 2.84 Marty Bell 76-79 10 
Bria n Matusz 06-08 2.87 Tom Cheek 90-91 10 
Ph il Bajo 69-72 3.08 Steve Davis 68-71 8 
Da n Fla naga n 76-78 3.14 Tim Ronan 76-69 8 
Marty Bell 76-79 3.33 Jim Mellos 1978 8 
Marty Stugeon 78-80 3.47 Matthew Faulk 2005 8 
Jim Deaver 76-78 3.54 
Josh Butler 04-06 3.54 STRIKEOUTS ... Brian Matusz (2006-08) holds the 
Minimum 2 yrs and 96 innings pitched Years so al l-time record for strikeouts wi th 
Brian Matusz 06-08 397 397, and st rikeouts per 9 innings 
WINS ... Gary Myron 68-71 394 at 11.27. 
Years w Steve Davis 68-71 372 
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USD SINGLE-GAME RECORDS 
Hits ... 
Several with 5 
Doubles ... 
Several with 3 
Triples ... 
Several with 2 
Home Runs ... 




1. Jordan Abruzzo 
Dave Rolls 




Severa l with 6 
Runs Scored ... 





6. Several with 4 
Stolen Bases ... 





6. Several with 3 
3 (6/ 3/ 06 vs. St. Louis) 
3 (4/ 10/90 vs. Pacific Lutheran) 
3 (2/ 3/ 91 vs. CS North ridge) 
3 (3/ 15/ 87 vs. San Fancisco) 
8 (6/ 3/06 vs. St. Louis) 
8 (4/ 28/ 86 vs. Masters College) 
7 (2/ 6/00 vs. Cal Poly) 
7 (2/ 28/ 99 vs. Michigan) 
7 (2/ 10/ 87 vs. Cal Baptist) 
7 (2/ 3/ 91 vs. CS North ridge) 
5 (4/9/ 05 vs. Santa Clara) 
5 (2/ 6/ 00 vs. Cal Poly) 
5 (2/ 17 / 00 vs. Kansas State) 
5 (4/ 28/86 vs. Master's Col lege) 
5 (2/ 10/87 vs. Cal Baptist) 
4 (2/ 17 / 06 vs . Vanderbui lt) 
4 (4/ 19/03 vs . Saint Mary's) 
4 (5/ 5/ 01 vs. Portland) 
4 (3/ 18/ 86 vs. Biola) 
4 (4/ 11 / 97 vs. Gonzaga) 
Team Runs Scored ... 
1 . 
2. 
26 vs. Long Beach State (4/ 11 / 80) 
25 @ Santa Clara (4/ 9/05) 
25 vs. Eastern Michigan (3/ 2/01) 
25 @ Gonzaga (4/7 / 01) 
25 vs. Master's College (4/ 28/86) 
6. 
7. 
24 vs . Southern Illinois (3/ 11 / 96) 
22 @ San Francisco (3/ 9/ 91) 
22 vs. Saint Mary's (4/ 19/ 03) 
22 @ Loyola Marymount (4/ 22/ 95) 
Strikeouts ... 
1. Kyle Blair 
Brian Matusz 
2. Mike Saipe 





16 (3/16/08 vs. Hawaii-Hilo) 
16 (3/ 22/ 08 vs. Harvard) 
14 (5/ 14/ 94 vs. San Francisco) 
13 ( 1 / 26/ 07 vs. Ca I Poly) 
13 (2/9/07 vs. USC) 
13 (4/ 13/ 07 vs. Portland) 
13 (4/ 24/ 82 vs. Loyola Marymount) 
Interesting Notes 
Triple Play's 
USO turned a triple play in the fifth inning of a 
game against Utah on 2/26/00. 
Hit Streak 
Josh Harris holds the all-time hit streak at USO 
at 31 games. The streak began on Mar. 11, 
2000 in a win against Saint Mary's and ended 
on May 3, 2000 in a win against Long Beach 
State. 
Hitting for the Cycle 
Kevin Reese hit for the cycle in a win against 
Cal Poly (2/6/00). He recorded five hits, seven 
RBI and five runs scored. 







vs. Harvard (3/24/08) 
vs. Gonzaga (3/23/96) 
vs. UCSD'76 
vs. U.S. International '75 
vs. Pacific Christian 73 
vs. So. Cal. College 71 
**These records are from the Division I era and are 
incomplete. The USO Media Relations office is con-
tinuing its research to complete these records. 
Josh Romanski (2006-08) threw USD's most recent 
no-hitter in a win over Harvard on Mar. 24, 2008 
in a game that he faced one batter above the 
minimum as he re tired the first 7 3 batters, hit the 




Jordan Abruzzo ..... .... 2004-07 
Tom Adema ... ... . .. 1981 
Dave Agosto ................ 1969-69 
Bob Ahern ..... ....... ........ 1964-67 
Chris Alberico ............. 1980, 82 
Mike Alberico ..... ... ..... 1980 
Don Alexander ............ 1979-80 
Jim Alexander ............. 1989-90 
Mike Am undson ........ 1997-00 
Jason Anderson .......... 1999 
Vince Anthony ............ 1981-82 
Russ App legate .......... 1983-84 
Steve Archambau lt ... 1970-72 
Bill Armstrong ............. 1976-77 
Mel Arnerich ................ 1969-72 
Andy Asaro ........... ....... 1979-82 
Steve Ashton ...... .. ....... 1994-95 
Hank Ashworth .......... 1976-77 
S.C. Assae l ..................... 1999-02 
Mike Austin ................. 1991 
::8::::::: 
Ricky Barrett ... ............. 2000-02 
Pat Barry ........................ 1 962, 64-65 
Michael Bass ................ 2002-03 
Tony Battilega ............. 1986-89 
John Baumgarten ...... 1961 -62,64 
Brian Bealer .................. 1997-01 
Brian Beck ..................... 2005 
Ted Bedi llo ................... 1980 
Marty Bel l ..................... 1976-79 
Tom Belleperche ..... ... 1967 
Adam Bellows ............. 2001-02 
Eric Bennett .... ......... .... 1982-84 
Ron Bennett ..... ....... ..... 1964-65 
Tom Berry ..... .......... ...... 1970 
Greg Bertrand ...... .. ..... 1984-85 
Darrell Beshears ......... 1973-74 
Tony Betancourt ........ 1996-99 
Bi ll Bil bray ..................... 1966 
Bob Bil bray ................... 1964-66 
Justin Blaine ............. ... 2003-05 
Kyle Blair ................. 2008-pres. 
Pete Blake ..................... 1974 
Steve Bogard ............... 1984-85 
Nate Boman ................. 2004-06 
John Bonilla ................. 1986-87 
Marc Bouchard ........... 1990-91 
Joseph Boyd ................ 1982 
Chad Boyd .................... 1990-93 
Bart Briana rd ............... 1978-81 
Bil l Bray ...................... .... 1978 
Al Brehm ...................... 1980-82 
Ken Bretsch ... .............. 1972-73 
Bill Bright ..... .. ........ ....... 1975 
John Briskey ....... .... ..... 1966-68 
Doug Brooks ................ 1984 
Tom Brown ................... 1967-69 
Ben Bubeck .................. 1995-96 
Dave Buchanan .......... 1975-78 
Brian Bul las ..... .. ........... 1974-76 
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Devin Bundy ........... ..... 1988-91 
Travis Burg us ............... 1992-95 
Ryan Burkeen ..... 1993-94 
Shane Buschini .......... 2004-07 
Pat Bush ....................... 1996 
Josh Butler ..... 
Chris Bwy ... 
: C:::::: 
.. 2004-06 
. ... 1986-89 
Ron Cady .................. .. .. 1962, 64-65 
John Cahi ll. ... .......... .... .. 1971-72, 74 
Len Caligiu ri ................. 1971-72 
Kevin Cammall ..... ....... 1981-83 
David Campagna ....... 1983 
Darrin Campbell ..... 2007-pres. 
Robert Cannady ........ 1982-83 
Tom Caple .................... 2001-04 
Ken Capone ................. 1977 
Fred Carbone .............. 1965-66 
Durel Ca rpenter ......... 1966-67 
Dave Carpentier ...... ... 1968-70 
John Castleberry ........ 1979 
Larry Caudil lo .............. 1973-74 
Eli Ceci l .......................... 1996-99 
Jan Chapman .............. 1960 
Mark Chapman ........... 1980-82 
Steven Chatwood .. 2007-pres. 
Tom Cheek ................... 1990-91 
Rene Chevalier ............ 1968-69 
Dustin Church ............. 2005 
Chris Ciampa ............... 1980, 82-83 
Brady Clark ................... 1992-95 
Casey Clark ................... 1975-77 
Kevin Clausen ............. 2001 
Dylan Cohen ................ 2006-07 
Chris Collins ................. 1991-94 
Kyle Coll ins ................... 2003-04 
Paul Contreras ............. 1976 
Marcus Cordero .......... 2005 
Matt Couch .................. 2005-09 
Dave Cox ....................... 1 958-60 
Matt Coy ....................... 2001-03 
Jeff Crane ...................... 1992 
Nick Cranmer .............. 2005-06 
Pat Crema ..................... 1990-92 
Tim Cresto .................... 1980 
Ron Crise ....................... 1958-59 
Bi ll Crompton .............. 1969-72 
Chad Cummings ........ 2002-03 
Randy Curtis ................ 2003-05 
D .••••• ...... 
Ed Dauer ....................... 1983-85 
Mike David .................. 1985-86 
Kevin Davis .. ................. 1990 
Myles Davis .................. 1996 
Ryan Davis ................... 2008 
Steve Davis ................... 1968-71 
Rob Dean ...................... 1991 
Tim Dean ...................... 2001 
Jim Deaver ... .............. .. 1976-78 
Steve DeGennaro ..... 1984-85 
Scott DeNau lt .............. 2006-09 
Steph DeSa les ............ 1964-66 
Fred Diana ... ................. 1967 
Jim Dian i .. .. ................... 1972-73 
Luis Diaz-Miron .......... 2001-02 
Kerry Dineen ..... .. ........ 1971-73 
Rick Doane ................... 1988-91 
Zach Dobek ................. 2002-03 
Jeb Daugherty ............ 1994-97 
Bob Duncan .... ............. 1958-59 
Bob Dunlap .. ............ .. . 1964-67 
Daryl Dunn .... 1975-77 
David Dunn .... .............. 1999-03 
Kenny Duran .......... ... .. 1986 
Sean Durbin ............. ... 1991, 93 
E •••••• ...... 
Dan Echeveste .. .... ..... 1984-87 
Ruben Elizada le .......... 1975-76 
Gray Elliott .......... ......... 1959 
Paul Engel. ........ .... ........ 1977-80 
Chris Engell ............ 2009-pres. 
Nei l Eskuri ..................... 1973 
F •••••• ...... 
Matt Falk ...................... 2005 
Travis Fa rrell. ................ 1996-98 
Brian Farris ......... .... 2009-pres. 
Tom Fat ica .................... 1975 
Mike Fazekas ............... 1983-84 
Chris Feeny ........ .......... 1993 
John Fenn ..................... 1991-93 
James Ferguson ......... 1988-91 
Tyler Fernandes .......... 2005 
Tom Ferrara ..... ............. 1962, 64-65 
Mike Ferraro ........... 2009-pres. 
Rich Ferrell ................... 1962 
Vince Ferrer .................. 1985 
Wayne Ferri s ................ 1961 -62 
Tyler Fick .. ..................... 2009 
Jim Fiorenza ................. 1959-61 
Rob Fitzgerald ............. 1985 
Pat Fitzsimmons ......... 1987-90 
Dan Flanagan ..... ......... 1976-78 
Dennis Forster ............. 1967-68 
Mike Fox ........................ 1965 
Reggie Foy ... ............. ... 2005 
Matt Francis .. ............... 1984 
Terry Frank ................... 1976-79 
Mike Freeh ill ................ 1992, 94 
Dan Freglette ..... ........ 1967 
G ••••••• ...... 
Tristan Ga le ................. 2004 
Juan Garcia ... ............... 1996-99 
Rick Garner .... .. ............. 1971-74 
Eric Gaylord .. ................ 1981 -82 
Logan Gelbrich ..... .. .... 2005-08 
Tony Ghironi ................ 1967 
Dan Giese ..................... 1996-98 
Brett Gil lespie .............. 2001-04 
Tom Goddard .............. 1960-62 
Glenn Godwin ............. 1981 -82 
Dave Goldsberry ........ 1964 
Nick Gontmaher. ........ 2000 
Dave Gonza lez ....... ..... 1968-71 
John Goudy ................. 1960 
Sean Gousha ............... 1989-92 
Chuck Graham ............ 1986-89 
Bob Grand pre ............. 1989-90 
Kev in Gay ..................... 1998-00 
Austin Green .......... 2009-pres. 
Ed Green ....................... 1963-66 
AJ Griffin ........... ... ... 2007-pres. 
Jeff Grotewold ............ 1985 
Joe Grupa lo ................ 1986 
H •••••• ...... 
Bryan Haar .. ........... 2009-pres. 
Kar l Hall ......................... 1979-80 
ALL-TIME ROSTER 
Chad Hil liburton ........ 1995-96 
Ryan Hamil ton ........... 1999-00 
Josh Hansen ............... 2003-04 
Kevin Hansen .... .......... 2005-08 
Dave Harr .. ... . ..... 1958 
David Harris .... .... ........ 2006-
Josh Harris ....... ... ......... 2000-01 
Martin Harris .... ........... 1979-82 
Curt is Hart... ................ 1962 
Matt Hauser .. ... ... .... 2009-pres. 
Mark Hawblitzel ......... 1983-85 
Marty Hayes ................ 1997-00 
Aron Hea ly .................. 2000 
Bil l Herberle ................. 1977-78 
Mike Heminger .......... 1961 -62 
Pat Heminger ..... ......... 1961 
Jared Hemus ................ 2000 
Mike Henry .................. 1991 
Kevin Herde ...... 1990-93 
Mark Herrembruck .... 1965-66 
Tobias Herrera .. ........... 2000-01 
Jamie Hesselgesser ... 2002-05 
Steve Hinckley ............ 1975 
Evan Hlavacek ............. 1995 
Tony Hodges ............... 1975 
Phi l Hoeppner ............. 1984 
John Holl iday .............. 1959-60 
Justin Holmes ............. 2003-04 
John Holt ...... ...... .......... 1986-87 
Russell Holzhauer ...... 2005-08 
Jon Hotta ................ 2009-pres. 
Rya n Hovey .................. 1994-95 
Bill Howa rd ................... 1974-75 
Chris Humpert ............ 1996-99 
1 •••••• ...... 
Pat laccino ... .. ............... 1977 
Tim Isaacson ................ 2000 
Bil l Ismay ....................... 1984-85 
J .••••• ...... 
Andre Jacas .................. 1981-84 
JACAS, Dave ................. 1983-86 
Pat James ...................... 1992-94 
Serrin Jarvi ................... 2006 
Chris Jensen ........ ... 2009-pres. 
Brian Jones .................. . 2003-04 
Danny Jones ............. ... 1973-75 
Eric Jorgensen .... .. ..... 1999 
Chris Joyner ................ 1979 
K •••••• 
. ..... 
Chris Kahl. ..................... 1999 
Mike Kane ..................... 1965 
Cliff Kanesh iro ............ . 1979 
Steve Kaupang ........... 2008 
Scott Kawa ll ................. 1988-89 
Jim Keen .... .. ................. 1989-92 
Andy Kerr ....... .............. 1994, 96 
Peter Keup .................... 1989-90 
Bob Keyes ..................... 1958-60 
Ken Kingsman ............. 1970-73 
Bob Kivley ..................... 1968-69 
Matt Kohorst ............... 2008 
Zach Kometani ....... 2009-pres. 
Dan Kas ie.... . ....... 1978-81 
Zach Kou cos ............... 1999-00 
Matt Kuseski ............... 1994-97 
L •••••• ...... 
Matt LaBelle ................ 1993-95 
---
ALL-TIME ROSTER 
Tim Langowski .. ......... 1976 
Ron Lauer .................... 1999 
Matthew Lawhorn ..... 2005 
Dwayne Lawson ......... 1968 
Mike Leite .. .... ........ .... ... 1985 
David Lembo ........ .. ..... 1997-01 
Trevor Leppard .. .. .. ..... 1994 
Alan Leuthard .... .. ....... 1997-00 
Tim Leydens ................ 1959-62 
Dion Light .................... 1998 
Ryan Lil ly ............ .. ......... 2005-06 
Joe Li ma ...................... .. 1998-02 
Tom Li ndent hal .......... 1981 
Chris Liosi ..................... 1996-99 
Mickey Lippit t ............ 1995-96 
Ryan Locanto .............. 1995-96 
Brian Locher ................ 1984 
Paul Lofgren .. .............. 1980-82 
Tony Lo Prest i ............... 1997-98 
Terry Lorenz ........ .... ..... 1959-62 
Pat Lucy .. .. .. .. ........ ......... 2000-04 
Mike Lugo ........ .. .......... . 2006-09 
M :::::: 
Tim Madden ...... .......... 1960 
Daniel Magness ...... .... 2006-07 
Jim Mahoney .............. . 1972-73 
Luke Ma i berger .......... 1982-83 
Chuck Manes ............... 1978-79 
Mark Manor ................. 1987-88 
Jason Marian ...... .. ....... 2001-02 
Rodger Marlot.. ........... 1983 
Mike Marquardt ......... 1971 
Mike Marrinan ............ 1973-76 
Brock Marsh ................. 1995-96 
Andy Martin ................. 2004-05 
Chris Martinez ........ .. ... 2001 
Jesse Mart inez ........ .... 1975-76 
Raul Mart inez .............. 1961, 65-66 
Brian Matusz ................ 2006-08 
Ken May ........................ 1983 
Brian Mazone .............. 1995-98 
Dan McAdoo .............. . 1988-91 
Kevi n McCarthy ........ .. 1978-80 
John McCoy ................. 1990 
Mike McCoy .. ............... 2000-02 
Nick McCoy ............. 2006-pres. 
Mike McDermott .... .... 1995 
Jaime McDonald .. ...... 1979-81 
Steve McDonald ......... 1995-96 
Liam McGee ...... .. ...... .. 1973-75 
Steve McLoughlin ...... 1965 
Joe McNamara .. ...... .... 1980 
John McNamara .... .. ... 197 1-73 
John McNAMARA, .... 1996 
Wendell McReynolds 1972 
McSPARRAN, Greg ..... 1979-80 
Paul Meade ........ .. ........ 1975 
James Meador ........ 2007-pres. 
Rom Medina .............. .. 1980 
Steve Mehok .. .......... .. .. 1985-86 
Dick Meis ...... ................ 196 1 
Jim Mellos ................ .... 1978 
Dave Melton ........ ........ 1960-6 1 
Steve Melvin ................ 1966 
Paul Mendes ...... .. ........ 1975-78 
T.J. Merritt ..................... 2004-05 
Bart Miadich .... .. .......... 1995-97 
Aaron Miller ................. 1987, 89-90 
Hal Mi t rovich .......... .. ... 1958-59 
Tony Moeder ............... 1990-93 
Dave Monastero ......... 1987-89 
Casey Morales ............. 1983-85 
Pete Moring ................. 1970-71 
Jim Morley .. .................. 1975 
Eric Morton ................. 1992-95 
Mark Moyer ........ .... ...... 1989 
Jackson Muecke .. ....... 1966-67 
John Mu llen ...... ........... 1980-83 
Kevi n Mullen .. ............ . 1987 
Mike Mulvany ............ .. 1973-74 
Kevin Muno ......... ... 2007-pres. 
Jeff Murphy .... .... ...... .... 1988 
Gary Myron ...... ........ .... 1968-71 
N •••••• ...... 
Laci Nagypal ................ 1982-83 
Bill Nalley ...................... 1977-78 
Dave Navarro ........ ....... 1976-77 
Howard Nelson ........... 1987 
Mike Newby ................. 1988, 90 
Dan Newman .............. 1986-87 
Sea n Nico l ..... .. ............. 2007-09 
Gavin Ng ........ ............... 2002-05 
Jerry Norman .............. 1970-72 
0 .••••• ...... 
Jack O'Connor ............. 1960 
James O'Rourke ......... 1989 
Jose Ortega .................. 2003-04 
Mike Oseguera ........... 2000-03 
Nick Ousman ............... 2008 
P •••••• ...... 
Jaime Pa redes .. .......... 1978-79 
Jay Parks ......... .. ............. 1993-97 
Doug Paul .................. ... 1979-82 
John Pea rce .. .......... ..... 1964 
Ri ca rdo Pecina .... .. ...... 2006-08 
Ted Pecot .. ............. ....... 1 968 
Tony Perez .................... 2000-03 
Ra ndy Peterson .......... 1969-70 
Matt Petrucc i ............. .. 2006 
Trevor Pi ke .... .... ........... 2003-04 
Dave Pingree .. ........... .. 1990-93 
Bi ll Pinkham .. .......... .. ... 198 1 
Brent Planck ................. 2006-07 
Jeff Powers ................... 1995-98 
Joey Prast .. .................... 2001 -04 
Rick Prieto .................... 1977 
Gary Prior ...................... 197 1-74 
Q .••••• ...... 
Ben Quinto ............... .. .. 2002-03 
Brendan Quan ............ 2005-06 
R •••••• ...... 
John Rebelo ...... .. .. ....... 1959 
Chris Redlew ..... .. ....... .. 1989 
Kevin Reese ... .. .......... ... 1997-00 
Tim Reilley .... .. .............. 1965 
Quinn Reilly .. ............... 1985 
Dominic Repett i ......... 1998-99 
Rya n Richard ............... 2002 
Andy Roberts ..... .. ....... 1986-89 
Robbie Rogers .. .. ........ 1984-87 
Mick Rogers ......... ........ 1976-77 
Dave Rolls ...... .. ... .. ........ 1985-88 
Josh Romanski .. ...... .... 2006-08 
Dave Romero .......... .. .. 1992-95 
Tim Ronan .... ........ ........ 1976-79 
Luke Roniger ........ .. ..... 2005-08 
Ryan Rose .......... .. ......... 1994, 96 
Cra ig Ross ......... ............ 1991-92 
Ron Roth .. ........ ............. 1958 
Dub Ru berts .. ........... .. 1970-73 
Duane Rudzinski .... ... 1962 
John Rule .... .. .... ........ .. .. 1982 
Dennis Rush .. .. ........ .. ... 1972 
David Ru ssell .......... ..... 1993-95 
Keoni Ruth ................ .. . 2004-06 
Chuck Rut ledge .... ...... 1966-68 
S •••••• ...... 
Jim Saffert .................... 1967 
Greg Sain .............. .. ...... 1999-01 
Mike Saipe .......... .......... 1992-94 
Adrian Sa n Miguel ..... 1974 
Andy Sa nchez ............. 1973 
Dave Sanchez .............. 1993 
Hector Sanchez .......... 1958 
Victor Sanchez ....... 2008-pres. 
Chris Sa ndor ................ 2001 
Freddy Sandova l ........ 2002-04 
John Sa rture .......... .... .. 1978 
Mike Saverino ............. 1977-80 
Casey Schmidt ........ 2009-pres. 
Karl Schmidt... .......... ... 1993-96 
Pete Schoen ........ .. ....... 1991-93 
Kevin Schramm .......... 1995-96 
Ted Schultz ........... ........ 1972-75 
Adam Schw indt .......... 1988-89 
Steve Sciacca ............... 1982-83 
Ed Scofield ................... 1991-92 
Guy Selleck ................. .. 1961 
Cha rli e Seltzler ............ 1991 -94 
Paul Sewald ............ 2009-pres. 
Matt Sexton ................. 2006 
Tom Seyler ....... ..... .. ...... 1984-85 
Dick Shea ........... .... ....... 1958-59 
Greg Sherman ............. 1989 
Denn is Sh ields ............ 1961-62 
Bob Simmons .......... .. .. 1975 
Greg Simonetti ........... 2001 
Derek Simper .............. 2003 
Steve Singleton .. .. ...... 2004-06 
Tom Sizer ...................... 1985-86 
Steve Skamnes .. ......... 1988 
Louis Skertich .............. 1987-90 
Sea n Skinner ............. .. 1997-00 
Anthony Slama ........... 2006-07 
Jacob Slania .. ............ .. . 1992-95 
Don Slater ...... ........ .. .. ... 1979-80 
John Slaught ...... .. .. ..... 1983-86 
Erro l Smith .. ........ .. .. ..... 1997-98 
Ken Smith ........... .. ........ 1973 
Kyle Smith ......... .... ....... 2003-04 
Justin Snyder .. .. ........... 2005-07 
David Sofro .. .. .. ............ 1995 
Sammy Solis .... ... .... 2008-pres. 
Matt Solters .......... ....... 1987 
Tom Solters .. ................ 1962 
Parri s Sorianello ......... 1987-89 
Hugo Soto .. ............. ..... 1958-60 
Rob Sparks ...... .. .... ....... 1987 
Rob Sporrer ............... ... 1987 
Brian Springer ............. 1994-97 
Terry Stallard ............... 1961 
Andy Stellar .. ......... .. .... 1996 
Tom Stephenson .. ...... 1965 
Josh Stepner ........ .. .. .... 199 1-94 
Chris Stout.. ...... .... ........ 1986-89 
Rich Strang .......... .. ....... 1977-78 
Tony Strazzara ... ..... 2008-pres. 
Steve Stumpfl .. .... , ....... 1988-91 
Marty Stu rgeon .......... 1978-80 
Mike Sul llivan .............. 1962 
Bob Svelmoe ...... ........ . 1973-74 
Eric Sweet ..................... 1983 
T .••••• ...... 
Blake Tag myer ........ ..... 2007-08 
Tom Tereschuk ....... ..... 198 1-82 
Brian Tharpe ............ .. .. 1985-86 
Noel Thompson .......... 1976 
Tom Thompson .......... 1966-68 
Tom Thompson ...... .... 196 1 
Matt Thomson ........ 2008-pres. 
Paul Thornton ...... ....... 1989 
Dave Timms ........ ......... 1967-69 
Jeff Tipton ............. ....... 1976-79 
Ed Tobias ............. .......... 1966-67 
Greg Tomczyk ............. 1970-71 
Bruce Tom linson ...... .. 1980-83 
Mark Trafton .... ............ 1985-88 
John Tryon .... ............... 1975 
Paul Tuoma inen .. ....... 1964-67 
Trip Turner ................... 1986 
V •••••• ...... 
George Va ldiviez .. ...... 1983 
Jose Valiero ........... ....... 2005-09 
Mark Vallecorsa .. ........ 1996-99 
Pau l Van Stone .......... .. 1982-85 
Eric Verdugo ............... . 2001-03 
Fran Vogel .................. ... 1964-65 
W •••••• . ..... 
Mike Wag ner ............... 1973-74 
Zach Walters ........... 2008-pres. 
Sea n Wa rlop ....... .. ....... 2002-05 
David Waters ...... .. ....... 1998-00 
John Wathan ... .. .......... 1968-70 
Lucas Wennersten ... .. 2001-03 
Jim West lund .. .. ........... 1986-89 
Matt Weston .. .. ........ .... 2005 
James Wickman .... ..... 2004 
Joe Wickman ......... .... .. 2004 
Dick Wilbur .. ................. 1958-62 
Tim Wilbur .................... 1958-60 
Dan Wilhelm ...... .. ........ 1964-66 
ScottWill iams ............ 1981-82 
Jim Wil liams .... .. .......... . 1973-74 
Larry Williams .............. 1992-95 
Aaron Wilson ......... .. .... 2000-04 
Keith Wil son ................. 1980-81 
Steve Winnick ...... .. ...... 2007-08 
Brian Wisniewski ........ 1984 
David Wright .... ........... 1996, 98-00 
Mark Wyckoff .............. 1986-87 
. Y:::::: 
Bill Youmans .... ........ .. .. 1966-67 
Marty Young ........... .. ... 1958 
Nick Youpel .......... .. ...... 2009 
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Dr. Julie 5 ullivan 
Executive V P 
& Provost 
The University of San Diego is very proud of the student-
athletes that represent our institution on 16 men 's and women 's 
NCAA Division-I athletic teams. These are proud and serious 
competitors, honored to represent the University. The dedication 
you 1vitness on the plqyingftelds, on the court, on the course, or in 
the water is great/y matched in the classrooms, the laboratories, on 
stage, or in the community. Last year thirty-nine percent of our 
student-athletes carried a grade-point average above 3.2, and 11 
of our teams had a cumulative grade-point average above 3.0. 
Athletics is vital to the University of San Diego, a ivqy 
students, faculty, staff and alumni come together as one com-
munity. I am both a university president and a Torero fan; I 
look fonvard to sharing the excitement of Torero athletics with 
our matry fans. 
Msgr. Daniel Dillabough Mr. L eendert H ering D r. Timotf?y O 'Malley Ms. Carmen M . Vazquez 
V.P. V. P. V.P. V. P. 
M ission & Ministry Business Services 
& Administration 
University Relations Student Affairs 
University of San Diego Mission Statement 
The University of San Diego is a Roman Catholic institution committed to advancing academic 
excellence, expanding liberal and professional knowledge, creating a diverse and inclusive com-
munity, and preparing leaders dedicated to ethical conduct and compassionate service. 
University of San Diego Vision Statement 
The University of San Diego is becoming a nationally preeminent 
Catholic university known for educating students who are globally 
competent, ethical leaders working and serving in our complex and 
changing world. 
The University of San Diego is a Roman Catholic institution committed to advancing academic ex-
cellence, expanding liberal and professional knowledge, creating a diverse and inclusive community, 
and preparing leaders dedicated to ethical conduct and compassionate service. 
•JI PACiE 64 
KY SNYDER 
JI 
Executive Director of Athletics 
Ky Snyder was named Executive Di rector of Ath letics at the University of San D iego 
on December 10th, 2003. Dr. Mary E. Lyons, USD Presiden t, introduced Snyder who 
returned to USD where he was Director of Athletic D evelopment from 1990 to 1996. 
H e came back to USD from the San D iego International Sports Council where he held 
the position of President. 
With the San D iego International Sports Council, Snyder's primary responsibility was 
to promote San Diego/Ti juana as the preferred region fo r sporting events and activities 
that benefit the community both economicall y and socially. Accomplishments of the 
Sports Counci l bid efforts during Snyder's tenure included securing San Diego the 1997 
and 1998 ESPN Summer X Games, the Suzuki Rock & Roll Marathon, the 1999 Major 
League Soccer All-Star Game, the Bank of America/US. O lympic Cup, NCAA Division 
I Men's Basketball First & Second Round (2001) contests, the NCAA Division I Women's 
Volleyball Championships (2001) and Super Bowl XXXVIT. 
In the spring of 2001, Snyder was named the President of the San D iego Super Bowl 
XXXVII Host Committee. H e still serves as Pres ident of the San Diego Super Bowl Task 
Force. Snyder was also the Executive Director of the San Diego International Sports 
Foundation. Prior to joining the SDI SC, Snyder was the Director o f Athletic D evelopment 
at the University of San Diego for six years. At USD he was responsible for establishing 
the Torero Athletic Association, fund-raising efforts for athletics, managing athletic special 
events and generating corporate sponsorship of ath letics. 
At USD he oversees an athletic department with seventeen NCAA Division I in tercollegiate teams and over 400 student-athletes. H e is 
responsible for all administrative, management and supervisory aspects of the Department of Athletics. Additionally, he oversees the 
strategic long-range planning and monitoring o f 
budgets, personnel, programs, facilities, fund-
raising, promotions and marketing, and public 
relatio ns for an NCAA Division I program 
consisting of eight sports fo r men and nine 
sports for women . H e serves on the NCAA 
Division I Football Rules Committee and as 
the Corporate Co-Chair of the JDRF Walk to 
Cure Diabetes. 
This past season saw the USD athl et ic s 
program win its seco nd consecutive WCC 
Commissioner's Cup. The conference trophy 
goes to the school with th e top performing 
athletics program in the eight-team West Coast 
Con ference. Four Torero teams advanced to the 
N CAA Tournament in 2008-09, while a record 
six teams made it in 2007-08. 
Snyd er p layed football at San Diego State 
University. He holds a Bachelor's degree in 
Marke ting from San Diego State University and 
has studied in the Master's Leadership Program 
at the University of San Diego. 
The Snyder Family: (1-r) Riley, Cammy, Sue, Sydney, Ky 
Snyder, who has been a San Diego resident for 
27 years, has a very athletic family. His wife, Sue, 
was a former standout member of the United States women's national volleyball team who played at San Diego State and also coached 
the Aztecs and University of San D iego's women's volleyball teams. In addition, Snyder's fathe r, Lester, held the position as President 
of the United States Tennis Association. 
The Snyder's res ide in Poway with thei r son Riley (age 16), daughter Sydney (age 13) and daughter Cammy (age 10). 
USO ATHLETICS MISSION & VISION STATEMENT 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics Mission Statement 
As part of the University of San Diego, a Roman Catholic University, the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics is com-
mitted to advancing the academic and athletic excellence and enhancing students' lives while promoting the University 
of San Diego. 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics Vision Statement 
As part of the University of San Diego. a Roman Catholic University, the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics is educat-




Asst. Ath letic Trainer 
Asst. Director 






Ex. Asst., Intercollegiate 
Camps 
Ron Valenzuela 
Coordinator of Student 
Athlete Services 
USD Baseball Support Staff 
Cindy Casillas 
Executive Ass istant 










Assoc. AD/ Sports Medicine 
Matt Parr 





Assoc. AD/ Facilit ies & 
Operations 
Janet Engleman 
Admin istrative Assistant 
Joe Parry 
Assoc. Ath letic Tra iner 
Karlene Sugarman 
Sport and Business 
Psychology Consultant 
Father Owen Mullen 
Team Chaplain 
NCAA COMPLIANCE 
I want to play Division I intercollegiate athletics at San D iego . .. ,I 
What do I need to do in order to play at San Diego 
as a freshman? 
If you intend to participate in Division I or II athletics 
as a freshman, you must register and be certified by the 
N CAA E ligibili ty Center. Your high school counselor 
should p rovide you with a brochure titled, "NCAA 
G uide fo r the College-Bound Student-A thlete." In 
order to be registered with the Eligibility Center, you 
should create an account at www.eligibilitycenter.org 
and pay the registration fee of $60 for US students or 
$85 for international students. Then work with your 
high school counselor to ensure that an o ffici al copy o f 
your high-school transcript, which includes your SAT 
or ACT score(s), is sent to the E ligibility Center. When 
registering for the SAT or ACT, you should use the 
N CAA E ligibility Center code (9999) as a score recipi-
ent. After graduation and before the school closes for 
the summer, your school also must send the Eligibili ty 
Center a copy of your final transcript that confirms 
trraduation from high school. Your counselors can 
,-, 
obtain registration materials, at no cos t, by calling the 
clearinghouse at (877) 262-1492 or (317) 223-0700 for 
international callers. 
H ow do I know if I'm being recruited? 
You become a "prospective student-athlete" when you 
start ninth-grade classes. Before the ninth grade, you 
become a prospective student-athlete if a college gives 
you (or your relatives or friends) any financial aid or 
other benefits that the college does not provide pro-
spective students generally. You become a "recruited 
prospective student-athlete" at a particular college if 
any coach approaches you (or any member o f your 
family) about enrolling and participating in athletics 
at that college. Activities by coaches that cause you to 
become a recruited prospective student-athlete are (1) 
providing you with an official visit; (2) placing more than 
one telephone call to you or any other member o f your 
family; or (3) visiting you or any other member of your 
family anywhere other than the college campus. 
Boosters: In addition to general recruiting regulations, 
no alumni, boosters or represen tatives of a college's 
athletics interests can be involved in your recruitment. 
T here can be no phone calls or letters from boos ters. 
If a USD booster is contacting you, please call the San 
Diego Compliance O ffice as soon as possible at (619) 
260-4755. D on't risk your NCAA eligibili ty! 
When can I talk to the coach and have him/her 
see me play? 
Telephone Calls: In baseball, startingJuly 1 after your 
junior year in high school, a college coach is limited to 
one telephone call per week to you (or your parents or 
legal guardians), excep t that unlimited calls to you (or 
your parents or legal guardians) may be made under 
the following circumstances: (1) during the five days 
immediately before your o fficial visit by the college you 
will be visiting; (2) on the day of a coach's o ff-campus 
contact with you by that coach; (3) on the initial date 
for signing the Na tional Letter of Inten t in your sport 
th rough two days after the initial signing date; and ( 4) 
you (or your parents) may telephone a coach at your 
expense as often as you wish. After a National Letter 
of Inten t is signed, unlimited calls may be placed to 
the prospect. 
Off-Campus Contacts: A college coach may con tact 
you in person off the college campus only on or after 
July 1 after the completion of your junior year in high 
school. The contact must take place on the prospect's 
high school campus and follow restrictions on the 
sport's recruiting calendar. A contact is any face- to-
face meeting between a college coach or athletics staff 
member and you or your parents, during which any 
of you say more than "hello." Also, any such face-to-
face meeting that is prearranged or that takes place on 
your campus, at an organized competition or practice 
involving you or your high school, preparatory school, 
two-year college or all-star team shall be considered 
a contact, regardless of the conversation. H owever, 
a college coach may v· sit your high school (with the 
approval of your high school principal) only once a 
week during contact period. 
Evaluations: An evaluation is any off-campus activity 
used to assess your academic qualifications or athlet-
ics ability, including a visit to your high school (during 
which no contact occurs) or watching you practice or 
compete at any site. In baseball, a coach has three 
contact opportunities and 4 evaluation opportunities. 
Once you sign a N ational Letter of Intent, you may be 
evaluated an unlimited number o f times by a college 
coach from the college with which you have signed. 
Letters: Letters and printed recruiting information 
may be sent to you starting September 1 at the begin-
ning of your junior year in high school. H owever, 
you may still contact a university prior to this date 
to receive general (non-athletic related) information. 
You may also complete an athletic ques tionnaire prior 
to this date. 
What Can I Receive from San Diego? 
You (or your family) may no t receive any benefi t, 
inducement or arrangement, such as cash, clo thing, 
camp, improper expenses, transportation, gifts or loans 
to encourage you to sign a National Letter of Intent 
or attend an NCAA college. 
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USD Media Relations 
Ted Gosen 
Associate AD for Media Relations 
29th Year 
M.S. Sports Administration 
St. Thomas Un iversity (1981) 
B.S. Business Administration 
San Jose State (1979) 
Email: tgosen@sandiego.ed u 
Chris Loucks 
Assistant Director of Media Relations 
5th Year 




Media Relations Coordinator 
5th Year 
Linfield College (2004) 
B. A. Mass Communications 
Email: rmccann@sandiego.edu 
Media Policies 
Coaches and players w ill be avai lab le for postgame interviews 
on the field after a brief coo ling down session and team meeting. 
Midweek interviews can be conducted before and or after practices 
by special arrangement through the athletics media relations of-
fice. Interviews with visiting coaches or players should be arranged 
through the visiting tea m's SID, w hen available. The USO press box 
is located on top of the stands behind home plate. Limited seat-
ing is aval iable with beat writers receving priority. Rad io positions 
and additional media will be allocated to the press box or the rows 
immediately in front of the press box, if necessary. 
LIVE AUDIO broadcasts on 
usdtoreros.com 
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Thanks to the efforts of the 
USD Athletic Department 
and the Torero baseball fam-
ily, all San Diego home base-
ball games can be heard live 
over the Internet on usdtore-
ros.com. The voice of Torero 
baseball,Jack Murray, brings 
Torero fans all the live play-
by-play action. Murray also 
serves as the offical scorer for 
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Primary Media Outlets 
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 
Doug Williams, Sports Ed itor 
Jay Posner, Assistant Sports Editor 
Nick Canepa & Tim Sullivan, Columnists 
PO Box 120191 
San Diego, CA 92112 
(619) 293-1343 Fax: 260-5078 
Email: sports@uniontrib.com 
NORTH COUNTY TIMES 
Loren Nelson, Sports E ditor 
207 East Pennsylvania Ave . 
Escondido, CA 92025 
(800) 200-1601 Fax: (760) 740-5045 
Email: sports@nctimes.com 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
Bill Dwyre, Sports Editor 
T.J. Simers, Columnist 
Times Mirror Square 
Los Angeles, CA 90053 
(800) 528-4637 Fax: (213) 237-7876 
Email: sports@latimes.com 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Bernie Wilson, Sports Editor 
PO Box 191 
San Diego, CA 92112 
(619) 231-9365 Fax: 291-2098 
Email: sandiego@ap.org 
LA: (213) 626-1200 
LA Fax: (213) 346-0200 
Channel 4 San Diego (Independent) 
Dennis Morgigno, Program Director 
Jason Bott & Ed Barnes , Producers 
Jenny Cavnar, John Weis bar th & Steve 
Quis 
1370 India Street, 2nd Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 266-5061 Fax: 595-0168 
KNSD (NBC), Channel 7 /39 
Jim Laslavi c, Sports Director 
Jim Stone & D erck Togcrson, Sports 
Dave Smith (Photo) 
225 Broadway 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 578-0226/0227 Fax: 578-0202 
KFMB (CBS) , Channel 8 
Kyle Kraska, Sports Director 
John Howard, Sports 
PO Box 85888 
San Diego, CA 92186 
(858) 495-7587 Fax:560-0627 
KUS! (IND), Channel 9/51 
Paul Rudy, Sports Director 
Ri ck Willis, Sports 
PO Box 719051 
San Diego, CA 92171-9051 
(858) 505-5047 /5032 Fax: 576-9317 
KGTV (ABC), Channel 10 
Ben Higgins, Sports Director 
Steve Smith, Sports 
Jeff LeValley (Photo) 
4600 Air Way 
San Diego, CA 92102 
(619) 237-6372/6314 Fax: 527-0369 
XX Sports Radio (1090 AM/1700 AM) 
USO FLAGSHIP STATION 
Jack Cronin 
John Kentera 
6160 Cornerstone Court East 
Mira Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
(858) 453-9153 Fax: 453-9157 
KFMB Radio (760 AM) 
7677 Engineer Road 
San Diego, CA 92111 
(858) 292-7600 Fax: 279-7676 
KOGO (600 AM) 
Jim Charvet, Sports 
9660 Granite Ridge Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123-2657 
(858) 560-6671 Fax: 715-3363/ 3364 
XTRA Sports (1360 AM) 
9660 Granite Ridge Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123-2657 
(858) 715-3367 Fax: 715-3363/3364 
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